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Small Game
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Pest Control
or Small Game?

The application for which most airguns are purchased domestically
would be for plinking and target shooting. However looking at guns
purchased with the intention to shoot quarry, without a doubt they are
most frequently used to shoot vermin and pest species. This can range
from shooting the squirrel or starling raiding the backyard bird feeder to
professional pest control removal of roosting pigeons in factory
buildings or rats raiding feeders in the farmer’s barn. Most states permit
the culling of pest species with an airgun, and even allow some game
animals to be taken out of season under a depredation permit when
they are causing damage to property.
Some species by their very nature are considered pest animals, ones
that are vectors for diseases or cause damage to property such as
brown rats. Other animals are usually not a pest species, but due to
population explosions caused by an abundance of food or lack of
predators, become pest. The most common pest species shot with
airguns are rats, ground squirrels, sparrows, starlings, black birds,
pigeons and other animals causing a nuisance or depredation on
private property. Under certain conditions, a small game animal such as
cottontail rabbits on a golf course or tree squirrels in the attic become a
pest animal …. Once again you need to check your local ordinances.
Shooting pest animals makes a lot of sense as the other options are
either setting traps or laying poison, both of which have many negative
attributes. They are both indiscriminate, you don’t want to poison the
barn cat along with the rats, and you don’t want your dog sticking his
nose in a rat trap. Shooting can also be more effective allowing several
individuals to be culled in a single session and a whole population
eradicated over a short period of time. To be successful the shooter
needs to keep the pressure up, as these animals tend to breed very
rapidly and can quickly build the population back up if allowed to.
It should be understood, the objective of pest control is to kill as many
animals as possible, effectively removing the population from a specific
area. It is not hunting in the purse sense of the word, you are not
interested in sport or giving the animal an advantage, only in removing
them (or significantly reducing their numbers) from the ecosystem. In
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this context, the pest control shooter should not hesitate to cull young
animals or females, and unless there are local regulations there should
not be a concern over season. Speaking of pest control and seasons,
one of the strangest sets of regulations I know of is in Louisiana. Nutria
are a huge pest that cause a great deal of damage to the levies and
waterways; the state has a bounty on them and sometimes the problem
gets so bad that the police have to cruise the canals popping the mega
rodents with rimfires ……. But there is a season! Go figure. My point is,
the purpose of true pest control is to remove every member of the pest
specie that you can. As a matter of fact, if a farmer or facilities manager
gives you permission to shoot his property, it is your responsibility to
clear every varmint you can.
When I talk about pest control, I mean real pest control; a pasture that
has become dangerous to livestock because there are so many
burrows they are at risk of breaking a leg. Pigeons that are nesting in a
factory building and spreading a layer of guano over people and
equipment, or blackbirds and crows causing crop damage, are real
pest. There is another type of pest control, which is justifiable but not for
the same reasons. Let’s face it, the starlings raiding your bird feeder are
not causing that much damage. The justification for removing this type
of pest animal is simply that, they don’t belong in North America. Every
English sparrow, starling, or pigeon that lives here is eating, taking
nesting space, and breathing the air required by native species and
should be eradicated for that reason.
Using airguns to shoot these pests makes a lot of sense, as they are
uniquely suited to the task. They are powerful enough to effectively
dispatch a pest animal at 50 yards, and the guns that we discuss and
recommend in this book are capable of tack driving accuracy. If you do
happen to miss, the projectiles will not travel a mile or cause excessive
damage to surrounding equipment or buildings. And lastly, the guns are
quiet, and with a shrouded barrel can be almost silent. This means that
you will not become pest specie to your neighbors as you move around
the yard clearing out the starling populations, your pest might be their
cute little bushy tailed squirrel … so stealth has its place.
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Small
Game Hunting

For me, small game hunting with an airgun is a favorite hunting past
time, and my favorite guns are comprised of both spring piston airguns
and pre-charged pneumatics. I love being out in the Midwestern woods
in fall and winter with an air rifle stalking squirrels, or glassing the
landscape in pursuit of rabbit and quail out in the California high desert.
In discussions I’ve had with several airgun distributors, anecdotal
information indicates that small game hunting (along with pest control)
is one of the often given reasons that airguns are purchased. They are
perfectly suited in this role, and do provide additional opportunity to hunt
even for those that normally use firearms.
We are blessed with a lot of small game animals in North America,
with squirrel and rabbits by far and away the most popular quarry. But in
some areas turkey, quail, grouse, and other game birds are available as
well. Some animals, such as fox, bobcats, coyote, raccoons, and nutria
are sometimes considered game animals, sometimes furbearers, and
sometimes pest species, and in many jurisdictions can be taken with air
powered guns.
Why use an air rifle rather than one of my firearms as a method of
take? I still like to hit the field with my .17 and .22 rimfire rifles and
handguns, but find that airguns make it more about the hunting than
about the shooting (not saying the shooting isn’t fun or important mind
you). That forty to fifty yard airgun range can be a real obstacle to
overcome when moving through the forest, knowing that a snap of a
twig on the ground will send every squirrel in the area running for cover.
Another major plus for me is that as stated, airguns open up a lot
more territory for hunting. In Indiana, it seems like there is a lot of open
space on one hand, but on the other there seems to be a house on the
corner of every forty acre parcel. I am exaggerating, but my point is that
there is more limitation on hunting space than out west. I have found
that a lot of farmers out where I live will let me take an airgun around
their farms, but not a firearm due to the carrying distance and noise
generated. A side benefit of the airgun is that the precise placement of
the pellet, usually on the head, causes less damage to the meat. These
animals are destined for the larder so this is not an insignificant
advantage.
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I sometimes feel that I’ve put too much emphasis in my writing on
big game hunting with airguns, and in fact I do enjoy the challenge.
However, I find small game and varmint just as challenging and as
much fun as the big stuff. Much of the later portions of this book will
focus on larger game, varmint, and predator hunting so we will leave
this topic for now, and return later for an in-depth drill down on the
various quarry and techniques for bagging them.

Next Page:
There have been a couple nice charts produced that talk about how much power is
required to kill certain target species, but I think that any gradation requiring more than
a quick consideration has limited appeal in the field. For this reason I developed a
simple chart for small to medium sized game with standard caliber airguns. Knowing
where the gun falls on the performance scale, I know what types of game I’ll shoot,
what type of shots I’ll take (head or body), and how far out I’ll reach. This is subjective
and is based on my shooting experience, and is simply a general reference, I’ll make
judgment calls in the field maybe reach a little further or take a heart shot rather than a
head shot.
4
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.22 and .25 Caliber 40+ FPE
Headshots to 50 yards

.22 and .25 Caliber 25+ FPE
Headshots to 60 yards

.177 and .22 Caliber 15+ FPE
Bodyshots to 50 yards
Headshots to 75 yards
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The cottontail rabbit is a medium-sized rabbit with buff-brown color lined
with black above and white below. They have moderately long ears and
like most rabbits, they are very fast. You can tell when you’re in a
cottontail’s territory by the presence of their droppings, which are either
hard brown pellets or soft green pellets depending on what they are
eating. Rabbits re-ingest these soft pellets to extract the full nutritional
value from their food. Cottontails feed on grasses and green plants,
during the spring and summer and on bark and twigs during the fall and
winter months. Cottontails often take refuge in other animal's burrows or
in scratched-out depressions under scrub brush. These rabbits
procreate freely and in some regions may raise two or more litters a
year with one to six young in each litter and live up to two years in the
wild.
The Desert Cottontails I hunt out west are found from California to the
West Texas, north to North Dakota. These cottontails are adapted to
various habitats from grasslands to cactus deserts. They prefer brushy
areas that include pre-established burrowing systems. The cottontails
I’ve shot in the Eastern part of the country have shorter ears, but
otherwise are very similar in looks and habits to the desert varieties.
Much of the best rabbit hunting in the West takes place on BLM land,
National forest, and of course on private property. The best way to
locate a place to hunt is to cruise an area slowly noting the availability
of cover and most importantly, a food supply. A cardinal rule of finding
rabbits is; no food, no rabbits. Farm crops always draw rabbits and the
closer to thick cover the better. I’ve also stumbled across a number of
these rabbits in patches of prickly pair cactus. Rabbits love to eat
anything that is green, but once the green stuff is gone, they will chew
the bark off a tree. Farmers are often not very fond of rabbits because
of the crop damage they cause. Any place that you see fruit trees or
cultivated fields would be a good place to ask permission to hunt.
Farmers that would not let you hunt with firearms due to liability issues
will sometimes let you hunt with an airgun once they understand you
are not plinking at thumper with a daisy BB gun. Hunting rabbits with an
air rifle is challenging, but can be very effective. It requires knowledge
of rabbit behavior under varying weather conditions, and can be done
6
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solo or with partners. I like to hunt rabbits on the first warm day after a
period of cold weather. Cottontails like to sit out in open fields soaking
up sunlight. On cold and windy days hit thick tangles of vines, briars
and any type of cover that protects rabbits from the elements. Brush
piles are good on just about any given day. If you jump a rabbit near a
brush pile on a windy day, the pile will be the first place it will scurry
back towards. Another great location regardless of weather is an
overgrown orchard. Add tall grass, plenty of old brush piles and a
cottontail should be spotted. The advantage of hunting old orchards is
that they are excellent terrain for stalking, and you can often get a good
shooting lane before the rabbit bolts. Unlike hunting rabbits with a
shotgun or even a rimfire, with an airgun you need to shoot the rabbit
before it runs or you will never be able to place a shot with the required
precision to kill it cleanly. If you miss, or spook the rabbit, watch where it
runs as they only run in a straight line for a short distance before they
start to circle back. You can start your stalk over and try again. Don’t
make the mistake of moving too quickly, in good rabbit country I might
only cover an acre in a couple of hours. Walk five yards, stop and look,
move another five or ten, then repeat.
Old farms with abandoned machinery or rundown buildings are often
good spots for hunting. Keep an eye out for rabbits around cover. Tall
grass is often found in these areas offering protection from hunters,
both human and others. Another place where you can get a shot at
rabbits is along fence rows. Rabbits normally will follow the row to the
end and then take off on a dead run for the nearest cover. Pay attention
to the direction that it runs as this will give you a clue for where to hunt
on your next trip out. Rabbits have their favorite escape routes and
once you locate them they generally stay good for years. In urban
settings, golf courses often harbor large populations of these rabbits. It
is sometimes possible to get permission from the course manager to
cull these upscale bunnies, and it may also be possible to get a
depredation permit which allows large numbers to be removed in or out
of season.
There are several guns that I like to use for cottontails, including CO2,
springers and PCPs. This is also a quarry that is well suited for a
7
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moderately powerful air pistol. Amongst the rifles I’ve particularly
enjoyed on my rabbit hunts over the last few years are the Gamo
Stutzen in .177, the Walther Falcon .25, and .22 Beeman R9 spring
piston air rifles. All three are powerful and quite accurate with their
favored pellets. My Webley Raider was tuned for UK sub 12 fpe until
recently and is an absolute tack driver allowing me to reach out to 35
yards for precise headshots. The Beeman Falcon was my long distance
65-70 yard gun on quite a few hunts. This previous season I took a
number of rabbits with the Benjamin Discovery in .22, finding it a great
little pack gun. I’ve even done well with the QB78 (CO2) in certain
situations, but not if shots of over 35 yards are expected or in colder
climates. When hunting cottontails I don’t have a preference between
.177 or .22.. Cottontails are not hard to kill and a chest shot will usually
work fine, though the rabbit may run a few yards even after a solid hit.
Jackrabbits
The jackrabbit is a member of the hare family. Its fur is a dark buff
color that is peppered with black. It has very long ears tipped with black,
and a black stripe that runs from its rump to the top of its tail. The blacktailed jackrabbit spends most of the day resting in a scratched-out
hollow in the ground, often under creosote or other desert scrub. While
they can be seen at any time of day, as a rule they are most active at
dusk and throughout the night. Jackrabbits are vegetarians that feed on
grasses, shrubs, clover, alfalfa and other most other greenery greens.
During fall and winter months, they subsist on mesquite and other
woody and dried vegetation. During especially dry years they will also
eat cactus. Jackrabbits are quite wary and alert to their surroundings,
keeping a lookout for coyote, bobcats, and any other predator large
enough to take this big rabbit down. They rely on their speed to elude
predators and when running they will flash the white underside of their
tail which alerts other jackrabbits in the area. I have spooked a rabbit
and as he ran off other jacks started taking off in all directions. In my
experience an adult Jack will let you get to within 20 – 30 yards if you
move quietly and in a non-threatening way. I believe these rabbits feel
so secure with both their camouflage and ability to outrun danger when
they need to, that they will hold until they feel extremely threatened. In
8
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Cottontails are considered a game animal over most of their range, Texas being
one of the exceptions. They are one of the easiest to kill small game animas, and
almost any medium powered .177 caliber or up rifle works well.

the desert I like to hunt these large hares in the heat of the day, as they
tend to hold longer before they bolt. Jackrabbits are very fast and can
hit thirty-five miles an hour, jumping over gullies bushes and almost
anything that gets in their way. Black-tailed jackrabbits mate year
around and have one to four litters per year with up to eight young per
litter. Young jackrabbits are born bright-eyed and active, and after only
one month they can fend for themselves. I have had young jacks hold
tight in cover and let me step right by. On one trip with my son when he
was a little boy, we walked right up to a young jack I’d spotted and I
actually dove into the brush headfirst and came up with rabbit in hand.
I’ve got to admit though, that this was a one-time occurrence.
Jackrabbits can be found on brush lands, prairies, and deserts
throughout much of the western United States. The usual terrain is
open or semi-open with a lot of running space. Jackrabbits are
common throughout Southern and Central California, Nevada, Arizona,
Southeast Idaho, and Western Texas. Jackrabbits often are found in
pastures that have been grazed by livestock. They don’t typically like
dense brush cover but prefer the high visibility of pasturelands or desert
flats to spot predators before they spot them. I have seen a wily old
jack creeping through thick brush like a whitetail deer eluding a hunter.
9
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A gun that was my favorite one rabbit season was the Twinmaster Hunter
Carbine, which I don’t believe ever went to production. The five shot clip allowed
fast follow up for well suited for multiple targets. This is a great rifle for the
offhand shooting that goes along with rabbit hunting.

I presently live in the Midwest and usually hunt cottontails now, but for
years I lived in Southern California and hunted black-tailed jackrabbits
almost exclusively in the Mojave Desert and the Northern slopes of the
San Bernardino Mountains. I’ve also hunted them in Orange groves
along the coastal area of So Cal, but found it hard to consistently get
within airgun range in this terrain. I occasionally hunt in Arizona,
Nevada and Colorado as well, and as a matter of fact carry my rifle with
me whenever I head out west with the hopes of getting in a jackrabbit
hunt.
The jackrabbit is one of my favorite airgun game; they are big, wary,
and fast. I consider them one of the most challenging airgun quarry.
They also have a natural ability to anticipate danger and take evasive
action. My usual method of hunting these rabbits is to slowly hike in
broad desert washes glassing the low hillsides until I see a rabbit laying
in a depression. If there is enough cover at the base of the hill I will
slowly move in to about 35 or 40 yards walking, stopping, then walking
10
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take a direct approach, as it has been my
experience they recognize the intent of a direct approach and run off
sooner. I like to shoot from a sitting position when possible, but find
two problems associated with this shooting position. First, unless
working towards the rabbit from above on a hillside, it can be
impossible to get a clear shooting lane while sitting on the ground.
Secondly, after sitting on cholla cactus or yucca plant a couple of
times, you get cautious about where you plant your backside.
Sometimes I will hunt the same terrain with a different tactic. I will
hunt from along the tops of a wash glassing the slope across from the
one on which I’m walking. I have often found that a Jackrabbit seeing a
threat on the other side of the wash will hold its position much longer
than if you were the same distance on the same side of the wash.
Often the rabbit will sit up straight with its ears erect and alert, which
offers a good shot. I normally prefer to take a head shot, especially
when hunting with a .177 rifle. I’ve put down scores of jacks with a
.177 chest shot, though I do prefer .22 or .25 caliber guns for the
increased knock down power.
Another productive way to hunt these rabbits is to drive along dirt
back roads until spotting a jack in his scrape. The hunter then parks
and commences the stalk, using the same tactics as outlined
previously. Unlike firearm hunting, when I’m out with my airgun if the
rabbit is on the move I’ll look for other quarry. These Jacks spook
easily and often run long distances before settling down. Unlike
cottontails they usually don’t circle back.
While calling coyotes a few years back I was using a jackrabbit
distress call, I had just finished a series of plaintive calls when I
noticed a jackrabbit charging in on me. Curious I kept calling and
watched as the rabbit moved around looking for the source of the cry. I
caught movement out of the corner of my eye and half expected to find
a coyote or bobcat creeping in, but instead found myself looking at
another jackrabbit. I have no idea why jackrabbits are called in to the
sound of one of there brethren being slowly strangled. On that
particular day I was not after jackrabbits, but since that time have used
this trick on occasion with some very good results. Admittedly, much of
the time this method doesn’t attract a rabbit, however it works often
enough to be worth a try. And on a couple of attempts I’ve had
jackrabbit come in like moths to a flame. The other upside is that there
is always a chance a predator will show up!
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My selection of guns and pellets
for this quarry are varied. I have
taken
literally
hundreds
of
Jackrabbits over the years – and I
have done it with everything from
a Crosman multipump in .177 up
to a Crow Magnum in .25 caliber.
My two favorites for this game are
my Beeman C1 Carbine (because
you spend hours hiking in rough
terrain) in .177 and my RWS .22
because it will anchor a Jack with
a chest shot and I know if I do my
job the gun will do it’s job. As I
have mentioned before, I like to
hunt with my old Sheridan
Bluestreak from time to time as
well. It is an accurate rifle, it is
light and points well and I think the
.20 caliber is a great caliber for
Jackrabbits. The Crow Magnum in
.25 is just a wild rifle to shoot and
there is no doubt it will hammer a
Jackrabbit, but it’s a heavy rifle to
carry around all day in the triple
digit temperatures I often hunt in.
When shooting a .177 I
sometimes use hollowpoints for
the expansion, but have recently
used the Predator Polymags with
several of my guns and have had
very good results when the shots
are inside the forty yard range. I
also use round nose pellets as

I’ve had good experience with
them, they have good penetration
and expansion on longer shots
and are quite accurate when fed
through most of my guns. In the
larger .25 calibers I use pointed
pellets as well but still prefer a
heavy round nose pellet. The
roundnose are typically heavy and
penetrate well, but the main
reason I use them is that I get
better accuracy with excellent
terminal performance.

When hunting desert jacks, keep a
lookout for the dark shiny eye watching
you or the amber glow of the sun
through a raised ear, as the rabbit lays
in his scrape.
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Text

Rabbits are not difficult to kill compared to most small game. Unlike squirrel where I
try to take head shots, I don’t mind a chest shot on rabbits (even the big Mojave
jackrabbits). The Webley Patriot .25 was really shock and awe, allowing me to drop
these hares at 70 yards.
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One of my favorite methods of hunting
jackrabbits is walking the desert slowly
and searching for eyes and/or ears under
the cactus and brush. However on this
particular trip I was out after coyote, and
after a couple of unproductive sets was
walking back to the road. As I crashed
through the countryside, I flushed several
jacks. I was coming down a hillside and
could follow their path, and hit a few with
the DAQ .308 I had along for coyote.

While you don’t need very much energy
to kill a rabbit, it is good practice to use
you coyote / deer rifle in an environment
where you may get a couple dozen shots
in a day.

I also used a Big Bore 909 while on a hog
hunt in West Texas to bag a few
cottontails one afternoon. A very effective
rabbit gun at 75 yards!

Taking your big bore out to hunt jackrabbits, prairie dogs or other smaller
varmint is a great way to get in a lot of field shooting with your big game gun.
The cost of ammunition is low, the sound and recoil are minimal, and it will
make you a better shot with more confidence when the time comes to drop the
hammer on a deer, hog, or other big game animal,.
14
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On a trip to Texas to hunt coyote, I
brought an Air Arms s 410 FAC
rifle along to shoot prairie dogs
and jackrabbits during the day (we
were shooting predators all night,
we don’t need no stinking sleep!).
This gun matched up with JSB
Jumbo Exact pellets was stacking
up the jacks out to 125 yards.
Mostly I like to keep shots closer,
but there was no wind and I was
trying to see what the gun could
do … and it could easily outshoot
the shooter.

On the other end of the price
spectrum, I was out in
California a few weeks later
with the Benjamin Discovery
.22 caliber rifle. This rifle is
less than a third of the price,
it doesn’t have the fit and
finish or the full feature set of
the 410 FAC, but this little
single shot was just as
effective in taking rabbits out
to 50-60 yards. As I keep
stressing, you don’t have to
buy the most expensive gear
to be successful in the field.
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Text

One of the issues to deal with after
a kill in the field, is what to do with
it? It may be that the only choice is
to carry the quarry along with you,
either in your hand or slipped into
you pack. I don’t use a game vest
for mammals, as I don’t want fleas
or ticks coming to visit. If you are
continuing along on a trail that will
bring you on a return course,
another option is to hock your game
(top left), which is to make an
incision through the tendon of a
hind leg, slip a foot from the other
leg through it, and hang the animal
on a tree limb or fence.

My son James has been one of my
long time hunting companions, and
we’ve chased jackrabbits all over
California, Arizona, and Nevada
with airguns over the years.

16
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Often when in South Africa we’ll
go out rabbit hunting at night with
lamps, and I’d almost swear I was
hunting jackrabbits in South Texas.
The big African Scrub Hare looks
like a very large jackrabbit, and acts
the same. I guess rabbit are rabbits
anywhere you go, and I’ve shot
these with everything from the .177
Marauder (right) to the .308
Quackenbush (below) with good
results. The animal in the lower left
is often encountered when rabbit
hunting in the Eastern Cape and is
called a springhare. It looks like a
giant gerbil, moves in a rapid
sinewy way, and often has to be
shot on the run.

Another one of the big South
African scrub hares taken at 100
yards with my DAQ .308.
17
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The gray, red, and fox squirrels are all very cautious and elusive
animals. To consistently take squirrels requires an ability to stalk,
patience, and knowledge of the squirrels behavior. I do a fair bit of deer
hunting and find squirrel hunting excellent preseason practice. I also
use my airgun hunting time in the woods pre-deer season to find good
places to set up my blind on opening day of deer season. If you can
sneak up on a squirrel, you're on your way to sneaking up on deer.
The red, gray, and fox squirrels are spectacularly well suited for life in
the trees, and move with a fluidity and speed that is truly
amazing. Gray and red squirrels spend more time in the trees and less
time on the ground, and fox squirrels spend more time on the ground
scavenging than the others. Squirrels have the ability to literally
disappear from sight in a seconds notice, and once that happens you
probably won’t see him again for some time, if at all. They are very
adept at putting a tree between themselves and a hunter and making it
difficult to line up a shot, though you can use this trait to advantage
when stalking in to set up a shot.
Both gray and fox squirrel's habitat is woodland with oak and hickory
trees, yards, stands of trees around cultivated areas, actually just about
anywhere there are trees and food. As a general rule of thumb, grays
like the denser wood area and foxes prefer some open ground area
with the trees more spaced out. Squirrels nest in holes in trees or build
leaf nests in tree branches. In inhabited areas, squirrels have the bad
habit of building their homes inside human homes – and at that point
they are no longer a game animal but a pest. They are found along the
west coast and the eastern half of the United States. Grey squirrels are
active year-round and arboreal; they do not hibernate even in the very
cold regions of their range, and they must have trees to survive. They
are most frequently encountered around sun-rise and are the most
active after sun-up. In the places I hunt, squirrels are classified as game
animals and the fish and game regulations define the hours they may
be hunted. Make sure you know the laws where you hunt. Squirrel
populations fluctuate and peak every five years or so. Squirrel tracks
look a lot like a rabbit's except the tracks of a squirrel are more
bunched, and tend to end at the base of a tree.
18
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Squirrels eat a variety of foods; corn, sunflower seeds, hickory nuts
bird food left in feeders, nuts insects, fungi, seeds, berries, fruit,
vegetables, nuts, and in tough times, tree bark. Squirrels can be
voracious carnivores and devour quantities of bird eggs and the chicks
of many birds. I have to keep vigilance on my property as the large
squirrel population will play havoc with the nesting songbirds and at the
feeder During August-October, they are feeding heavily on hickory nuts,
acorns, beech, dogwood, blackgum, corn and wheat. They bury acorns
and other nuts ;but before they cache the nuts, they bite out the base
that prevents the nut/seed from germinating. Squirrels must have a
source of water and are seldom found far from it, I often hunt along the
edges of streams and creeks. In some states, Kentucky and Indiana
come to mind, it is legal to hunt from boats if certain guidelines on the
type of water craft used are adhered to. I read an article by the
Kentucky based airgun hunter Randy Mitchell that described his
combined large mouth bass / airgun squirrel boat hunting trips – it
sounded like so much fun I started carrying an airgun in my kayak for
when opportunities arose while paddling.
As mentioned, squirrels can be found in almost any wooded area
within their range and have adjusted well to man. Often squirrels thrive
within the city, making their homes wherever a suitable den can be
found. We sometimes shoot squirrels within the city limits when they are
pest, and for legal reasons this is one of the times I hunt with an airgun
because I must rather than because I choose to. In the rural and
wilderness areas one can usually find squirrels by finding a food source
Once you have located the food source and know where the squirrel
feeds eat, one must find where squirrels live. The favorite home of a
squirrel is a hollowed out tree with a small opening of a couple of
inches. The tree must be large enough to support a male and female
squirrel and about 6 young, and must therefore be quite large in
diameter. Squirrels also make temporary housing by bunch leaves and
twigs in the upper parts of trees, and these often are seen as the leave
start to fall, looking like large bird nest. Do not be tempted to shoot into
these nests to scare out squirrels as this is illegal in most if not all
states. Squirrels will often make a temporary nest in the same trees
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they have their permanent dens in, perhaps to get better airflow in the
hot and humid summer nights, or perhaps where the male is chased off
to when there are very young in the nest. These shelters are made near
a food source so that food doesn't have to be carried over a long
distance
The first step in a successful hunt is to select a good woods to hunt. I
look for large mature trees with mast or another food source close at
hand. I keep a notebook which list the details on the areas in which I
have seen squirrels, as they continue to be productive if not over
harvested. Once two or three areas that contain most of the squirrels
have been located, and then focus on these areas. I like to pick a
protected pathway to so that I can quietly move to the site where I have
set up my blind, and hunker down. I like to move into position before
first light and set up, that way I am able to sit back undetected, as the
squirrels start moving about. The blind I use is a wire frame pop up tent
with shooting windows all around. These blinds set up and break down
in seconds, keep me dry, and lets me move around without being seen.
An alternative to setting up a blind is to wear camouflage, and I have
several sets to match the different environments in which I hunt. My
normal outfit consists of pants, jacket, mesh gloves and face cover, and
hat. The advantage of this over the blind is that I can move around and
still hunt.
I like to use stalking and still hunting techniques when I'm entering the
woods anytime after daybreak. Moving in a haphazard way through the
woods will result in not seeing any squirrels for hours after; this is the
perfect way to ruin a hunt. Take a few slow steps and stop for at least a
minute. The squirrels may think you are a deer quietly foraging, and
resume whatever they were doing. If you happen to spot a squirrel in
the distance, move slowly and only when he has his attention dedicated
to something else. Often you can get close enough for a shot, which is
the name of the game when hunting with an airgun. Another technique
is a variation on the theme, which is to combine stalking or sitting a
blind, and using a call. I sometimes favor using a squirrel call when I
am hunting an area I know holds a population of bushytails but I’m not
seeing any. I have the best results with a chatter call. Squirrels are
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both social and vocal animals, and you'll frequently hear more than one
chattering at a time. A chatter call can get others chattering and reveal
locations. I have had mixed results with this call, sometimes it works
and sometimes nothing. But I use these when I am not having luck
otherwise, so I find them worth a try. If you do get a response, put on a
stalk. If not, keep still, quiet, and wait! Chances are a curious squirrel
is coming in to investigate. I have used the distressed squirrel pup and
the barking calls on occasion, but I don’t seem to have the much
success with these. But I don’t claim to be an expert squirrel caller, so it
might be me! Often when stalking through the woods, you and the
squirrels will become aware of each other at about the same time, and
these arboreal escape artists are very adept at keeping the tree
between the two of you as they scamper to the offside precluding a
shot. If hunting with a partner, have your buddy walk around the tree
and quite often the squirrel will slide around right into your crosshairs.
When hunting alone I’ll sit for a few minutes before throwing a rock or a
branch to the other side of the tree, which will often move him back into
shooting position.
Depending on the gun I am using, I will either take a head or a chest
shot, but prefer the head shot. These kill zones are about the same
size, so it’s really a matter of what target the squirrel presents me with.
Squirrels are fairly tenacious little animals, so I prefer to use a heavy
round nose pellet.
Ok, so we have a squirrel down, now what? These animals are
actually make quite good table fare when prepared properly.
Regardless of what game you shoot in the field, how it comes out on
the dinner table has a lot to do with the way you care for it in the field. I
prefer to skin and clean my kills as soon as possible, and have found a
few ways to quickly and effectively prepare bushytails. The approach
I’ve found to work quite well is to grasp the squirrel by the tail and use
your knife and cut into the tail just above where the tail connects to the
body above the anis at the underside of tail. Cut through the tailbone
being careful not to cut the tail off the squirrel. Cut through to the skin
on the other side of the bone leaving the tail attached by a narrow band
of skin holding it to the rest of the hide. Hold onto the rear legs and skin
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the tail down the squirrel's back a couple inches. Now take the tail and
clamp it down to the ground with your boot, and put all your weight on it.
Grasp the rear legs tightly and pull upwards until the skin peels off up to
the squirrel’s neck. Next, grab the front legs that are still in the skin and
pull them out of the skin up to the feet. Then let go of the rear legs as
you grasp the edge of the hide left on the rear portion that looks like his
pants on the belly side and pull it off like pulling his pants off , down
toward his rear feet. Cut the front and rear feet off and your done with
the skinning. A great advantage with this technique is that it leaves little
or no hair on the meat. I did not realize early on that it is a good idea to
remove all of the musk glands during cleaning and gutting to prevent a
bitter taste. The glands are small grayish balls found on the neck, under
front leg arm pits, on belly and hips areas, directly behind rear leg knee
joints under the flesh. You must cut into the flesh behind the rear knee
all the way to the bone in order to find the gland here. The other glands
are readily apparent after the animal has been skinned.
There are several airguns that I like for squirrel hunting, which include
springers and PCPs in various calibers. Some springers that I’ve really
enjoyed shooting are; the Crosman Trail NP .22 which is light and
compact making it easy to carry and bring into action, even in heavy
spring foliage. The Gamo Stutzen in .177 is a gun with classic
European lines, and it delivers the pellet on target with excellent
accuracy and power. The BAM B26 and B40 models are high quality
low priced Chinese guns that likewise offer excellent power and
accuracy, but the reason I like them specifically for squirrel hunting is
that I can shoot them well from just about any position, whether I am
sitting, standing, or prone. I like the Webley Patriot in .25 because this
gun is a powerhouse, and in the heavy spring bush where I want to
anchor the animal this gun does the job. I have found that when
matched to the right gun, the Predator Polymags and Logun
Penatrators in .177 and .22 work very well, and Field Trophy pellets are
great in the .25. My favorite PCPs to use for Mr. Bushytail are the
AirArms S410 FAC .22, an accurate rifle with a multishot magazine and
shrouded barrel, the Prairie Falcon .22 with the eight shot rotary
magazine that is a tack driver, and the Career Infinity .25 which is a a
six shot powerhouse
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rotary magazine. All three of these
PCPs are multi-shot and provide a fast
follow up when needed. Saying that this
list comprises my favorites is a bit
arbitrary, as there are many guns I
enjoy taking to the woods with, but they
exemplify the type of gun I like.
Sometimes when out for predators and
an opportunistic shot at a squirrel
comes up, I will use my big bores such
as the Dragonslayer .50 to put meat in
the pot, though if I want any meat left I
have to stick with head shots.
When I hunt squirrels with an air rifle it
is absolutely imperative that a scope is
used. The target area required for a
clean kill is relatively small, the
tenacious nature of this animal leaves
little latitude for sloppy shots, and the
shots can be relatively long, from an
airgun point of view. I also find it difficult
to pick up these well camouflaged little
rodents by my naked eye. I prefer a 39x variable scope on my squirrel guns,
finding this answers just about every
shooting situation.

Often when out glassing the trees for squirrels, the first thing to be seen is the hair on
the tail blowing in the breeze. Even when laying low on a branch hiding the tail will be
draped down off the branch. You must also use your ears and listen for the sound of
gnawing up in the trees or for the sound of nuts being cut and dropped to the forest
floor. My favorite placement is a head shot, especially early in the year when the
foliage is thick. I’ve lost a few chest shot squirrels over the years that have made it into
the fork of a tree before dying, whereas with a brain shot they tend to drop straight to
the ground.
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Tree squirrels are arguably the most popular small game animal in
North America, and are hunted just about coast to coast and Canada to
Mexico. There are several species and subspecies hunted for sport,
with the fox squirrel and the gray squirrel by far the most popular.
Where I hunt in the Midwest, we get gray squirrels and fox squirrels
overlapping, and often collect a mixed bag.
Both the Fox and the Gray can come in several color phases, and
both can also be found in a jet black or albino phase. There is one area
that I hunt in Northern Michigan where the black fox squirrels are almost
the dominant ones found in the area.

This picture shows fox squirrel taken with an Evanix AR6 in upper Michigan,
with both the typical reddish/orange color phase and the black phase. The
black color phase is found in localized populations. I have read that when
settlers first arrived in the Americas this was the predominate color phase
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Like any endeavor, having the right
equipment and using ot in the right way
will improve your success rate. When the
season gets along, things get tougher.
Camo gear will get you in to range more
frequently, shooting sticks or a bipod will
allow you to reach out further, a pad will
keep your backend out of the snow,
water, and mud
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This squirrel had been sitting in
a tree 30 yards away watching
me for half an hour. It wasn’t
until I pulled out my binos and
glassed the branches before I
spotted him (and two others)
watching me! I waited for this
one to exit his nest and popped
him.
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The most cost effective way to start hunting small game is with a spring piston airgun.
Squirrels are tenacious animals, but a springer doing 12 fpe up will do the job very
well. The gun above is a Webley Patriot .25 that’s generating well over 30 fpe. I was
hunting this gun with open sights, and dropped this squirrel at 45 yards.

The gun to the left is a Gamo Stutzen in .177
that generates about 14 fpe, and was used to
tap this big fox squirrel at 50 yards with a head
shot. In the photo to the right, I retrieve a nice
gray squirrel taken at 50 yards with a Crosman
Nitro Piston .22
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The Evanix AR 6 and
Renegade pistols are great
hunting
air
powered
handguns. It is a six shot
revolver that can be tweaked
up to high power outputs,
and my gun is very accurate
with heavy Beeman Kodiak
pellets. I took this large black
phase fox squirrel with a
body shot at 50 yards. The
scope being used is a long
eye relief shotgun scope.
Handguns are well suited for
the squirrel hunter looking for
a challenge.
A squirrel call can be useful to locate hiding
bushytails. When I’m not finding squirrels in
an area I know holds them, I’ll start barking
and listen for a response. Another tactic is
to blow the distress while slapping your leg
with a leafy tree branch. This sounds like a
squirrel being hit by a hawk, and other
squirrels in the area will start moving and
vocalizing.
The gun used to take this
hefty fox squirrel is a home
made PCP. I used left over
bits and pieces from a couple
of other 2260 pcp conversion
projects and mounted it in a
reworked Ruger 10/22 stock.
Ok, it’s kinda ugly, but it would
spit .25 caliber pellets into a
½” group at 35 yards. You
don’t need a top dollar gun to
get into the woods and be
productive.
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I used a 90 grain bullet in the .45 caliber 909 Big Bore rifle to take this
black color phase fox squirrel. I think this is the most beautiful member
of the squirrel family. There are localized populations of this color
phase throughout their range.
A few times when I’ve been out on a big bore airgun deer hunt, I’ve taken the gun out
during downtime to hunt squirrels. Some may argue that a .44 or .50 caliber airgun is
overkill for these diminutive rodents, but they are no doubt effective! The only
suggestion I’d make for those wanting use one of their major caliber guns, is stick to
headshots so as not to destroy the meat. Actually, from a historical perspective using
big bore airguns makes sense, many of the long rifles used in the good old days were
.32 caliber and up muzzle loaders.
The gun used for this hunt was a Shin Sung Big Bore 44 that was set up at 190 fpe. I
used the same gun the day before to anchor a big 10 point whitetail buck at 40 yards,
and they day after to add a fat doe to the meat locker. I use roundball in this gun for
big and small game finding it has good external and terminal performance. There is a
lot to be said for a gun that can be used for everything from a bushytail to a white tail!
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PCP Squirrel Guns
There are several excellent PCP powered squirrel guns available on the market;
medium power, accuracy and calibers between .177 and .25 are perfect for the job!
I’ve used this Hammerli Pneuma for a couple of squirrel seasons, and found it had a
good balance of accuracy and power. The synthetic thumbhole stock
held up well to the
cold, wet, end of
season weather. The
gun is a bit loud at
full power, but the
muzzle is threaded
and
accepted
a
moderator I had
laying around which
quieted the report to
a whisper.

The other new gun I
used a lot this year
was the Benjamin
Marauder, which is
everything you want
in a hunting rifle.

This is the gun I
choose to carry in
South Africa on my
last
airgunning
safari. It was used to
take
literally
hundreds of small
game
and
pest
species, and really
impresses
with
performance and a
full feature set. It hit
the trifecta; reliable,
accurate, powerful.
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Turkey can be hunted in California with an airgun, so long as it is .20
caliber or larger. There are also some states that will allow them to be
taken on private reserves, and I am told that states which allow them to
be taken with rifles allow airguns but would recommend you be very
sure what your local laws are before heading out to hunt.
Turkey are one of the most popular game birds in the country, and are
well known for their wariness and keen eyesight. When hunting with an
airgun, the same techniques used for hunting with a shotgun are
productive. Use full camo and/or a blind and set up in areas where the
birds come down off the roost at daybreak, where they feed, or where
they congregate to strut. There have been many books written on
calling techniques, and more calls available than could fit into an
encyclopedia, but suffice it to say in this short piece that the calling
methods applied are the same. As far as shot placement, my favorite is
either a head shot or at the base of the neck. These birds tend to keep
their heads moving, and for this reason shooting at the base of the neck
is a higher percentage shot.

I was hunting with the AirForce Condor in .22 caliber, an accurate single shot
carbine. I lined my shot up on the base of the neck and dropped this jake on the
spot.
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Turkeys are one of the
most challenging airgun
quarry, there seems to
be a lot to hit, but the
kill zones are small.
The
head is
the
preferred target, but
besides being small it is
constantly in motion.
My second favorite shot
is the base of the neck.
I especially like this
target if the bird is
moving directly towards
or directly away from
me. It gives a little more
latitude in vertical shot
placement and doesn’t
move as much as the
head. My first couple
turkey I lost with a
frontal and broadside
chest shot, and now
stay away from that
placement.
One of my friends
down in Virginia has
been making a art out
of
head
shooting
turkeys with a number
of airguns including
his Marauder .22, his
Verminator .22, and
his FX Royale 500
(pictured
here).
Turkey hunting with a
shotgun is fun, but
nowhere neare as
difficult as placing a
pelet to the head or
base of the neck at
50-60 yards!
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Field Notes:
Virginia Turkey Hunt

I’d driven down to Virginia to meet up with
my hunting buddies Chip Sayers and
Charles Pebbles to spend a few days on
Charles property hunting squirrels and
turkey. I had a cameraman with me to try to
get this on tape, as far as we knew it would
be the first turkey taken with an airgun
captured on film.
The first couple of days I hunted with a
local guide, as the Chip and Charles had
commitments to take care of before we all
joined up. We called and hiked the
mountains dawn to dusk but we couldn’t get
a turkey to respond. This was a fall hunt,
which is notoriously difficult. We saw a ton
of squirrels, but didn’t want to disturb the
area until we had a bird down, and held off
on shooting even though our second
objective was to film a fall squirrel hunt..
As we hiked back to the truck late one
afternoon, the guide mentioned that he had
a lot of clients try to call coyote, but nothing
ever showed up. So I set up and said I’d
give it a go. After about 10 minutes on the
set, my camera man whispered “to your left,
to your left!” and I looked up to see a
beautiful gray fox 45 yards away staring at
me. I slowly turned and brought my gun up
hitting him in the chest. So far we’d done
better calling fox than turkey … but we were
joining back up with Chip and Charles and
had a few more days to try!
But to no avail, we broke up one flock and
tried to call them back in without success.
With only three days left to film the squirrel
hunt I reluctantly gave up on turkey and
shifted into high gear on the squirrels. And
they were everywhere. We decided to split
up and go our own ways to see what we
could get on the last afternoon, me with the
camera and the two C’s with a small camera
and their guns.
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You can imagine my dismay when
just about sundown Charles came
walking in carrying a jake he’d shot
in the head!
He recounted that Chip and he’d
separated when they heard some
turkey starting to go off. He climbed
up into his tree stand and started a
soft call, and a couple minutes later
have several birds appear. He
slowly brought his gun up and after
picking out a gobbler squeezed off a
shot and barely missed. The birds
took off for the hills, but a jake
stopped on a rise before taking off,
and Charles lined up quickly and
squeezed off a follow-up shot with
his Marauder .25, connecting with
his target. He says the bird dropped
like a sack of potatoes.
So after six days of hard hunting
to get a turkey kill on film, Charles
had taken the only bird we had a
shot at. And he nailed it …. The
only problem was that there was
nobody filming!

Crows
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Crows are usually black with black beaks and legs, but they can also be
black with white, gray, or brown coloring. The common crow is
approximately 20 - 30 cm long, with a wingspan of 40 to 60 cm..
American Crows commonly vocalize by making the familiar "caw-caw"
sound but also have a large collection of rattles, clicks, and even clear
bell-like notes. These corvids range all over North America, and one
species or another can be found just about anywhere. They thrive in
mountains, deserts, woodlands, across plains and farmers' fields, and
throughout urban areas. While they are raising their young, crows are
not very gregarious creatures. However, they are migratory, and will
assemble in large flocks in the fall, to travel south.
Crows are omnivorous - they will eat just about anything remotely
edible. Their regular diet includes animal and vegetable matter, insects,
crops (especially corn), and occasionally the eggs or young of other
birds. They normally roost in the fall and winter, with their numbers
peaking in winter and then decrease near the beginning of the breeding
season (usually in March). It appears that all crows will join winter
roosts, even territorial breeding crows. Most breeding crows stay in their
own territories during the breeding season, but join the roosts afterward.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service extend regulations to the hunting
of "migratory game birds, and crows." The Act allows states the rights to
establish hunting seasons on crows. States are allowed to set their own
seasons, bag limits, and methods of taking crows subject to state fish
and game laws, so you should check local regulations to ascertain if an
air gun is legal where you intend to hunt. States that do have a crow
season generally do not have a bag limit. In addition to hunting, crows
may be taken (i.e., shot) without a permit in certain circumstances.
USFWS 50 CFR 21.43 (Depredation order for blackbirds, cowbirds,
grackles, crows and magpies) states that a Federal permit is not
required to control these birds "when found committing or about to
commit depredations upon ornamental or shade trees, agricultural
crops, livestock, or wildlife, or when concentrated in such numbers and
manner as to constitute a health hazard or other nuisance " Provided: a)
that none of the birds killed or their parts are
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sold or offered for sale. b) That anyone exercising the privileges granted
by this section shall permit any Federal or State game agent free and
unrestricted access over the premises where the operations have been
or are conducted and will provide them with whatever information
required by the officer. c) That nothing in the section authorizes the
killing of such birds contrary to any State laws and that the person
needs to possess whatever permits as may be required by the State.
Crows are exceedingly alert and wary game, and they are very tough
and can be hard to kill. It can be difficult to penetrate the breastbone, so
for maximum penetration and a clean kill target an inch lower than
center of the chest. Headshots are effective, but as it is a small and
constantly moving target not always a viable option in the field. One
tactic is to pick a smaller caliber of .177 or .20 matched with a
heavyweight round nose pellet in a moderately high powered rifle and
stick to headshots, they penetrate as well as a pointed pellet and are
more accurate. Conversely, a larger caliber such as a .22 or .25 fired
through a high powered PCP works very well, and gives the hunter a
little more latitude when it comes to shot selection.
Crows are most often found at their feeding places, grouping areas
and roosts later in the afternoon and as darkness falls. So setting up a
blind and using a decoy can be quite productive. One technique that I
have used is to place a dead rabbit in an area that crows frequent, and
setting up an ambush using my portable blind. It can also be helpful to
place a dead crow from an earlier hunt next to the rabbit as a decoy. I
had a friend who used to keep a couple of dead crows and rabbits in his
freezer for just this purpose. Crows like to feed on corn and legumes, so
you will find them in these fields and granaries as long as there is food
available. Check with local farmers, as they will often have a good idea
where you should set up your blind, and often they are happy to thin the
crow population. Most experienced crow hunters will point to the
necessity to remain well hidden. Crows are on of the most intelligent
quarry that can be hunted, and will pick up a poorly camouflaged hunter
very quickly. Wear good camo clothing, which blends with the hiding
area, and make sure that you are obscured from vision above and
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behind as well as front and sides. I not only camouflage myself, but my
gun when after the crow. You should pick an area to set up in with a
good covering of trees and a food source nearby where you can lay
decoys. In Southern California I often hunted crows in the eucalyptus
trees used as wind breaks around the orange groves.
The hit and run technique can be used effectively even in territory that
you are unfamiliar with. With this method, hunters drive through the
countryside searching for small bands of feeding or calling crows. A
quick blind is constructed and the calling begins. I have been told by
experienced crow hunters that they will start out using a Fight or
Distress sequence of calls. One can also combine calling with
decoying. This method has the advantage of being flexible and allows
the hunter to locate and hunt different groups of crows once an
individual group becomes clued in on the hunt. With this type of setup
an air gun hunter can often score a few birds before he has to move on.
This method can be very effective in areas with large tracts of farmland
or big parcels of public land. For this method to yield good results the
hunter must be able to quickly get in, set up, shoot and move to a new
area. It is imperative to cover the maximum amount of ground covered
per day. If you are hunting public land, try to find areas that allow
vehicle traffic such as logging roads. This will allow you to jump to new
areas quickly. Depending on the terrain, you may need to move a mile
or more between sites. When hunting in farming areas, always
remember to get permission before entering private property.
I called in this crow with
the FOXPRO FIRESTORM and shot it with
a .25 caliber semi auto
speed. The first shot hit
a twig and deflected,
but the rapidly fired
second shot connected
and dumped the bird
from up high in the
branches.
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Text

On the ground we had the decoys
laid out and the call was blasting a
mob call. We were tucked into a
natural blind and wearing full snow
camo. Birds started flocking in
from every direction, but they
didn’t want to land. We lowered
the call volume and finally a bird
landed in a nearby tree. I dropped
him with a chest shot and as he
fell another followed to the ground
pecking and harassing the dead
bird. A second shot dropped him
and a third followed by a forth met
with the same results. Then
sensing something wasn’t quite
right the birds all moved to
surrounding trees to watch, but
wouldn’t come in. This was our
signal to pack up an move to
another set.
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Text

We set up on a cold morning the day after a snow storm had blown through. We set
up the decoys and flipped on the call. We started hearing the crows in surrounding
fields heading our way. Three crow decoys were on the ground around a deer
carcass and a forth was clipped up on the branches of a nearby tree. A few flew
overhead until one landed in the branches of the tree. I was shooting a .25 caliber
Marauder off bipods and settled the crosshairs of my Hawke scope on the corvids
head and squeezed the trigger. The bird dropped head first, dead on impact as the
JSB pellet found the target.
I think that crows have a
harder time busting the set in
snow than any other time of
year. Snow camo just blends
in better. And the low report
of these guns doesn’t put the
survivors on high alert, the
birds returned shortly after a
shot. It always seems
strange to me to see crows
mobbing the body of a dead
or injured flock mate, but this
will
often
gives
the
opportunity for additional
shots.
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This is the crow set up
one
hunter
in
Oklahoma uses for his
crow
busting.
An
electronic call that can
do single crow and
mob calls is very
effective in bringing
birds into range. He
also uses an owl
decoy and swears by
it saying that it’s a
magnet and the birds
swarm in over it. A
pack or a bag to carry
equipment into the
field is a handy item
as well.

A semiautomatic gun, such as the FX Monsoon is an excellent choice for
hunting crows, as the fast follow up opportunity is frequently encountered. Note
the FOXPRO Wildfire in the lower right corner, it is loaded up with several crow
sounds.
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Text

If I can’t be fully camo’d, or better yet
wearing a ghillie suit, I’ll use a hide
made from local materials. The crows
around the barn in SA were acclimated
to the ever present hay bales, so I used
these to construct my hide. It was good
for one crow before the flock realized
something wasn’t right.

Once you’re camouflaged or have set up a good hide, the equipment requirements for
a successful hunt are few, but will make a difference in how well you do. Either an
electronic call or a mouth blown call will bring crows flying in from great distances.
Starting out an electronic call is easier to use and provides a range of different sounds,
but I like the natural tone that can be achieved with a blown call. I’ve has mixed results
with decoys, but they seem to work best when used sparingly.
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Of all the birds on the Eastern
Cape, Guinea fowl are the one
that I think of as the symbol of
South Africa, big flocks are seen
just about everywhere as you
travel through the Cape. They are
a large and striking bird, with a
grayish blue body with white polka
dots covering their plumage. They
have a tear drop shaped body that
is the size of a goose, yet more or
less look like giant mutant quail as
they move along in large flocks
frequently consisting of 50 or
more birds scratching for food.
The male has a helmet of
cartilage on its bright blue head
with a red mustache like
appendage on either side of the
beak.

The Quackenbush .308 does a fine
job on Guinea fowl and gives some
latitude on body shots (top) but
there can be a lot of meat damage. I
prefer a smaller caliber like the
DAQ .25 (left).
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Text
Guinea fowl are a game bird,
and we hunt them for the table.
There are essentially two ways
to do this; you can spot and
stalk them or set up an
ambush. With both of these
approaches it feels more like a
big game spot and stalk than a
typical bird hunt. Neither way
is easy, these birds are wary,
and with so many in the flock
there are always eyes on the
lookout for danger. An analogy
that American hunters will
understand, it’s like trying to
sneak up on a big flock of
turkeys…. Not an easy stalk.

Using a very accurate .22 or .177
like the Marauder, allows head and
neck shots out to 60 or 70 yards,
with no meat waste.

A couple of nice Guinea fowls demonstrating
the characteristic head gear, large cartilage
crest or helmets, and long moustaches.
These birds are constantly splitting into small
groups and regrouping as they feed.
Listening for the locator calls helps locate
them in heavy brush. These birds (right)
merged back into a flock of approximately 40
birds a few minutes after this picture was
taken.
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I shot this brace of birds from a hide at
forty yards. I’d noticed every night they
grouped up around a fence line bordering
along a pasture before small groups would
break off and form a line as they ran
across the field to get to the crops. I sat in
a thicket which formed a natural blind and
as the first group started running I waited
until they stepped briefly, and dropped one
with a head shot. Birds started running in
multiple directions but couldn’t see where
the danger was. About that time a second
bird ran up to the one that was down and
started pecking it, and I sent a pellets into
his chest. He ran about 20 yards and rolled
over. The gun was quiet enough that I
could have shot others as the more birds
ran down the trail, but I was shooting for
the pot and two birds was enough.

Besides being a fun bird to hunt with
an airgun, Guinea fowl are good table
fare. My mother in law grew up on a
farm in the Transvaal and has a
recipe for just about any game I bring
home. I’ve had Guinea fowl stew,
soup, and roasted, finding the stew to
be my favorite.
So much of the airgun hunting I do
is varmint and predator, I always like
it when the quarry is going to end up
on the dining room table. We hung
the birds for a day before they were
dressed and plucked.
I think that if I lived full time in this
country that I’d become a fully
dedicated Guinea fowl hunter, one of
the most challenging and all around
coolest species for the airgun hunter!
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Waterfowl is off limits to hunters
in North America, but there are
several jurisdictions in Asia and
Africa where they may be
hunted with air powered rifles.
Where I live they are extending
seasons to try to cope with non
migrating Canadian geese, yet
federal laws only permit the use
of shotguns, which is a shame
because they are truly a pest
species in many situations.
I enjoy hunting the Egyptian
geese as it is a very difficult bird
to get close to in the wild. Pairs
and small flocks fly together
which can result in a lot of eyes
watching, and they have a well
defined safety zone well out of
airgunning range. I have had
the best success either sitting in
full camo or a blind waiting for
birds to land very early in the
morning (before daybreak), then
shooting them when they’ve
landed and started to feed, or
by stalking them at waterholes.
This entails making a slow and
silent approach, and at least for
me fails far more often than it
succeeds. These birds gather
high up in the trees late in the
afternoon, and could be

Ambushed as they noisily settle in for the
evening. These birds are very smart as
well as cautious. A .22 or .25 is a good
caliber from a powerful rifle for this quarry.
These geese have a muscular breast and
penetration can be difficult, and I much
prefer a head or neck shot to cleanly
anchor this big and powerful bird.
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Predators
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The raccoon is a medium sized mammal that can be found in virtually
every state in the continental United States. It has a ringed tail and a
masked face. The tail is 10-12 in. long and has a series of rings. They
measure 9-12 in. at the shoulder and 30-33 in. body length. The
average adult is 12-15 lb, but they can get much larger. Their eyes are
black by day and orange by night, and can be seen glowing when hit by
a lamp at night. The raccoon is unusual in that they can see equally well
in the daylight or at night, and can be difficult to spot at night due to
their coloration.
The diet of the raccoon is aggressively omnivorous. They will eat fruit,
berries, grain, eggs, poultry, vegetables, nuts, mollusks, fish, insects,
rodents, carrion, pet food and garbage. Individual animals may learn to
use specialized foods such as poultry, fruit crops, small livestock, or
garbage by watching other raccoons. These animals are nocturnal and
become quite active as the sun sets. Urban raccoon populations are
often underestimated because people seldom see them traveling during
the daytime. Where I live I see new road kill raccoons as I drive to my
office almost every day, which would indicate a pretty healthy
population.
Raccoons can cause substantial damage to buildings (particularly
attics and roofs), gardens, fruit trees, lawns, garbage cans and trash
containers. They are also attracted to pet food left outdoors and will
attack pets. In rural areas, raccoons may feed on farm crops or raid
poultry houses. Raccoons have been known to mutilate poultry in cages
by pulling heads or legs off. Several kills may be made during a single
night raid with part of one or more carcasses fed upon. Dead fowl may
be consumed at the kill site or dragged several yards away. Raccoons
are also serious predators of wild bird populations. I have read that
raccoons have been responsible for eliminating local populations of
some nesting waterfowl.
I have started hunting raccoons in a more focused way over the last
couple years. Hunting raccoons can be done with dogs, and this is how
most firearm hunters do it. The first few raccoons I shot had been pest
animals that were habitual raiders shot while overturning trash cans. My
method is quite simple, and consists of setting up an ambush then
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waiting. The gun that I found to work well was a .22 caliber Magnum
rifle scoped with a fixed 4x powered scope and a mag light fitted under
the barrel. Heavy roundnose pellets give a good combination of
penetration and expansion, but I’ve stuck to head shots. When the
animals are heard foraging the light is switched on and the animal
targeted quickly. The first couple of times I tried the coons ran fast
before I got my shot off, but eventually I got my timing down and made
my garbage safe from the these marauders.
However, two things happened which tweaked my interest in raccoon
hunting. The first was that on a couple trips for large game in Texas,
ranchers asked us to thin the populations on their properties as there
were just too many coons causing way too much damage. We pursued
these animals with lamps at night (legal on private property in Texas)
with the aim of removing as many as possible. We drove the ranch
roads with high power lamps searching the trees and scrub looking for
the telltale glow of eyes. A couple of guns that I found very effective for
this applications was the Gladiator in .22 and the DAQ .25 Outlaw,
hopping out of the truck and moving in on the spotlighted animals for a
twenty five to forty yard shot. This was pest control, pure and simple;
the objective being to remove a large number of critters, and this
approach worked well. On one nights outing with hunting buddies Mark
Bolson and Eric Henderson we took a dozen raccoons and about the
same number of skunks on a local farm situated north of Dallas in just a
few short hours using Marks Gladi8tor.
The second factor which increased my raccoon hunting interest was
when I accidentally discovered they will aggressively come in on a call. I
was squirrel hunting and using a distress call to locate bushy tails, when
out of the corner of my eye I picked up a big male raccoon moving
rapidly towards me. He froze on detecting something was out of line,
but then it was too late. Since that time I have called in many more
masked bandits, and find that unlike night time pest control, this is
exciting sport which offers some real challenge. Anybody that tells you
raccoons won’t come to a call, or won’t come at it in daylight has not
tried it. The other thing that I’ve found as I’ve gotten more experience
with raccoon calling, they can come charging in without a second
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thought to wind direction or scent. I almost ended up with a raccoon in
my lap on one occasion, and for that reason alone prefer an electronic
call so I can get a little distance between my person and the source of
sound. But another, more important reason is that I have found the best
way to get a raccoon to come to the call is by using raccoon kit distress
calls, which I cannot do with a mouth call.
Sometimes a raccoon is an
opportunistic kill, even in broad
daylight. I was hunting squirrels
and
was
glassing
some
treetops when I say a ball of fur
in a tree a couple hundred
yards away. I hiked up and
found this coon up the tree. We
were in farmland that had a
shoot on sight policy when it
came to these masked robbers.
My Marauder .22 dropped him
from about 25 yards and 40 feet
up.

At other times the meeting with Mr. Coon is
more intentional, I was using a squirrel
distress call very early one overcast
morning trying to get a fox in, and this guy
came charging in and just about ran up my
leg. I hit him in the head on the run towards
me, the gun was a .25 caliber carbine I’d
built myself.
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When hunting coons in South Texas, you never know what’s going to turn up. On
a break from hunting hogs one night we took out the airguns. Using a couple
different guns over a few hours I shot several coons, plus a porcupine, a ringtail
cat, and missed two bobcats that wouldn’t stop for a shot.

The calls which I’ve found most productive are woodpecker distress,
baby squirrel distress, and rodent squeakers. Against all intuition, I’ve
been most successful during predawn and early morning sessions. I like
to go in full camouflage, finding my ghillie suit provides perfect cover,
and hunker down by a tree before starting to let off the call. Either
electronic or blown calls work well, and I’ll spend thirty or so minutes on
a set. In my experience these animals don’t work the wind to scent the
hunter, but they are sensitive to motion so it is imperative you keep your
movements small.
If you plan to take raccoons, check the local laws; in some
jurisdictions raccoons are pest, in others they are a furbearer with
seasons and limits. Sometimes they become a nuisance or pest animal,
and depredation permits or special requirements may or may not be
required. Raccoons are fairly robust animals that can be hard to kill, and
I therefore prefer to use more powerful guns in the 30 fpe plus range. A
solid, heavy pellet is a good choice and I have found the Eu Jin heavies
and Beeman Kodiaks work very well, yielding both penetration and an
effective transfer of energy
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I’ve used two types of call when airgun hunting for
raccoons; calls that mimic the sounds of raccoons,
squalls and growls, kittens in distress etc, or prey
distress calls. I’ve had the most success with wood
pecker and baby squirrel in distress. You can use a
decoy as well, I have a woodpecker decoy that has a
mechanical wing which spins round, and have seen
raccoons charge down a den tree straight to it. With an
airgun I try to shoot them coming down the tree if it’s
within range, because once the hit the ground they
tend to keep moving. The decoy can take the focus off
the hunter, and may pull the coon up short allowing a
shot.
Electronic Call

Mouth call

Woodpecker decoy

The kill zones on a raccoon are fairly small, and with
most guns a head shot is the most effective. A lot of
hunters aim too far forward, placing the pellet near
the eye around the mask. When presented with a
profile, I draw a line down from the ear and behind
the eye. Many times the only shot your offered is
straight on, which works better if the coon is on the
ground. The head slopes and shooting up can
cause the pellet to skim up along the forehead. A
heart shot will work, but is best when the raccoon is
up a tree without an escape route.
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I shot this pair of raccoons on a hog hunt in Texas Hill Country. We went out
lamping on a free evening and caught the glow of eyes looking down at us from up
in the oak trees where they stage before moving down to the corn field. The gun is a
Quackenbush .22 belonging to Eric Henderson.

I was on a business trip to Dallas and had a free evening. I called Eric Henderson and
he and our late friend Mark Bolson came to my hotel to pick me up, and an hour later
we were out on a small farm hunting with Marks Gladiator. We took several raccoons
and skunks, and I missed a hog with Eric's 308, all with the glow of Dallas city lights
behind us. As pointed out, the ability to use airguns anywhere is one of their
advantages.
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Brian Beck called in these masked
bandits in broad daylight. They will come
in from surprisingly long distances, but
it’s a good idea to put a couple hundred
yards between sets in wooded areas.

“An electronic caller is one
of the most effective tools
that can be employed to take
raccoons. At certain times of
the years they’ll charge in
like a furry locomotive”

Brian Beck called in these seventeen raccoons in one night using an electronic call.
The technique that works best is to set up close to a likely looking den trees, and
use a fighting coon sound. Sometimes they will literally charge down the tree
towards the call. Night is best, but they will come out early in the evening and at
dusk.
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Large Predators
with Airguns

As more hunters are becoming
familiar with the use of airguns for
small game and varmint hunting, I
am frequently asked if they can be
used for larger predators. The
short answer is yes, but in reality
this needs to be qualified and is
more complex …..they can be. It
depends; on the gun, the quarry,
and conditions under which they
will be used. Many raccoons, fox,
bobcats, and coyote have been
taken with airguns, effectively and
efficiently. Many animals have
also been lost when a guns
terminal performance is not up to
the task, the shot is taken at an
inappropriate range, or the proper
shot placement is either not
selected or not achieved.
Smaller
predators
such
as
raccoons and foxes can be taken
with standard caliber .22 and .25
rifles. While it is possible to kill just
about any animal with any gun,
when I talk about “appropriate
guns” I mean those that will
anchor quarry consistently and
reliably when the shooter does
their part. I believe that there are
magnum spring piston airguns
appropriate for raccoon sized
quarry; for example the .25 caliber
Walther Falcon and Beeman RX-2
have both proven

themselves reliable for this
application out to 40 yards. These
guns generate approximately 30
fpe; delivering power, accuracy,
and when matched with a good
hunting pellet, excellent terminal
performance. Having quite a bit of
field time with these guns I can
say that when used to shoot a
raccoon in the head, he is going
down.

“Airguns, especially the
larger calibers, are very
effective predator guns”

Lower powered small caliber
springers can be used to kill a
raccoon with a well placed head
shot, but I’ve seen several
animals lost and don‘t recommend
them for larger animals. This is
where the .25 caliber spring piston
rifles have impressed me; in my
experience they have been
consistent performers. If you start
to stretch the range or stray from
headshots with the smaller
calibers the success rate starts to
drop, but the magnum .25s
provide a bit more latitude.
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If I am hunting coyote with a smaller bore airgun (.22 or .25) I will stay with a head
shot inside of 50 yards. With a large bore gun (.308 on up) I’ll take body shots out
to about 75 yards. These are my own guidelines, your personal experience and
the specific gun you’re shooting will dictate your own boundaries.

With a precharged pneumatic airgun the additional power allows
heavier pellets in a smaller caliber to be used than does a spring piston
gun, making the .22 a viable option. I have had a lot of success cleanly
dispatching raccoons and fox with guns like the Evanix AR6, Benjamin
Discovery, AirArms 400, and Airforce Talon SS, all in .22. These guns
will kill a medium sized animal with a heart / lung shot at longer
distances, but the potential risk of losing them still exists. When using a
pcp I will stretch out to 60 yards, but prefer to stick with headshots
when possible.
When we step up to bobcats and coyotes, more powerful guns in
larger calibers may be advantageous, but regardless of caliber only pcp
powered guns should be used. There are a couple ways to approach
this subject; one school of thought is that a big bore (.308 up) will
deliver both the energy and open a large enough wound channel to
allow chest shots to be a primary target. Myself and others have taken
coyote out to eighty or ninety yards with guns such as the
Quackenbush, Sam Yang and Shinsung large caliber rifles. There is no
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doubt that these bigger bore guns will punch a hole through a coyote,
but with less than perfect shot placement the animal might still escape
before giving up the ghost. For this reason I like to keep my range
around 40 - 50 yards, where I don’t have to deal with the trajectory and
over/under estimation of holdover that can result in a shot being slightly
off.
The other school of thought is that as lung shot predators can carry a
surprising amount of lead, the airgun toting coyote hunter should stick
solely with head shots. Accordingly, subscribers to this approach
believe that a large caliber gun is not required, and that a heavy .22 or
.25 caliber pellet delivered by a high powered pcp rifle to the noggin will
effectively drop a bobcat or a coyote. It is reasoned that a flat shooting,
highly accurate .22 will enable the predator hunter to deliver the
projectile more precisely and consistently than if having to compensate
for the more pronounced trajectory arc and rougher shooting
characteristics of the big bores.

A couple of dogs that dropped to the Korean big bores; the one on the left was
taken with the BB 909 in .44 and the one on the right fell to the Dragonslayer .50.
These gun combine power and accuracy to make them very good choices for
predator hunting.
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So which approach do I subscribe
to? Well I think that there is a
certain amount of validity to both
views, and that either can be
ethically applied so long as certain
conditions are met. Most airgun
hunters I’ve spoken with have had
consistently good results with
chest shots on coyote using large
bores inside of 50 yards, but the
success has dropped as the shots
have moved further out. Yes,
animals are still killed, but with
more lost animals occurring. For
that reason I think chest shots
with big bores are fine when the
range is kept inside of fifty yards.
If the range goes out past that
mark, I will only take head shots
as this tends to result in either a
clean hit or a clean miss.
Sticking to head shots with
smaller caliber guns also works,
with more clean kills and not
surprisingly more clean misses,
and as a result fewer wounded
animals being lost. However,
when using a standard caliber
there is a need to utilize every foot
pound of energy that the gun
produces and drop the pellet into
a target zone the size of a fifty
cent piece. For this reason I
believe that the acceptable range
of these guns on coyote is no

more than forty yards. It is worth
mentioning that the smaller caliber
guns, many designed with a
shrouded barrel, are a natural
choice when hunting in urban
areas. The sound signature of a
.22
caliber
AirArms
410
generating 30 fpe is a fraction of
that

“There are two approaches in
selecting a gun for predator
hunting; get a big bore and
take body shots out to 75 or
more yards, or a standard .22
/ .25 and stick with headshots
inside of 50 yards”
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A coyote I dropped at 50 yards with a .50 caliber Dragonslayer. Using a big
bore lets you reach out for longer body shoots than the standard calibers.

produced by a Dragonslayer .50 caliber (which in turn is quieter than a
rimfire), so this gun is perfect for head shooting fox or coyote in settings
where noise is a concern.
You will hear people argue that big bore guns, and small bores for
that matter, can kill a coyote further or with less than perfect shot
placement. This is undeniably true; over the years I have seen and
heard of many predators taken under a variety of less than perfect
conditions. I have also seen too many lost animals due to pushing the
envelope and ignoring the guidelines laid out earlier in this chapter. So
my answer to the question we opened with is now qualified; yes,
airguns are effective, efficient, and ethical predator getters so long as
the right gun, the right shot placement, and the right range are selected.
In this respect it is no different than the judgment exercised by a bow
hunter or firearm hunter before taking a shot.
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One of my favorite predator
hunting trips is down in
South Texas with Predator
Guide
and competitive
caller Cody Brunette, owner
of Poorboy outfitters. Cody
has a truck set up with an
elevated stand mounted in
the back of his truck that
has lights and the ability to
rotate 360 degrees.
Two hunters sit in the
stand and call before
moving on to the next stand
a mile down the road. The
number of coyote and
bobcat this guy calls in are
unbelievable, one night I’d
not been off the plane six
hour and already had a
couple dozen yotes called
in!

“Cody Brunette out in West Texas is
unbelievably consistent in getting a lot
of songdogs to come in”
There are two schools of
thought about shooting coyote
with an airgun; one is to use a
big bore and take body shots
out to a 100 yards, while the
other is to use a standard
caliber (.22 or .25) and
selectively take headshots out
to 50 yards.
Either approach works, and if
hunting in more urban areas the
smaller caliber guns make
sense, because these guns are
often shrouded and very quiet.
But if you are going to use a .22
or .25 you must have the
discipline
to
only
take
headshots and only at close
range.
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I love hunting coyote in the snow; there is
the aesthetic quality, but I also think that
the ability to camouflage in snow is much
easier than during the other seasons.
This is the time of year I can get the dogs
to come in close, they are hungry, active,
and they are easier to see as the charge
in to the call. On clear nights, there is
enough ambient lighting from the moon
and stars reflected off the terrain to hunt
without artificial lighting. You can see a
coyote running across a field from a long
way off. I shot this coyote with a BigBore
909 at 50 yards, as a pair came charging
in to a rabbit distress call.
Below is my hunting buddy Brian Beck,
who I think is the best airgun specific
predator hunter I’ve encountered. Brian
routinely competes (and wins) in predator
hunting tournaments against powder
burners using his Haley .357 air rifle.
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Decoys can help to
take the predators
attention away from
the call or the caller,
and there are a variety
of homemade and
store bought decoy
that can be used. I
have a friend that
simply
hangs
a
feather from a branch
and lets if flap in the
breeze. I use a
FoxPro Blackjack with
good results.

Brian with his haul from a coyote calling competition in Western Indiana. He and his
partner took first place, he used a Haley .308 to bag half the dogs they finished with.
Considering every other team used high powered centerfires makes it that much
more impressive!
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Predator Calls
The most effective and consistent way to get a shot at predators is to
call them into range. The calls are either based on the predators
vocabulary (i.e. challenge, mating, or location calls) or they are based
on producing the distress calls of prey animals (rabbit, rodent, fawn
distress sounds). There are caller well versed in “talking” to predators in
their own language, but I personally find that I have much better results
with the distress calls. The types of instruments to produce these
sounds is varied, but can be categorized as mouth blown call or
electronic calls. Both of these work well, the mouth blown distress calls
are portable, easy to master, and I feel give a natural more organic
quality tyo the sound. Electronic calls usually come with a library of
sounds, they can be set away from the hunter, don’t require you to
move while using and can get a lot of volume. When hunting out in
West Texas where will be calling for hours on end, this is the way to.go!
Mouth blown calls are either open reed (L) or
close reed (LL). Some hunters feel that the
open reed calls have a better sound quality,
but I am always damaging the exposed reed
on mine. The closed reeds sound is pretty
close in my opinion, and the calls themselves
are more robust. I generally use these and
have had a pretty good experience on coyote,
fox, and raccoon.

Electronic calls can be
small handheld models (T)
or remote operated with a
large speaker built in (M).
You get what you pay for,
I suggest that you stick
with mouth blown calls
until you can afford a high
quality electronic call
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Calling Techniques For Airgunners
Before you begin calling you will want to choose a good location. Look
for tracks and droppings around water holes, stream banks, game trails,
and in soft dirt along the roads. It always better to know that there are
predators within call range before you start, because when it comes
right down to it calling is a numbers game.
Try to find high ground or a position where you can watch for the
predator to approach. But unlike firearm hunters, you also need to make
sure that your position will allow the animal to get inside of 100, or 50
yards (whatever your maximum range when an airgun is being used.
Sometimes when hunting fox or raccoon I’ll sit inside a stand of woods
and await a stealth approach, but for coyote I try to give myself a
vantage point to look over. When using an electronic call with a remote I
will sometimes bring my climbing stand and get up in the tree, most
predators will not look up when they come in and this can give you an
edge.
You need to wear full camo including face cover and gloves. A ghillie
suit is effective, and if you stay still and watch the wind, allows you to
get quite close.
Speaking of wind, you need to be constantly aware of shifting wind as
you hunt. The quickest way to get busted by a coyote or a fox is to let
them catch your scent. I din’t think scent management is as important,
you can bathe in scent blocks, wear carbon scent lock clothing, and
gargle in breath camo, if the wind is working against you a coyote will
bust you. Bobcats and raccoons don’t seem to bother as much about
scent as the canine predators.
When I find my spot and get settled in, I start by making sure I’m in
comfortable spot I can stay in for a half hour without moving, get my
gun set up on shooting sticks, and wait a couple minutes. After this brief
cool down period I start my call low in case there are any predators
bedded down close to me, a loud blasting call might spook them. I call
for 2-3 minutes then break for a minute then repeat. I stay on my set for
20-30 minutes. Often when an animal comes in they will hang up just
out of range, ut can usually be squeaked in by making a soft kissing
sound with your lips.
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The best way to hunt foxes is to go after them at night when they are active and hunting.
Some times they will approach cautiously and stop for a quick look as they move in. At
other times hey will charge in to the call of a rabbit or woodpecker distress so fast it’s
hard to line up a shot. For night hunting start with a soft call and work up the volume so
you don’t spook any that happen to be in the vicinity, then work up the volume. If you
don’t get a response within 20 -30
minutes move on. It’s a
numbers game, like
asking girls to dance
when you were young.
Start with the best
looking and work your
way through the club.
Sometimes
the
prettiest girl in the room
ended up dancing with
you, sometimes not,
but you usually got to
dance with someone.
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Bobcats approach a call differently than coyote of fox, though I sometimes mistake
their movement with a those of a raccoon while watching the glow of the eyes
approaching when night hunting. Cats are more deliberate, and tend to move in more
slowly and often times will hang up and watch for a while before stalking in slowly and
quietly. And when calling in the daylight hours it is not too often that a coyote comes in
unseen, but I’ve found myself staring at a cat that I didn’t even see approach, on more
than one occasion.
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The most productive
way I know of to hunt
bobcats is at night, using
either a cottontail / rodent
call or a woodpecker
distress call. In west
Texas you look for open
areas with cactus on the
ground and a few trees.
Too much coverage the
cats can come in on top of
you and you’ll either miss
them or see them take off
when they see you at the
same time you see them.
There has to be enough
open space that you can
watch the approach. An
elevated shooting stand of
some sort will greatly
improve your success
rate.

The author (right) with a ringtail cat
brought in with a distress call in south
Texas. I was after bobcats when this guy
showed up on the scene, and dropped to
a headshot from a Career Infinity .25
caliber pcp with a lamp mounted.
The distress call works well; on this trip
I called in bobcat, coyote, fox, the ringtail,
and a few raccoons. This ringtail came
straight in, then jumped up in a tree right
before reaching me. I’ve taken a couple
more since, but this was the first one I’d
seen in the wild.
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Field Notes:
Texas Bobcat

I had arrived in West Texas several days
earlier for a filming session to get
predators with a new .25 caliber rifle. We’d
hunted hard for 3 days and 3 nights, and
had called in a few coyotes but just
couldn’t quite get them into range. It was
the last hour of our last night hunting, and
we decided to drive to another section of
the ranch to call. The weather was bitterly
cold, and I decided to sit in the warm cab
rather than the elevated (and freezing
cold) shooting chair in the back of the
truck. I slipped the rifle into the rack and
strapped it down for the drive. As we
bounced down the washboard dirt road,
we heard a crash and a thud. With a
sinking feeling we stopped the truck and
sure enough the rifle was not in the rack!

By: J. Chapman
Back tracking we found the rifle in the
road; half in the middle of the road
and the other half on the side of the
road…. So much for getting the
footage with this rifle!
At any rate, we moved on to the spot
of our last set and started to call.
After 5 minutes we saw a set of
glowing eyes weaving through the
bush. At about 150 yards the animal,
we were not yet sure what it was,
hung up. At that point we turned off
the call and started squeaking the
critter in. My heart sunk as my
cameraman said “it’s a raccoon”. But
then he stepped out from behind a
bush and into my scope at 55 yards,
a beautiful bobcat. I took a breath
and forced away the shakes caused
by cold and magnified by nerves, and
squeezed the trigger on the tuned
Bigbore 909. The 200 grain .457
bullet flipped the cat end over
end…my first cat with an airgun!

Outfitter Cody Brunett and me kneeling
down beside the pretty West Texas cat!
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Hunting with Airguns
I grew up in the Southwest using rifles, shotguns, handguns, and
archery gear to hunt just about every type of game, big and small. After
college my job took me abroad, and while living in Europe I was
introduced to precision high powered airguns. Since that time I’ve used
them to take all manner of small game and varmint in several countries,
where firearms were not legal or not practical. Readers that follow my
writing in Predator Xtreme and Fur Fish Game magazines have
previously seen articles on small game hunting with conventional
airguns, powered by spring piston and precharged pneumatic power
plants. The typical spring piston .22 caliber airgun will generate
velocities in the 700 – 800 feet per second (fps) range producing up to
18 foot pound energy (fpe) at the muzzle. It only takes 4 – 5 fpe to
cleanly kill a rabbit, so these guns have more than enough power for
small game hunting out to thirty or forty yards. The appeal of airguns as
a hunting tool is multifold; pellets are inexpensive so the cost of
shooting is low, these guns can be very accurate and are therefore
perfect for hitting the small kill zones of rabbit sized quarry, and one of
the most compelling characteristics is that they are very quiet, even
when compared to a rimfire. The only downside in my view is that they
are of limited use for medium to larger sized quarry. Even the newer
generation of more powerful .22 caliber and .25 caliber precharged
pneumatic guns should not be used for any thing larger than raccoon or
fox sized animals. I know that feral hogs and coyote have been taken
with smaller caliber guns, but they are underpowered and not an
effective or ethical choice for larger animals.
Several years ago I read an article about the history of airguns written
by Dr. Robert Beeman in which he related that Lewis and Clark had
carried a large bore airgun, I believe it was a .32 caliber, across the
American West on their great expedition. It was not documented to
have killed game; but the power, low report, and high rate of fire
amazed the Indians that witnessed the guns performance along the
way. In this article he also referenced documented historical
descriptions of large bore airguns being used for big game hunting in
the 1700s, and in Napoleonic times being used in combat by the
Austrian army. I reckoned that if air rifles could kill a Russian Boar in
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the 1700s, somebody should be able to build a modern gun up to the
task. So I started searching the internet and found a small company run
by a gentleman named Dennis Quackenbush that was manufacturing
large bore airguns in low volume production runs. Dennis and I hit it off
and started to speak more about the gun I wanted, the result was a .308
caliber carbine with an 18” barrel. He also introduced me to an avid
hunter named Eric Henderson that lived down in Texas and had started
using the Quackenbush guns to hunt coyote and hogs.
Eric and I spoke by phone a few times and set up a hog hunt together
in North Texas. That first trip I flew down to Dallas, rented a car, and
drove out to Eric’s house. We talked guns that afternoon, and then left
on a pig hunt as evening fell. I was carrying my Quackenbush .308 and
Eric had his Quackenbush .50 caliber. The Exile .308 pushes a 115
grain bullet at 875 fps and is an absolute tack driver, so I had a lot of
confidence it would do the job. We hunted hard for two days but didn’t
manage to bag a single pig (or even get a shot off). Still, I had a great
time and was not discouraged. Leaving for the airport it was agreed that
I’d fly back a couple months later and we’d give it another go.
On the subsequent trip we were hunting at the Lone Star Ranch; and
the feral pig populations were high. Using my .308 I shot three pigs at
ranges of 40 – 65 yards. With the subsonic velocities these guns
generate it is often possible to watch the bullet in flight as it makes
contact with the target, but even at these relatively low velocities the
bullets hit with authority. Eric and I have become good hunting buddies
since this trip and have chased pigs, rams, and exotics all over the
state; we’ve used a number of Quackenbush bigbores in .308, .457,
and .50 caliber to put some pretty big animals on the ground.
Some months later I was approached by a distributor that was
planning on carrying a line of big bore airguns manufactured in Korea.
The two major producers from that country both offer high power big
bores ranging from 9mm to a .50 caliber. I was sent the ShinSung .50
caliber Dragonslayer to evaluate, and was really impressed with the
accuracy. After bore sighting the gun I went to the range to fine tune it.
Using Hornaday 175 grain roundball, the first three shots at fifty yards
went in to a single hole!
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A few weeks later I shot two huge boars with this gun. While out on a
coyote hunt I’d spotted a small group of pigs moving slowly through the
woods feeding, and maneuvered myself into a good ambush position.
Sitting at the base of a tree in full camo I waited as the line of hogs
moved towards me. I lost them for a few minutes, but when one
reappeared thirty five yards in front of me I lined up the crosshairs and
popped him in the head. He stumbled behind a large bush, reappearing
on the other side a moment later. I was in the middle of reloading, and
as he stepped out snapped the gun to my shoulder and fired, hitting him
in the chest. He took off in the direction from which he’d approached
and I had to track him down for a second shot. The follow-up shot hit
the big porker right between the eyes, dropping him like a sack of
bricks. Long story short, if you haven’t already figured it out, is that I’d
shot two different pigs one dropping on the spot and one requiring a
second shot. In retrospect, I think that this gun is a bit underpowered in
stock form to be optimal for pig hunting. Propelling a TC or Hornaday
175 roundball at 650 fps generates a 150 fpe, which is great for
predator hunting. On a trip to South Africa for a sanctioned test hunt
with airguns, I used another Dragonslayer to take small antelope (duiker
and Steinbok) out to seventy yards. If you want to use this gun for pigs,
I d suggest sending it of to an airgun tuner to tweak up the power, but if
you want to shoot coyote at sixty or seventy yards, it’s good to go out of
the box!
A couple years ago I was invited to hunt on my friend Randy Mitchells
lease down in central Kentucky. Randy and I had done a lot of small
game airgun hunting together, but this was our first chance to go after
deer. The regulations in Kentucky permit the use of large caliber
airguns, but they must be configured as a muzzle loader and used in
the primitive weapons season. The first morning Randy and I went up to
sit in his double stand, it was a cold and rainy day. After a short time we
had a couple does meander by, but out of shooting range. A few
minutes later my attention was drawn by a subtle motion off to the left,
and on closer inspection I could make out the shape and antlers of a
buck walking along the draw. He was moving down a trail that would
take him within 50 yards of the stand. But as I glassed him only five
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points could be counted and the lease has a six point minimum. I kept
glassing him hard hoping for another point to sprout, but without luck.
Disappointed I started to breathe again when I noticed a second buck
moving up the same trail.
I was using another Quackenbush .50 caliber that had been
converted to a muzzle loader, which is an option on all of these semi
custom guns. This particular rifle was set up to produce three shots per
fill at about 300 fpe. Lining up the shot I waited until the 12 point buck
had closed in to sixty yard then squeezed the trigger. He jumped then
started running back up a nearby hill and had gone perhaps sixty or
seventy yards before he dropped, rolling back down the hill side.
Dressing the animal I found the soft lead ball had done substantial
damage to both lungs and shattered a rib. The projectile could be
palpated and had come to rest under the skin on the left shoulder. I cut
through and retrieved the ball which had been scored and partially
flattened when it struck bone.
Over the intervening years, I have used big bore airguns to take
everything from raccoons to whitetails in North America. I have also
gone on three airgunning safaris to South Africa, and have successfully
hunted bushbuck, warthog, springbok and other plains game up to kudu
with air rifles. On these hunts I have used a variety of Quackenbush,
ShinSung and SamYang guns, though the Quackenbush guns are my
favorites for really big animals. On the last two trips I’ve carried a .457
Quackenbush rifle called the African Express that was built specifically
for these hunts, and generates between 500 – 650 fpe. This gun will put
a 510 grain bullet through a warthog, front to back!
To this point, I’ve spoken of only a handful of manufacturers of big
bore airguns; that is because there are only a few. Quackenbush
Airguns is clearly the most popular brand amongst big game hunters.
His long action Outlaw model gets a 430 slug moving at well over 725
fps generating around 500 fpe, but can easily be tuned up to 600 fpe if
you want to sacrifice the second shot. Two of the other guns in this line
are the Exile in .308 and the Bandit in .50 caliber. One of the things I
like about these guns, besides the quality and intrinsic accuracy, is the
fact that they use standard bullet calibers that are easily obtained. The
.308
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uses standard cast lead .30 caliber bullets, and the .457 uses standard
45/70 bullets. These guns are over engineered, and can be tuned to
operate at much higher fill pressures than the three thousand PSI
recommended for stock guns.. There are a few tuners around, such as
Bob Dean of Big Bore Bobs that specialize in kicking up the power of
Quackenbush airguns a notch! The only downside with these guns is
that the Quackenbush production volumes can’t keep up with demand
and the waiting list can be a long one.
Of the Korean manufacturers there are two, ShinSung and SamYang,
which offer a big bore platform. Both of these companies have been
around for many years building conventional caliber air rifles, but have
made inroads in the North American markets with their mass produced
large caliber gun. Korean manufacturer Sam Yang offers the Big Bore
909 which is a .45 caliber rifle that consistently obtains sub 1” groups
with a variety of bullets at 50 yards. The gun provides power in the 180
fpe range, which is more than adequate for medium sized game.
ShinSung has two big bore guns; the Dragonslayer .50 and the
Career saver 707 in 9mm. I have already spoken about the
Dragonslayer which is one of my favorite airguns in any caliber. It is
easy to shoot and very accurate, as a matter of fact I shoot it more
accurately than any of the other big bore guns, but it is on the lower end
of the power range at around 150 fpe. The Saver 707, also called the
9mm Ultra, is a six shot lever action repeater that propels a 100 grain
9mm bullet at about 900 fps and generates close to 190 fpe. It is an
accurate gun, and another good choice for medium sized game.
The laws applying to airgun hunting vary widely, and are even more
complex when big bore / big game hunting is thrown in to the mix. Most
states allow the use of air powered guns to take pest species, small
game, and predators. Some states allow big game to be taken with
special provisions, and some have fairly nebulous regulations. It is
important that you understand the laws in your region before heading
out to the field. Texas allows any non game animal such as hogs, rams,
or other exotics to be taken with an airgun but no game animal, not
even a squirrel can be taken with an airgun. Missouri has just amended
their whitetail deer regulations to permit large caliber airguns to be used
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and the new regs will go into effect next season. I believe that as more
states become aware of these hunting arms and evaluate their
performance, more will permit them to be used for deer and hogs. But
you need not wait if you want to use a big bore to hunt varmint and
predators in many jurisdictions right now. California allows turkey to be
taken with airguns over .20 caliber, and I think this is the perfect
application for a gun like the DAQ .308 or Dragonslayer .50 shooting
roundball. There is a growing awareness of the effectiveness of these
guns as a valid hunting tool, and they meet the spirit and intent of
hunting with primitive equipment much the same as muzzle loaders and
archery.
I have a great deal of confidence in the ability of many big bore
airguns to cleanly and efficiently kill predators and large game with a
couple of provisos. First, it’s not just the caliber but the power plant
used that will determine if a big bore airgun is capable of taking
moderate to large bodied quarry. This mandates the gun uses a precharged pneumatic power plant. Not all big bore airguns are created
equal. Two guns shooting the same projectile may vary in power output
by a huge margin. Remember that with airguns it is the gun that stores
energy, not the ammunition. As a matter of fact, it is possible to modify
the power of a gun up or down by modifying the valve or hammer
springs. Secondly, use the guns in the appropriate context. Airgun
hunting is a close range proposition, not as limited as archery but I think
that depending on the gun and game it should be limited to around sixty
yards for big game and a hundred yards for predators.
I still wingshoot with my over/under, still take my firearms and bow out
for big game, and still go varminting with smallbore centerfires; but over
the last several years have found myself gravitating more and more to
airguns. For me, the combination of close range hunting and the blend
of power, accuracy, and quiet effectiveness provided by big bore
airguns are hard to beat!
Air guns in the .308 to .50 caliber range to take everything from feral
hogs in Texas to kudu in South Africa, to bison and other large North
American species. More recently, a handful of States have allowed air
rifles to be used for the harvest of whitetail deer, and more seem to be
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in the process of determining their position on these guns.
As mentioned elsewhere in this book, I am of the opinion that
precharged pneumatic rifles are the only design appropriate for deer
sized quarry. Pre-charged pneumatic guns used for big game species
are often charges as high as 3600 psi, and in most guns store enough
air to power 2 – 4 shots before requiring a refill. There are only a few
sources providing production guns in the proper caliber and power
range required to hunt big game. One source for mass produced guns
is Shinsung Industries of Korea, which produces models in .454 and .50
calibers that generate energy in the 150 – 225 Foot pounds of energy
(fpe) range. The other source for big bore airguns is American
manufacturer Dennis Quackenbush of Quackenbush airguns. He
designs and builds several models, but his flagship is the LA .457;
these guns are an order of magnitude more powerful generating
approximately 500 fpe out of the box. There are also custom rifles that
have been built which produce up to 1000 fpe, including a 20mm air rifle
that tosses a one ounce chunk of lead down range at over 800 fps. But I
believe the lower power guns offer an advantage to the urban hunter
and inside of thirty yards 160 fpe is fine for deer.
There are some moderate costs associated with getting set up;
between the gun, the air tanks and miscellaneous filling gear you are
going to lay down over a thousand dollars (not counting scope) before
even hitting the range to sight in. As a matter of fact, one of the reasons
these guns have been around for well over two centuries and remain
relatively unknown is that they have always been more expensive and
difficult to manufacture than firearms. There are many reasons to hunt
with a big bore airgun; the increased challenge, the coolness factor of
the technology, the tie in with a rich tradition going back hundreds of
years, the low sound signature (far quieter than a firearm) are what
appeal to me for instance. I believe that the accuracy, power, and
quietness of these guns make them the perfect suburban deer gun. A
gun that can anchor a whitetail inside of 30 or 40 yards , while
generating less sound than a .22 short has a lot to offer in many hunting
venues.
A couple of states have opened their whitetail seasons to airgun
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hunters; in Kentucky it was ruled that these guns were legal method of
take so long as they were configured as muzzle loaders and used in the
primitive weapons season. The inaugural year a buddy of mine named
Randy Mitchell took the first doe in that state with a 40 yard shot from
his .50 caliber muzzle loading Quackenbush. The following year I
traveled down to Kentucky and shot a nice 12 point buck using the
same gun with a broadside at 50 yards. Missouri is allowing their first
airgun hunts this year, and have one of the best written regulations I’ve
seen, a result of much lobbying and hard work by local airgun hunter
Ken Cox. There are several hunters I know that are heading to Missouri
this year for the season kick off, and I expect this will become a popular
airgun hunting venue in coming years.
I was recently invited to visit Deer Tracks Ranch, a beautiful hunting
operation in the northern part of Michigan’s Lower Peninsula. This
property is comprised of a single 1500 acre unit behind high fence that
contains everything from swamps to hardwood forest and is managed
for exceptional deer. The owner of the property had heard about big
bore airguns and was curious to see if this might be a hunting method
he would allow on his land. He had a number of deer that needed to be
culled, and wanted to do so with minimal disturbance. It was proposed
that this would serve as an excellent test for airguns, and using tree
stands that had been set up for bow hunters I was able to effectively
drop a number of doe and cull bucks inside of thirty yards
In my current home state of Indiana these guns are not yet legal, but
there is a group lobbying to gain approval. Due to explosive populations
of deer around our state, an urban deer season for archery has been
instituted. I believe that airguns are a better fit for guys like me, who
remain mediocre archers after years of practice, because at 30 yards I
can produce half inch groups all day long with my air rifle. This level of
accuracy in a gun that produces the energy to achieve a complete pass
through on a deer, has limited range so is safe to shoot in more built up
areas, and is quiet enough that it won’t disturb the residents of the
housing development down the road, has a lot to offer today’s hunters.
There has been a conventional wisdom that a gun generating 1000 fpe
is required to cleanly and consistently bring down deer sized game.
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This is patently not true when it comes to airguns, the large and heavy
projectiles moving at lower speeds behave differently than high velocity
light bullets from a firearm. A gun producing 150 fpe at the muzzle will
traverse a deer’s body, even if it hits rib along the way, at thirty or forty
yards. It is important to understand that airgun hunting is all about
precise shot placement at the appropriate range. These guns do not
generate a hydrostatic shock when impacting an animal, but kill by
opening a large wound channel in the vital organs. Unlike a centerfire,
an airgun offers a lower margin of error; for a broadside you want to
puncture both lungs or better yet, hit the heart or aorta as well as a
lung. As there is less margin for error it is important that the potential for
sub-optimal shots is reduced, which is best accomplished by limiting the
range. I believe that all of the standard (if you can call them that) big
bore airgun calibers are effective; I have used the 9mm, .308, .457, and
.50 calibers with a number of bullet styles in addition to roundball. As a
matter of fact my favorite caliber for this type of hunting is a .454
roundball, as it provides excellent accuracy from my rifle, penetrates
well, and opens a good sized wound.
The question most hunters will asked when faced with the use of big
bore airguns is if they are an ethical tool for harvesting a deer sized
animal? I will base my response on personal experience. The first large
animals I shot with an airgun were feral hogs in Texas; the reason being
that in Texas hunting non-native species with an air powered gun is
permitted. I have taken several pigs, some up to 300 lbs, with airguns in
.308 to .50 caliber class. Most shots have been inside the 40 to 60 yard
range, and while preferring head shots I have taken broadsides with
good results as well. This is in line with my experience using handguns
in .357 and .44 mag for hogs. On broadsides these heavy slow moving
projectiles either passed through or came to rest under the skin on the
offside in every instance. On sanctioned test hunts in South Africa I
have taken scores of plains game up to kudu with these guns, and both
wildlife authorities and professional hunters involved in the hunts and
the post hunt evaluations were greatly impressed by the performance of
these big bores. Granted it’s anecdotal, but if you can punch through a
large pig or a kudu, a whitetail is not going to present a
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problem.
I have stated many times in the past that the attraction of hunting
larger game with an airgun is that it combines many of the skills of bow
hunting with traditional marksmanship. I think that similar to bow
hunting, airgun hunting should be a close range proposition. My
rationale for this view is that shot placement is tantamount and most
hunters can precisely place a shot at 30 yards. At this range .40 caliber
guns in the 160 fpe class are effective. A buck I shot at 25 yards out of
a tree stand had the .454 roundball break through the nearside rib,
transit both lungs, and come to rest under the skin on the offside. This
was using a 160 fpe gun on a large bodied buck and he ran less than
70 yards before collapsing. The shot was perfectly placed with
adequate power.
The use of big bore airguns for hunting deer is a new paradigm for
most wildlife agencies and hunters alike, and in most states it is not
legal or in the gray zone at the time of this writing. Growing numbers of
hunters are taking feral hogs (which are legal in many jurisdictions) and
see the effectiveness of this hunting tool. With many areas experiencing
a population explosion of deer in suburban settings these guns offer
another viable hunting solution. There are grassroots lobbying efforts to
modify, expand, or write new regulations to allow airgun hunting in
many states. I believe that progressive wildlife agencies should
undertake studies to assess the efficacy and efficiency of airguns so
that they can make informed decisions on whether to allow airgun
hunting, especially in the urban deer zones. These guns offer power
and accuracy on one hand, but limited carrying range and low noise
generation on the other. In this respect they make an ideal hunting tool
as we see so much productive hunting land swallowed up by
development. As a bow and traditional gun hunter, I have a difficult time
understanding why big bore airguns should not be allowed, and would
welcome an open and thoughtful dialog on where these guns fit into the
scheme of things.
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A collection of projectiles for big bore air rifles ranging from ,44 round ball up
to a 525 grain .457 chunk of lead. A standard .22 and .25 caliber are included
to provide perspective
The first purpose designed production big
bore airgun ammunition was recently codeveloped by Crosman and Nosler. The
.357 Caliber 145 grain eXTREME Ballistic
Tip Air Rifle Bullet
It is the first airgun bullet to incorporate
Nosler's famous Ballistic Tip technology.
These unique big bore airgun bullets
perform predictably and provide outstanding
penetration
and
optimal
terminal
performance. Positioned in the mouth of the
lead bullet is Nosler's red polymer tip,
designed to resist deformation and increase
downrange
terminal
velocities.
The
eXTREME Bullet features a hollow base
that allows for precise control in the barrel
and optimum use of the selected pressure.
145 grains, 0.176 ballistic coefficient, and
0.162 sectional density
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Feral pigs are rangy-looking non-native members of the domestic swine
family. They are called feral pigs, wild pigs, razorbacks and other local
names. These animals are originally native to Europe and Asia, and
they are aggressive mammals posing serious ecological, economic,
aesthetic, medical threats. Feral pigs have expanded their range over
most of the contiguous United States.
These feral pigs should not be confused with javelina, the only native
pig-like animal living in North America. Javelina (or collared peccaries)
are much smaller than feral pigs, more uniformly and thickly coated and
grayish in color, with a light collar over the shoulder. Their tails are
nearly absent and their upper tusks point down, rather than up. Its
habits and adaptations restrict it to living in brushy deserts, rocky
canyons, scrub oak forests and arid mountain foothills of southern
Texas, southern Arizona and southern New Mexico. As a native animal,
the javelina is a natural and accepted member of North America's native
community of plants and animals. Feral pigs are a nuisance animal in
almost every state in the country, though in California they are
considered a game animal.
Feral pigs look very similar to the domestic pig. They are mediumsized hoofed mammals with a long, pointed head and stocky build.
Feral hogs exhibit great variation in color and size, and except for the
larger tusk of the males the sexes look much alike. The average wild
sow weighs about 110 pounds (up to 330 pounds) and the average wild
boar weighs 130 pounds (up to 440 pounds). Their hair is coarse with
long bristles (coarser, denser and longer than that of a domestic pig).
Domestic pigs start take on these characteristics within a generation if
release into the wild. Colors and patterns range from solid black, gray,
brown, blonde, white, or red to spotted with multiple colors. Usually the
animals are black. An adult develops a thick, scruffy mane with stiff
bristles tipped with blonde.
Feral pigs have elongated, flexible, tough, flattened snouts, erect
pointed ears that stand about four to five inches above their head. Their
long tails are fairly long and straight, never coiled like the tail of a
domestic pig. They have four cloven feet, similar in appearance to a
deer's hooves. Boars have four continually growing tusks that can be
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extremely sharp. The upper tusks can be several inches in length. The
upper canines curl up and out along the sides of the mouth. The shorter
lower canines also turn out and curve back toward the eyes. Boars can
use their tusks for defense and to establish a dominance during
breeding. Due to the injuries inflicted by these tusks, boars have also
developed a thick, tough skin of cartilage and scar tissue around their
shoulders. This can make chest shots an uncertain option though they
can still be effective.
Tracks of feral pigs look similar to deer tracks, although the overall
shape of a feral pig's track is rounder and less heart-shaped than that of
a white-tailed deer. Pig tracks also tend to be relatively shorter (about 2
1/2 inches long), more splayed and more blunt at the tip than deer
tracks. The front dewclaws, in soft soil, leave crescent shaped prints
outside and behind the larger hoofs. The hind dewclaw prints, if
present, look like dots.
Scat is another sign that can be used to determine if feral pigs have
been in the area. The droppings may be masses of pellets or in strings
of sausage-like segments. Depending on the diet of the animal, the
scats can range in size and consistency from that of a dog or a horse to
that of a person.
Rooting is another sign hunters can use to identify feral pig activity.
These areas can be large, covering an entire field. In soft soils, rooting
can be a couple feet deep. Wallows are sure signs of feral pig activity in
wet soils. Feral pigs also rub on a variety of objects to scratch
themselves. They will rub on fence posts, rocks, trees and telephone
poles. The rubs are usually from ground level up to about 3 feet high,
usually with bits of hair or mud clinging to the rubbed object.
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Texas has a huge population of
feral hogs, and they are legal
airgun quarry. They come in a
range of colors and patterns,
and are to my way of thinking
one of the coolest of big game
airgunning quarry.
The only ethical guns to use
for hunting hogs are PCPs, my
preference is for rifles in
calibers .308 up. If you’ve seen
the guy on TV shooting a hog
with a springer and a PBA
pellet, don’t copy; it’s both
stupid and unethical.

I took the hog below on a North
Texas hog hunt using a DAQ pistol
.308 belonging to Eric Henderson.
After a careful stalk I line up the
shot and was almost blinded by a
gust of air in the face when I pulled
the trigger. As I’d crept forward the
bolt had been pushed open,
allowing most of the air to blow
back through the receiver. There
was enough to project the bullet
forward where it bounced to rest
twenty yards short of the hog. He
took off with Eric and I running to
head him off around a thicket,
where I finally go the head shot that
put him on the spit.
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Texas was the [place I
started hunting hogs
with big bore airguns.
I’d taken lots of them
back in California with
hand guns and rifles,
but the big T was a
game changer for me!
After this trip I was
hooked on airgunning
for big game.

Text

On the same hunt, I
used a .50 caliber
DAQ rifle with a cast
muzzle loading bullet
with a hollow base. I
flipped
the
bullet
upside down and used
it as a hollow point. At
40 yards the bullet
passed through the
both lungs and was
retrieved under the
skin on the off side.

This was the first big
game animal I shot
with the Dragonslayer, it is a large
Russian boar shot in
the head with a
roundball. I saw a
small group of three
boar running along a
path, and ran to get
into
position
to
intercept them. They
turned and started
up a hill straight
towards me with only
a
small
bush
between us. When
the pig stepped out I
hit him in the head.
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Like a Pig Only Smaller
After the LASSO Shoot last year, I stayed
a few days longer to get in an Oklahoma
hog hunt. Dennis Quackenbush had built
and delivered to me, the hunting rifle I’d
been asking him to build me for quite
awhile. The rifle was built on his long
action platform, chambered in .451 caliber,
with a 20” barrel. The gun gave two shots
in the 250 fpe range, which meet the
performance criteria requested. I’d been
willing to give up a bit of power and settle
for two shots in achieving the goal to keep
the rifle compact and easy to manage in
heavy brush.
On the hunt with me were my friends
Eric Henderson (trying to get some film)
and Ed Schultz, the head of engineering
for the Crosman Corp. After trying a
couple of tree stands with no success, we
rode out onto the property on a utility
vehicle, then jumped off to work the
rugged draws that were thickly crossed
with vegetation.
As we move along on foot in a sinewy
line, we kicked up a couple of big hogs, but
they were always on the move before we
could get a shot! We were all getting pretty
hot and thirsty a couple hours into the hike,
but then as we glassed a hillside we saw
three pigs bedded down under a low tree
about 300 yards away. We slowly made
our way towards the bedded animals,
using the trees for cover and watching the
wind to make sure it didn’t change on us.
At about forty yards we slipped out from
around a tree and there the pigs were,
looking at us. I knelt down and brought the
gun up to my shoulder, and looking
through the scope could see the pig out
front staring me down was bigger than the
other two. I laid the crosshairs between his
eyes and squeezed the trigger.
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The gun barked and the pig dropped.
Then jumped up an ran off squealing.
We found the blood spoor and tracked
the pig into the brush, We found him
laying 30 or 40 yards away. My shot
had gone high and hit the pig in the
neck just below the base of the skull.
My greater surprise was the ground
shrinkage. As this was the biggest of
the three pigs I’d expected a pretty good
animal…. All I can say was the other
two must have been the size of
groundhogs cause this little guy went
about 60 lbs. As I walked out dragging
the pig with one hand, one of the guys
called out to question me about the kill. I
called back “ I got him, he’s like a pig
only smaller” Can’t say I covered myself
in glory on this day, but had a lot of fun!

Deer Hunting
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Deer hunting with airguns is a fairly new and somewhat controversial
application. Deer hunting in this country is an obsession for some
hunters, and merely a religion for others. And there have been many
pundits that have told us that a gun must generate over 1000 fpe to be
effective and no ethical hunter would use anything less. The fact that
many deer are cleanly harvested with airguns in the states that allow
them as a method of take would argue against this position. Here is
what I think.
Airguns, and I am talking about precharged pneumatics of .308
caliber and larger, generate between 200 to 600 fpe. They use lead
cast bullets in the 120 to 500 grain weight range traveling at 700 to
1000 fps. These heavy slow moving projectiles do not create a
hydrostatic shock, but rather kill by penetrating vital organs much like
an arrow. They do not create the same size wound channel as the
lower energy broad head, but these guns are much more accurate in
the hands of most shooters than most archers are capable of. I’d argue
that a majority of big bore airgun shooters can maintain a half inch
group at 50 yards and most archers cannot. It is necessary for an
airgun hunter to get much closer to a deer, my recommendation is
inside of 50 yards, than a firearm hunter. Their shot placement has to
be better than either an archer or a firearm hunter, but it is achievable
by those putting in the time and effort to become proficient with their
hunting tool of choice. In this respect it is not different than any other
technique. I think if you are not going to make the effort to get inside of
fifty yards you should stick with a fire arm. I think that you should aim
for a heart shot or try to double lung a buck, and take a brain shot on
does. For those that would argue you should not take a headshot as the
chance of hitting the animal in the jaw or wounding it, I’d respond that a
brain shot is not that difficult at the ranges discussed with most big
bore airguns.
Now one thing that is different with airguns is that as you don’t get the
explosive energy transfer on a broadside chest shot, so you do not get
as much blood spoor. Most deer will drop within a couple hundred
yards, but in my experience if you keep an eye as the animal bolts,
you’ll be able to recover it with no trouble. I’ve come to these
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conclusions by hard
experience, having lost
a couple of animals
while
experimenting
with range, projectiles,
and shot placement.
There is a fairly large
amount of empirical
data that shows these
guns effectiveness, but
it is my strong belief it
should be kept to
archery ranges with the
shot placement stated
previously.

Hunting from a tree stand is the
most productive means of hunting
whitetail with an airgun, and is
similar to bow hunting in that
respect.
Like bow hunting the difficulty
increases when you decide to stay
on the ground and stalk your
quarry. I shot this doe (left) in
Missouri hunting on the ground. I
set up at the base of a tree in full
camo and ambushed her. I think
that being able to work the wind is
the most important aspect of scent
control.
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The pictures on this page show a
doe shot by Randy Mitchell during
Kentucky's primitive weapons
season. The guns must be
configured as muzzle loaders,
shooting either roundball or
sabboted slugs. I would argue this
is at least as much in the spirit of a
primitive weapon as a modern
inline muzzle loader.

Dennis Quackenbush .451

Leroy Roduner .457
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These two guns
represent
my
ideals when it
comes to a big
game
airgun.
Short
barrel,
compact, easy to
maneuver,
I’ll
give up a little
power and as
long as I have
two shots, I have
what I need!
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Text

This nice 12 point buck
was shot with a muzzle
loading DAQ .50 caliber
while hunting with Randy
Mitchell
in
Kentucky,
where big bore airguns
can be used in the
primitive weapons season.

The following year I used the Shin
Sung Big Bore 909 in .45 caliber to
hammer this much bigger bodied 8
point buck.

Then two years later took
this nice 10 pointer from a
tree stand using another
Shin Sung rifle. On being hit
from a tree stand at 40 yards
with a broadside double lung
shot, he ran 60 yards and
crashed down, DOA on walk
up. These guns produce
pretty much the same results
as an arrowed dear.
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A good example of the
effectiveness of a grass root
effort; Ken Cox of Missouri
lobbied local wildlife agencies to
permit airgun hunting for whitetail
deer in the Show Me State. He
presented information on the
guns, ballistics, and experiences
from other jurisdictions that
allowed these guns to be used
for larger game. He packaged
the supporting information, and
articulated a well thought out
argument for the inclusion of big
bore airguns for deer hunting,
which resulted in one of the best
written laws on the books
pertaining
to
big
game
airgunning.
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Another one of our
friends Robert Vogel
on the trip up to
Michigan.
Robert
took a nice buck and
this doe with his
DAQ .457. putting
out around 500 fpe.
You’ll get a lot of
the deer hunting
mavens telling you a
gun must produce
1000 fpe minimum
for deer sized game.
This is not the case,
as a gun putting out
250 fpe will put a
slug right through a
big buck.

However,
airguns
don’t
produce the extreme impact
shock of a firearm, so shot
placement is more critical.
You need to hit the target
exactly, and you don’t get the
same latitude for poor shots
you will with a centerfire. My
opinion is that if you can’t
stock well enough to get
inside of fifty yards, or hit a
kill zone the size of an apple
at that distance, stick to a
centerfires.
Eric with another DAQ, a
.50 caliber this time, and an
axis doe he shot down in
South Texas. In that state
airguns can’t be used for
game animals so whitetail
are off the ticket, however
exotic species such as the
axis may be taken,
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African
Game

Warthog are one of the most challenging and one of the most difficult to
kill animals taken on the African airgunning safaris. I think the shots
should be taken inside of 50 yards, and head shots are to be preferred
when possible. The best headshot is taken in profile, with the bullet
dropped down the ear. I hit one old sow dead between the eyes at forty
yards, only to have her run off. On video replay we saw the bullet hit
and bounce right off her forehead, but my PH told me they’ve seen this
happen with a 30-06 as well. When a herd of hogs come in (above), you
have to be ready to shoot. The pig on the right was taken with a DAQ
.457 at 50 yards from a rear quartering shot, the slug penetrating the
length of the body and hitting the from shoulder.
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From some of the
biggest to some of the
smallest, my DAQ big
bore rifles served me
very well on several
safaris.
The top photo is a
kudu bull shot after a
stock at 45 yards with a
DAQ .457 and a 325
grain bullet generating
approximately 450 fpe. I
rushed the shot and the
hit was not perfect, we
had a fair bit of tracking
to do. But in the end we
brought him in. This is
the biggest animal I’ve
shot with an air-powered
rifle.

One of my favorite
things to hunt in South
Africa are the small
antelope; duiker and
Steenbok. I have shot
dozens of these and
never get tired of them.
In this picture I have my
DAQ .308 generating
about 180 fpe with 120
grain bullets. I rolled this
guy at about 70 yards.
I’ve also used my
SamYang .45 and the
Dragonslayer .50 on
these animals.
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Another favorite quarry in SA are the
springbok, which is also the national
symbol and on of the best eating of the
antelope in my opinion.
The males and females both have
horns, but the males have much more
mass. The old girl in the top photo was
not impressive as a trophy, but it was
the first big game animal taken legally
with an airgun in the country. I carried
one of the flash frozen haunches back
on the flight to my mother in-laws
house in Capetown, and she provided
the basis of a great Brie.
The next one is an average mature
ram, but is a trophy to me because it
was my longest shot on big game and
it worked out perfectly. I stalked the
herd for two hours and finally got into
about 100 yards. This ram started
leading a herd of females and small
rams away, and I lined up on my sticks
and when he stopped, squeezed of the
shot. The 120 grain .308 bullet double
lunged him, and after running 25 yards
he dropped.
Slightly larger, this impala was not
as hard to shoot as most that I’ve shot.
But he was memorable; he was fight
another ram and we stalked in and
watched them at 40 yards going head
to head. I shot this one broadside
when they broke off. He dropped to the
ground and the second one went on
the attack again.
I think any big game animal you take
with an air rifle is a trophy, because
not that many people have done it. I
remember each animal I shot a clear
as day!
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Dennis Quackenbush has made most of the big bore rifles I’ve carried in Africa; my
first trip I brought a .50 caliber, a suppressed .25, and a .308 carbine (top). His guns
are the most powerful, and they are very rugged and easy to work on if damaged.
Dennis made an emergency kit for me to effect any field repairs that might be
necessary, but I’ve not had to use it. In the years since that first trip I’ve primarily used
the .457 African Express rifle mentioned earlier.

I’ve also carried a couple of the Korean rifles on these trips, the Shin Sung and Sam
Yung (middle) both proving to be solid performers. I hit a duiker with a 70 yard broadside, shooting a roundball from the Dragonslayer, and rolled him over dead on the
spot.
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I don’t believe there is anywhere on earth you can see the sheer diversity of game
animals as Africa. Every year I start planning my next trip back before my plane
leaves the ground for the trip home.

One of my best trips was when Randy Mitchell and Eric Henderson meet up with me
to fly over to the Eastern Cape in South Africa where we hunted with Andrew Myers
and Rob Dell. There was a lot of airgun knowledge assembled in that camp, and a
bunch of cool guns!
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Pest Control
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Starling
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The European starling is a non-indigenous feathered pest in North
America that loots the nests of native hole nesting birds and overrun
their territory. Since the early 1900s this bird has extended its territory
throughout most of the United States. It is believed that the initial
population was a small flock of birds released in New York. The
populations are now thought to be many millions of birds, and they
continue to expand their range at the expense of native species
displacing or starving out their rivals. In a recent 3 hour drive from
Indianapolis to Chicago I spotted one flock after another that must have
numbered many thousands of birds. They are like the myna and rock
dove (feral pigeons) in their ability to adapt and thrive, I found that even
in challenging environments like the Eastern Cape of South Africa,
these birds can compete and thrive in face of pressure from native
species and numerous predators.
These birds are intelligent, aggressive, and able to adapt to virtually
any new environments from desert to mountains to coastal grasslands.
They thrive in proximity to man, and are seen in huge numbers in
almost every city in the country. Besides his aggressive nature, the
starling is equipped with a sharp beak and strong claws that are more
than a match for the other species he displaces. Indigenous species in
the United States, which suffer at the expansion of the starling, include
woodpeckers, bluebirds, great crested flycatchers, purple martins, tree
swallows, and others, which are driven from their nests.
As mentioned, the starling has proven a tenacious pest all over the
world, and has been responsible for negatively impacting native bird
populations not only in the United States, but also Australia, South
America, Africa, anywhere he has been able to get a foothold, which is
anyplace this bird has been introduced. In our country the starling is a
major threat to the smaller bird such as the purple martin, and can
decimate local populations.
While the starling is an aggressive creature and a tough fighter, they
are an easy bird to kill. I used to shoot them almost exclusively with
.177 air rifles firing a hollowpoint pellet at 600 to 900 fps, but recently
have found the Predator Polymags absolutely devastating on the light
bodied pest. I also like to shoot starlings with an air pistol, my favored
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gun for this being my Crosman 2240, which has been modified as
described later in this book. I can consistently take these birds out to 25
yards with this gun. A shot to either the head or the chest area works
equally well. If your gun is not too loud, you can sometimes pick off
multiple birds from a flock before they spook and fly off. When using a
rifle, I like to shoot from about 30-60 yards, as it softens the sound of
the shot and allows me to remain unnoticed in my camouflage or hide
for a longer period of time. I like to shoot these birds around local farms,
railways, and mowed lawns adjacent to woodlots near my house. One
can successfully shoot starlings over bait, using either commercial feed
or home made concoctions. When opportunistic hunting while hiking a
potential area yields success, another method we commonly use in my
area is to set up bait and hunt from a blind. This takes patience, as the
hunter must sit quietly at the bait station waiting for the quarry to join
him. When the birds arrive it is necessary to move slowly and
deliberately while bringing your rifle to a shooting position and targeting
in. These birds are wary and the wrong movement at the wrong time will
flush the entire flock. Baiting for pest animals is legal in most regions of
the country, and is a productive way to get a large number of birds into
range.
A starling bait station is pretty simple to construct, the important issue
is where you locate it and how it is positioned. I built one to put out near
the animal pens at a friends farm to lure the birds away from the
animals to a place I could safely shoot them. To build it we started with
a piece of plywood measuring approximate two square feet which
formed the backboard. To this we mounted a wire mesh box that could
be filled with suet or animal fat with a 10” long ½” diameter doweling pin
fixed to either side for the starlings to perch on. A wooden trough was
mounted along the bottom of the backboard that is used to hold bird
seeds. The back board was mounted about eight feet up on a post that
had once held a birdhouse and situated about thirty yards from a
seldom used shed. To get the most out of the baiting station, one needs
to follow a few rules; starlings are quite aware of their surroundings and
it is important to locate your baiting station in a location that will be
conducive to the birds settling in and chowing down. You want to
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position it away from human noise or traffic, in an area that does not
invite predatory mammals or birds to lay in wait. Position your bait
station away from tall brush, or grass where a predator might hide.
There should be a few trees in the general area around your bait station
that the birds can use to set up a lookout before coming in.
I have tried to position my bait on the ground, at waist height and up
at 6 to 9 feet, and generally have more success with an elevated
feeder. I thought that spreading feed on the ground would work well;
because when you see these birds in parks and in the cityscape they
are always running around feeding off the ground. This was not
however, my experience when shooting these pest out in the farming
areas where I hunt. An exception is when I hunt them in a cultivated
area that has been mown at the end of season. I take a large number of
birds on the ground over this quasi-natural bait.
Either commercial feed or home made recipes can be used in your
baiting station, just remember that in the winter months a starling's
requires high calorie, high-energy food to survive. Suet is probably the
best commercially available starling food during the winter months.
When baiting, the most effective method is to contrive some type of a
blind. The blind can be constructed in a variety of ways; mine is a
commercially available “pop up” blind with shooting windows all around
that I can open or close, and a built in floor so that I can stay warm and
dry in inclement weather. I can also move around in this structure
without spooking every animal within a mile. Another great reason to
use this type of blind is that when I hunt with spring piston airguns, so I
don’t spook the birds when cocking the rifle. One of the rifles I like to
use for shooting starlings is a Beeman R1 in .177. I like this gun
because it lets me reach out over a greater range without having to
adjust for trajectory. The gun gives more than enough power to reach
out to 50 or 60 yards and consistently anchor my prey. The rifle is
scoped with an RWS 3-9 x, though I have considered using a higher
level of magnification. As previously mentioned, I like to shoot a Kodiak
hollowpoint pellet as I find these shoot fairly accurately out of this rifle
and I don’t want to over penetration on these light bodied bird. I will
sometimes use a flat head pellet if I am shooting long range, as these
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Some shooters get even
more
aggressive
than
shooting these pests off their
bird feeders, and build a
baiting station to pull birds in.
Feeders loaded with suet or
fat that the birds crave in the
cold months along with a
place to perch and a good
back stop are all that’s
needed. A low power gun
works well in this application.

are the most accurate pellets out of my R1. If I think that I might be
shooting some close range targets, I’ll carry along a tuned QB-78 rifle,
as this allows me to make quick follow up shots and with good shot
placement that will consistently kill this quarry.
The starling becomes my primary hunting objective in the off-season
months when everything else is either very scarce, or out of season. In
the spring season I have had great success finding areas where the
birds are nesting in large numbers, and picking them off as they feed
and head back to the nesting area. One such area that I hunt is an old
factory equipment storage yard, with old outbuildings riddled with vents
and holes used for nesting sites, equipment, high power lines, trees. If I
keep hidden and have a silenced gun, I can get a full days shooting in.
The European starling is a smart and wary varmint that is in constant
need of culling.
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European starlings are one of
those pest species, like brown
rats and pigeons, that are
scattered all over the world
displacing indigenous species.
Starlings are probably one of
the worst, in that they are so
aggressive, adaptable, and
prolific breeders that they
displace native species at an
accelerated rate. I’ve seen
them in North America,
Australia, South America, and
Asia; and everywhere they go
the local populations of
songbirds drop.
This is a species that
outside of Europe, should be
SOS (shot on sight). This is a
perfect target for a mid power
.177 or a higher powered gun
at longer range. In these
photos I’ve used the Benjamin
Discovery and a Bontrager
PCP conversion to good
effect.

“Starlings are a non-indigenous
species that really needs to be
eradicated, they devastate the
populations of native songbirds
unable to compete with this
aggressive invader”
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I used the Gamo spring piston shot gun to take on some pest control
duties at an old factory that had become a starling rookery. These
birds are invaders that bring nothing good to their invaded digs. The
Viper shotgun can be used to take birds on the ground, in the bush, or
on the wing pretty effectively, ad long as your inside of 25 or 30 feet.
The thing is that the shells are expensive so I need to optimize a
reloading technique. Any bird that got more than 10 yards way from
me was fairly safe.
There is an insert
you can use to turn
this from a shot gun
onto a smoothbore
air rifle, that lets
you stretch out to
30 yards.
I look at this as a
novelty gun and
I’ve had fun with it,
but if you want a
shotgun there are
custom PCPs shot
–guns
available
that
are
more
effective.

Starlings are the only
creature that doesn’t
get a free pass on my
property. My rule for
them is shoot on sight!
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The feral pigeon is the number one urban pest bird, though they can
also be found in pestilential numbers in the country as well. Large
numbers exist in every city across the country, and in fact around the
world. I have visited many countries in Europe, Africa, South America,
Asia, and Australia, and I believe I’ve seen feral pigeons in just about
every one. Not a native bird to North America, feral pigeons are
descendants of domestic homing pigeons brought over from Europe
and released here in the 1600s. They were domesticated from the wild
rock doves in Europe over two thousand years ago. These birds have
many characteristics that have enabled them to thrive in proximity to
man. Pigeons are not afraid of people; they roost and nest readily in
man-made structures and they will eat just about anything they may
find.
Feral pigeons cause many millions of dollars of damage each year in
urban areas. The uric acid in their droppings is highly corrosive. Also,
debris from roosting flocks can build up, backing up gutters and drains
causing structural damage to buildings and other structures. These
nesting birds cause extensive damage to air conditioning units and
other roof top machinery. In addition to physical damage, the bacteria,
fungal agents and ectoparasites found in pigeon droppings represent a
health risk. Pigeons are not fastidious in their nest building either; it is
very simple and often consists of a few stiff twigs. They prefer small flat
areas away from the ground. Look for nests along building ledges,
bridge supports, air conditioning units, window sills, in fact almost any
ledge off the ground and out of reach of predators. In crowded flocks,
pigeons will even forgo nest building and lay eggs directly on a
protected ledge. Pigeons are monogamous and a mating pair will
typically have three or four broods a year. The female will usually lay
two or sometimes three eggs at a time. The eggs take roughly 18 days
to hatch and 35 more days before the fledglings leave the nest. Pigeons
are not migratory. Their natural behavior is to stay near their birth site.
This trait gives the pigeon a very strong inclination to roost at a
particular site. The daily cycle of a pigeon is to roost at night, feed in the
morning and courting, interacting with the rest of the flock or lounging
about throughout the balance of the day. Where I live now it is a colder
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climate and courtship is in the early winter, nest building in late winter
and breeding in the spring. However, growing up hunting pigeons in the
warm climes of Southern California I’ve noted that breeding occurred
year round. In the wild, pigeons nest on high ledges of rocky cliffs. Feral
pigeons in urban areas like to nest under bridges and in the nooks and
crannies of buildings. Many large industrial warehouses and factories
are over populated with these disease carrying birds, and present
excellent hunting opportunities. These birds create an unsanitary
condition for people who work in those warehouses and cause damage
to the contents. I have found that if you ask permission to hunt these
grounds after hours and on weekends, many factory managers will let
you shoot on their facilities.
Feral pigeons will feed in nearby agricultural fields, parks, and
anywhere they can find food during the day. They return to their roost in
the evening, and individuals can be found at the roost during the day in
especially hot or wet weather. I have done most of my pigeon shooting
either early in the morning or in the evening just before nightfall. Using a
scope helps shooting in this low light setting. Many hunters feel that the
optimal time to hunt is a night using spotlights, but this is not legal in
many venues. The pigeons can be found hiding up in the rafters and
can be difficult to find as they wedge themselves well back into
crevices.
I like to use a rifle in .22 for shooting pigeons, as I don’t generally find
the shots to be very long range. I have several springers and PCPs in
this caliber that do a good job on pigeons. A couple of these rifles are
scoped with a 4x power scope, since the shots are generally in the 25yard range, and the fixed power lower magnification scopes tend to
collect more ambient light in low light conditions. I will take either a
headshot or a chest shot, with the .22 both being effective. Obviously
the head is harder to place, but often it is the only shot available. I use a
standard power rifle rather than a magnum when shooting around a
building so that I don’t damage the property. If I am shooting pigeons in
a field I’ll use a .177 magnum, as it is flat shooting and has enough
power to take birds at 45 yards pretty consistently. In the more industrial
settings where the shooting ranges tend to be closer and the
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chances of an errant shot damaging property are greater, I like to use
the QB-78. I find it the right combination of power and accuracy, the
only negatives being that if the long shot comes up I have to pass and
these guns tend to have a fairly loud report. I shoot with either
hollowpoint or flat head pellets as they offer good knock down power
with limited penetration on these birds. You want to put the bird down
quickly and cleanly and these pellets do it well. I would strongly
recommend that pointed and round nose pellets never be used, as they
over penetrate and unless a vital organ is hit, can painfully wound or
cripple.
“The pigeons we shot on the farm
in South Africa were wild and grain
fed from raiding the feeders and
crops, and made very good table
fare”

This series of photos come from
a pigeon shoot in the Eastern
Cape of South Africa. The
pigeons arrive in huge numbers,
and are one of those animals that
represent both a game species
and a pest species depending on
context, i.e. time of year,
location, and numbers. These
were shot as flight after flight
came in to raid the feeders,
where they coincidentally fouled
the feeders outbuildings with
their droppings. In one two hour
session, I bagged over a hundred
birds, and if I’d continued
shooting could have racked up a
thousand that day.
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Decoys can be very effective in
attracting large numbers of
pigeons and doves. The decoy
that I used on this hunt on the
eastern cape of South Africa was
about as natural as it gets. I took a
piece of medium gauge wire and
bent it into a cradle, that allowed
me to open the wings of a pigeon
shot previously, and drop the body
on the cradle while the wings were
held slightly outstretched. I stuck a
few of these in the ground,
spreading them out over an area
the size of a baseball infield. As a
few birds would come in to
investigate I’d shoot them and
drop the bodies into the empty
wire cradles I’d set up. Once I had
several dressed decoys, I sat in
my hay bale blind and picked off
the birds as they flew in. Between
my decoys and the birds that had
been shot, flight after flight of
pigeons was drawn in.

There were so many targets
available I started getting very
picky; nothing under 50 yards,
headshots only, etc. Noticing
that some birds would come in
and hover in the air over my
decoys, I started shooting
them on the wing with my
Marauder. This was the most
fast paced shooting action I’d
ever experienced, and it
stands out in my mind more
clearly than the big game
taken!
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Grain storage, feed yards, and all the
industrial
buildings
found
in
agricultural areas are magnets to
feral pigeons. They can be found
around the buildings as well as up in
the rafters inside.
These photos were taken at a feed
store in central Texas a few years
back, Eric Henderson and I had been
out hunting hogs with big bore
airguns, and stopped to talk with the
owner about the pig movements
when we noticed pigeons flying in
and out of the storage building. He
told us that if we could get rid of them
without punching holes in his roof,
he’d appreciate it.

“Missing a couple times, I was
glad the power was turned down.
The pellets bounced off the tin roof
rather than going through it”
Over the course of the afternoon,
we used my DAQ .25 2240
conversion to put away several
birds. The barn cats were
snatching them up almost as fast
as we could shoot them. The gun
was quiet, accurate, with more
than enough power even when
dialed down low.
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I was using the Benjamin Discovery with flat head pellets for shooting pigeons in close
confines of this barn.. The farmer had been trying to get rid of this hoard of pest, they
had made the place uninhabitable for his livestock. The lower power gun along with
the flat head pellets limited any damage to the building or equipment if a shot missed.
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At the same time Brian was using his Marauder .25 caliber to drop birds off the
roof of the buildings and from the wires and tree tops where they were staging
before flying into the barn, While you surely don’t need so much power, it did allow
him to stretch out for some long shots and drop birds with authority. Between our
efforts inside and outside of the barn we cleared out a number of these vermin and
scared off the rest.
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When shooting pigeons in a
barn, you often need to reach
into tight spaces. Get a good
rest if possible, and shoot for
the body rather than head
shots. You are more likely to
miss the head… it’s a pretty
small target that moves a lot.
Also, at these ranges a 12
fpe gun with appropriate
pellets will be very effective
on the body shots.
I like a low power scope for
this indoor shooting because
it helps my aging eyes in the
low ambient light conditions
encountered. Some shooters
prefer a red dot, and this is
certainly the right conditions
if you like these sighting
systems.

I like using pellets that will limit the potential for over penetration
or excessive damage to building or equipment in the even of the
inevitable misses. Two pellets that work quite well in this type of
shooting environment are the hollowpoint and the polymer tipped
pellet. Hollowpoints as a rule, have limited penetration. Even if
they do not open widely on impact on lighter body game, they
tend to stay in the body or have very little residual energy if they
do pass through. The polymer tipped pellets have somewhat
more penetration, but even if they do pass through there is little
residual energy and the point typically disintegrates during the
transit and the remaining hollowpoint does less damage to the
building. Do not use alloy pellets for shooting in barns or
industrial buildings, as the potential to cause damage, and
irritate the building owner, is high!
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Text

Besides shooting
pigeons in the
barn, we used the
barn
as
a
shooting blind to
give cover as we
picked them off
the
telephone
wires, trees, and
tops of buildings
as they staged to
fly into the barn.

In the course of a couple days shooting we stacked up a pile of pigeons. The
airguns were the most effective control measure that had been applied. Previously
they’d been chased out, then the building sealed. But the pigeons always found
their way back within just a few days. After two sessions of shooting birds, and left
alive took off for safer environs. It has been several months since we cleared the
barn and the pigeons have not returned. It should be noted that this is not sport
hunting, it is pest control and the goal is to remove as many animals as possible.
In this type of shooting you don’t give the animals a chance, don’t worry if they are
young, which gender, too close too far, etc. This is an application that airgun are
ideally suited for, accurate, quiet, and just enough power.
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Rats are great targets for pest control shooting. They nest in burrows
that are usually situated near a food source. They will emerge from
drains at night in order to look for food in houses, fields, barns,
anywhere they can find it. Brown Rats are very territorial and will not
tolerate any other rodents sharing their food supply. If they find another
animal in their territory they will always kill or chase them off. The
Norway or common rat is generally found in agricultural areas, creeks,
sewers, and developed neighborhoods, actually just about anywhere
they can find something to eat. The Norway rat is larger and more
aggressive than most other indigenous species of rat. Its eyes and ears
are smaller than the palm rat's and the tail is shorter than the combined
head and body length. This species usually lives in underground
burrows, and feeds on garbage, pet food, cereal grains and vegetables,
they can often be found in burrows around walls (or in walls), under air
conditioners, holes under shrubs and bushes, in rock piles, and
wherever they can find a dark protected area near food and water.
Locales that contain a rat population are identified by finding droppings
and urine marked areas. Visual sightings on utility cables or in trees are
common. Growing up in Southern California we often see rats in the
fronds of palm and citrus trees. They move from tree to tree on
telephone wires and can be picked off when they are exposed at these
times. Rats are omnivorous and can be baited with chocolate shavings,
peanut butter, or pet food, something with a strong odor that cannot be
carried off. Rats must have a source for water. Norway rats readily
accept fresh meat and fish and as a matter of fact they usually prefer
baits higher in protein and fat than their normal diets. A tin of cat food
or sardines with several holes punched into it, then tied to a solid object
will bring in rats and hold them, as they are unable to haul away their
booty and unwilling to leave it. Find a shooting position 20-30 yards
from the bait which is partially hidden behind hay bales or equipment,
and if there is a permanent low level light source (to which the rats have
become acclimated) or a means of mounting a red lamp, you are set for
some fast and exciting shooting.
Rats travel in the dark in search of food and water. They do not often
leave their established pathways unless the environment or food and
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water supplies change. These rodent pests do not travel any farther
than necessary to reach food and water. They are social animals and,
within the same species, will use the same food, water source, and
runways and often nest close together. Find one and you are likely to
find many. They range, if necessary, as far as 150 feet to get food and
water but prefer to travel much shorter distances if food and water are
available.
To hunt for rats you need to find a place where they occur in
numbers, go to the local dump and listen for the cans to rattle, put a
spot light on the source, and nail them. You can also put out baits in a
garbage bag and listen for them to come in and take the bait. If you can
get access to a working farm, such as a hog farm or chicken farm, you
can invariably find signs of rat activity, though you obviously need to
make sure that you have clear shooting lanes and adequate back stops
to preclude damage to animals or equipment. Around the feed troughs
and feed storage areas are often productive areas. Farm buildings and
old stables are great too; take your favorite air rifle and a tin of hollow
points and listen for them moving about. You can mount a light with an
under barrel mount so that when you swing your gun around you light
up your quarry. Placing a dim light near the food source works well, the
new LED lights are ideal for this. Red or orange lights do not seem to
scare them as much as a white light does.
More recently I used a scope mounted Laser Genetic laser light from
Gamo/BSA on a ratting gun, and found it to be an excellent system for
this application. It lights up the rat and makes the eyes glow, but doesn’t
seem to bother them as much as white or even red filtered light. This is
as close as you’ll come to the quality of a late generation night vision
without mortgaging the farm to buy it.
Airguns used to take rats do not have to be exceedingly powerful; I’d
want something that generated at least 9-10 fpe, was very accurate,
and either a multi-shot or a gun that cycles rapidly. There are a lot of
guns that fit this bill; I like the AirForce Talon because the power can be
adjusted plus lights, lasers, and other accessories can be easily
mounted.
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Rats are like urban prairie dogs, they are a pest that occurs in large numbers and
can present nonstop shooting action. They are also surprisingly tough animals for
their size,and I would suggest a medium powered gun, though don’t think caliber is
exceedingly important. There is a community of rat shooters in the UK and the
States, if you want to learn more go to the Ratkill.com website.

A great ratting gun is one that is compact, very accurate, large shot capacity and a
multi-shot, and the FX Verminator fits the bill perfectly. I would also add a scope
mounted Laser Genetics light to complete the package.
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Ground
Squirrel

Ground squirrels are a significant pest animal in much of their range.
Large colonies can denude pastureland and leave it riddled with their
burrows, which presents a hazard for livestock. They are the primary
vector for a number of diseases and are prolific breeders. There are
several subspecies of ground squirrel with various color patterns, but
typically the fur is light tan, brown or gray. The California ground squirrel
is the one I’ve hunted the most, and is a mix of gray, light brown and
dusky with a mottled appearance on top. The tail, five to seven inches
long and more than half the length of the head and body, is covered
with mixed yellowish gray and black hair. California Ground Squirrels
measure between sixteen and nineteen inches total length.
All of the ground squirrels live in burrows dug into the sides of hills,
low earth banks, or on flat grass covered plains. Burrows can be up to
thirty-five feet in length and may house a single squirrel or may be
colonial homes for several squirrels. Short burrows may have a single
opening, but longer branched burrows often have two or more
openings. You never know where a squirrel is going to pop up.
During the breeding season, from about February to April, and during
the summer months, Ground Squirrels are above ground for long
periods from early morning to late afternoon each day. They make great
targets for the airgun hunter as they spend the day sunning, dustbathing, and grooming, with the young ones being especially active.
They often spend their time feeding on a variety of seeds, fruits, acorns,
roots, mushrooms, and even insects such as grasshoppers, crickets,
and caterpillars. In one of their favorite sun bathing positions the
squirrel lies with its belly on the ground, elbows on the ground with
forearms extended and head raised. They also like to sit straight up,
motionless, with their arms hanging down across their chest and their
paws resting one upon the other. These look outs are usually my first
target as they tend to hold out longer before bolting down their hole.
The ground squirrels vision is thought to be about equivalent to a
human's, so if you have a clear view of a ground squirrel from an
unprotected vantage point, he most probably sees you just a clearly.
Ground Squirrels are very wary critters and ready to sound an alarm if
danger is perceived. If frightened, a squirrel often makes long leaps and
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emits a sharp, metallic alarm cry several times in rapid succession. The
squirrel sometimes pauses near its burrow before ducking out of sight,
and if so, presents an opportunity for a last shot. Ground squirrels
spend most of their life within a fairly small area. In fact, most of their
time is spent within about 100 feet of their burrow and rarely does a
ground squirrel go beyond a 150-yard radius of its burrow. When the
young are being driven away from the den, or food becomes short they
will migrate.
California Ground Squirrels hibernate for several months of the year.
Sometime in the fall or early winter the squirrels will settle in for the
winter. The males are the first to emerge from hibernation, usually in the
early spring. Between February to April is the mating season with
mating chases being quite common. A mother squirrel may give birth
from three to as many as fifteen babies, with from five to six being an
average number. At about the eighth week, the young are ready to
come out of the burrow for the first time, where they will play and feed
very near the burrow entrance and often offer up a good shot to the air
gun hunter. I have seen these young sit by as one of their den mates
gets popped, or run down a hole only to surface a minute later, offering
up another shot to the patient hunter. As mentioned, high
concentrations of ground squirrels can pose a serious pest problem.
They compete with livestock for forage and can destroy food Crops.
The mounds of dirt that squirrels excavate to build burrows in hay fields
can damage haying equipment and take fields out of production.
Burrowing activity also can damage grasslands, golf courses and lawns.
Shooting can effectively control small, isolated colonies of ground
squirrels. Shooting lowers the population by removing individuals and
disrupting their life cycle. However, if there are other colonies of ground
squirrels nearby, individuals from those populations will migrate into the
area where squirrels are being removed. For effective control of
problem ground squirrels, a population must be kept under constant
shooting pressure. Growing up in the west, one of my favorite airgun
targets has always been the ground squirrel, or “gophers” as we called
them. These animals are prolific breeders and very social. In some
areas you might find a few animals in family groups
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scattered about. In the high desert, Southern California Mountains and
the coastal hills where I grew up the hunter would typically find a small
family group of a few animals climbing around on a rock formation. On
the other hand, in the central California costal hills I have found ground
squirrel populations comprised of hundreds of individuals that have
completely overrun large tract of land, causing massive destruction. On
the central California ranch of one of my hunting buddies, he has lost
about five percent of his grazing range to ground squirrels. In these vast
communities the squirrels live in burrows and one can see large
numbers of them running around and grazing at any given time. There
will invariably be a few lookouts posted which makes it hard to move in
close, which is why this is such a very challenging quarry. Like many
animals, the ground squirrels a creature of habit. This is the trait that
makes them vulnerable to predators. Become familiar with the habits of
these fat little rodents, then use that knowledge to successfully, and
consistently harvest them.
Ground squirrels love to climb on fence post, rock piles, brush piles,
or tree stumps to warm themselves in the early morning sun. If you spot
a ground squirrel basking in the morning sun, you have located a
squirrel you can set up on a later trip. Find cover where you have a
clear shooting lane 30-50 yards from the sunning location, and settle in
for a wait. Keep the sun at your back, and wait quietly for your quarry to
show himself. When the squirrel finally does arrive, you will be ready to
nail him. After I hit a squirrel I’ll sit tight for a while longer to see if one
of his den mates shows up.
If you shoot a ground squirrel anywhere close to the entrance of his
burrow, you will probably loose him. Even a mortally hit squirrel will
usually find his way back into the burrow, making recovery difficult. I’ve
hit a ground squirrel in the head with a .223 and he’s managed to flip
and flop back to the burrow and disappear. If you want to recover the
squirrel be patient and allow him to climb to his sunning perch. When
the squirrel is relaxed, taking in the early morning "rays", you will have
all the time you need to make a perfect shot and a humane kill. If he
does make it back to the burrow after he’s been shot he will probably
end up a snack for one of his cannibalistic brethren. If you do retrieve
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your kill don’t touch him, ground squirrels are hosts for fleas and may
act as carriers for bubonic plague. Plague is transmitted to humans via
flea bites.
I prefer a more powerful airgun for ground squirrels, as mentioned
they are tenacious and do not easily give up the ghost. An example of a
spring piston airgun that I’ve used to good effect is the Beeman R1 in
.177; this gun is powerful, flat shooting, and I have confidence that I’ll
drop a pellet right on a ground squirrels head every time I pull the
trigger. It is a big and heavy gun, but I don’t walk as much when
shooting ground squirrel as I do when after jackrabbit for instance. In
the past I used springers almost exclusively for hunting, but for several
years now have been doing more and more hunting with pcps. A couple
of the guns used for ground squirrel in that time include the BSA
Techstar .22, the AA S410 FAC in .22, the Walther Pneuma .22, the
Falcon .22 and the Evanix Renegade .22. See a trend? All of these
guns are powerful and either multishot or with a fast cycling action.. All
of these are very accurate and quite powerful rifles that are able to
anchor gray diggers out to 75 yards and further. A scope with variable
magnification up to 9x or 12x is useful, as it can be hard to pick out the
small target offered by a headshot at long range otherwise. Squirrels
that have experienced much hunting pressure will often stay close to
the ground as the move between burrows or to feeding area, and any
help in picking them up should be utilized. In the past, my preferred
pellet style for this quarry has been a heavy roundnose pellet. They are
generally accurate and give good terminal performance. However, my
early experience with both the Polymag and XP pellets have been
impressive, which may in time lead me to rethink my position on this
subject. However, after many years and many hundreds of gray diggers
with round nose pellets, I am not willing to make an immediate jump …..
these new pellets do warrant consideration though.
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If the appropriate ranges and shot
placement are taken into account, there
are many spring piston guns and a few
CO2 guns that can be used to take these
small, but tenacious, rodents.
A Chinese manufactured, owner tuned
QB78 has the power and accuracy to
dispatch these animals, and are ideal for
shooting in industrial or agricultural areas
where a higher power gun may cause
collateral damage.

Springers provide all the accuracy
and power required, while being full
self contained for all day outings. A
mid powered gun like the compact
Beeman C1 is my personal favorite
for this application. I have shot
hundreds of gray diggers with this
carbine.
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Text

An effective way to hunt ground squirrels in the rolling California coastal hills is to
drive up and use your vehicle as a bench rest. These little pest rip up pastureland
as well as being a vector for disease, and a lot of farmers welcome a responsible
shooter to help remove them, The option is poison, which is a nonselective killer.
In these pictures hunter Rich Woods takes aim. Headshots will anchor them,
body shots will kill but you’ll loose a few animals down the hole. As this is pure
pest control however, where they expire is not a major concern.
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A Rapid in .22 caliber is an effective gun
for ground squirrel, the high shot count,
excellent
energy
output,
and
outstanding
accuracy
are
the
foundation. But to get the most out of
the gun it needs to be coupled with a
good quality scope, preferably one with
mildots or a MAP systems, which are
incremented crosshairs that allows the
shooter to quickly compensate for the
trajectory at various ranges. The
distances can be mapped by either
shooting groups at various distances, or
by using a ballistics program (I still
verify on the range).
It is a very good idea to make a
printout which correlates the distance to
the mildot and tape it to the gun where
it’s easy to get to when shooting.
Photo Courtesy of Lamar Denney
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My preference on ground squirrels is either a
headshot or I try to severe the spine. These are
the two shots that will anchor these critters.
Sometimes a heart / lung shot will drop them,
but often they will still make it down a hole. It is
really surprising how much lead these little
rodents can carry. However, the goal is pest
control so I won’t pass on a chest shot if it’s all
I’ve got.

With well placed shots you can stack up the carcasses for a photo, but as a rule I try
not to handle these things too much as they can carry some nasty diseases.
Photo Courtesy of Lamar Denney
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Field Notes: Jackrabbits
and Ground Squirrels

Going out on this hunt for California Black Tailed Jack Rabbits and California Ground
Squirrels, the guns of choice would be my Theoben Rapid .25 and my Corsair
.308. This hunt would require just what these two guns offer, accuracy and
power. The Rapid .25 makes 50 FPE/940 FPS using 25.4 gr. JSB King pellets and
gets 36 shots. The Corsair .308 makes 250 FPE with 148-155 gr. bullets and gets 3
shots. Since the Corsair uses soft lead bullets that look

By: Cedric Sophus
similar to the bullets fired out of a .308 Winchester rifle, that gun makes for a fine long
range hunter. Both rifles, as well as most of my air guns, have mil-dot scopes which
ranging and hold-over/hold-under for well placed shots a lot more simple. With my
truck loaded the night before with all my shooting gear, and a fresh hot cup of coffee in
hand, i was time to hit the road.
I arrived at my destination and quickly began to unload my guns and gear and start
my day off sighting in . The Rapid stays sighted in at 50 yards and I use the mil-dots
to compensate for ranges out to 100 yards. My Corsair is sighted in at 100 yards and
can take small game confidently out to 150 yards but, for this hunt i sighted in at 50
yards. I begin the sight in process with the Rapid and not surprising, the gun was
shooting just a hair high and left of the bulls eye. A couple clicks down and right
brought the point of impact dead center. This gun never takes long to sight in as its
one of the best pcp's on
Grabbing my freshly sighted in Corsair, I begin walking the desert floor and i soon
spot 4 rabbits at varying distances but all ran and never stopped. A quick turn left and
more walking produced a jack that would run then abruptly stop behind a Creosote
bush. I readied my shooting mono-pod and calmly circled so as to get a clear
shot. After a few steps, the jack jumped into the clear ahead of the bush and sat up on
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Theoben Rapid .25
caliber rifle and a
ground
squirrel
whose day it ruined.
It’s great to have a
gun that can keep
you out all day
without a refill. Note
the scope mounted
cam-era used by
author to re-cord
hunts.

his hind quarters. After steadying the gun on the mono-pod I quickly ranged the
distance and it was exactly 66 yards. Using my 1st lower mil-dot, I sent a shot to the
chest that would end this chase. As the weather warmed up, I decided to try for one
more jack then pack up to head out for some ground squirrels. After 30 more minutes
of walking and spooking 3 more jacks that ran for the horizon, it became clear to me
that hunting Ground Squirrels under shaded trees was more appealing...lol.
I arrive shortly at the area that i hunt ground squirrels and unpack my Rapid and
Polymag 26 gr pellets and head off into the woods. It wasn't long before i spot 5
squirrels running for their holes in different directions. On my way to the CHOSEN
squirrel, i spot another perched high atop a boulder and decide to set up to take
him. The squirrel was at a lasered 49 yards. After laying down prone and extending
my bi-pod, i loaded a pellet and took aim at the squirrels head and
psssssssssttt.........THWOCK!! The squirrel was down. Fast forwarding 1 hour, i
managed to take 3 more squirrels at 61, 64 and 50 yards. I decide to head back to my
truck for a drink of water and upon walking into a clearing, i spot another squirrel
basking in the sun atop another boulder. So i stalk to within what would become 72
yards and the longest shot of the day and set up again to take the shot. After verifying
the distance, I knew that 72 yards equals the second lower mil-dot and i placed that
dot right between his eye and ear and gently squeezed off the shot. Upon hearing the
loud "SMACK" all i could do is smile as this gun is such a pleasure to shoot and has
the accuracy to make those type of long distance shots with ease. I then head back to
my truck for that drink of water and i see that it's 2:30 pm and i decide that I've had
enough for the day and it was time to face my 2 hour drive home. This day was
another fun filled adventure that encompassed, photography, videography, target
shooting and hunting. What better way to spend a day.
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Prairie Dogs are rodents that look like ground squirrels on a high fat,
high carb, low exercise regiment. They are heavy bodied with broad,
rounded heads, hairy tails and short legs. Prairie Dogs can weigh up to
3 lbs. The head and body are 11 to 13 inches long, with a short tail
about 3 to 4 inches long. Prairie Dogs have short ears which are often
hidden in the fur. Prairie Dogs eyes are positioned on the sides of the
head and are adapted for detecting movement over a wide arc. This
allows Prairie Dogs to detect predators (i.e. air gunners) with greater
success and make them a real challenge to get within range of.
The most common sound issued by a prairie dog is a high-pitched
bark, but they have a large number of other vocalizations to identify
various types of predators, which include just about every carnivore in
their range (hawks, owls, eagles, ravens, coyotes, badgers, ferrets and
snakes). When threatened the prairie dog raises the alarm with a bark
and disappears quickly down a hole. Prairie Dogs are active only during
the daylight hours, so one strategy is to get to your blind before
daylight. Though most species are dormant for short periods of cold
weather, on a recent trip to Colorado I saw large numbers of dogs out
sunning themselves on the snow drifts and running from burrow to
burrow. Prairie Dogs family groups are composed of one male and
several females and their offspring. I have read in the literature that
populations vary from 5 to 35 animals per acre, but I’ve seen much
denser concentrations than that in Colorado and South Dakota. The
Prairie Dog digs its own burrows, which are well constructed and
frequently reinforced with dikes to protect against flooding during heavy
rains. These tunnels lead down a steeply slanting corridor 10 to 20 feet
before leveling off for another 20 to 50 feet. There are side chambers
for storage, for nesting and for escape.
When a predator or hunter approaches, the sentry gives a sharp
warning call, bobs up and down, calls again and then plunges below.
The danger signal is a 2-syllable bark. Other sentinels farther from the
danger zone take up the watch, monitoring the course of the predator.
The favored habitat of the prairie dog is short and medium grass
prairies and plateaus where the sentry standing on his haunches has an
unobstructed view. I have hunted this quarry in South Dakota,
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Colorado, and Oklahoma and find the preferred terrain looks very much
the same in all of these places.
Prairie Dogs are almost exclusively vegetarian. The various native
plants of the Great Plains make up the Prairie Dog's primary diet,
comprising all kinds of grasses, roots, weeds, and blossoms. A prairie
dog town can completely denude large tracts of grasslands. They do
not need a water source in the area as they acquire all of their water
from the food they eat. Sometimes insects are also eaten, or they will
cannibalize a pup. One litter is born to the Prairie Dog female each
year. There are usually 3 to 5 pups in a litter, but sometimes as many
as 8. The young do not begin to appear above ground until about six
weeks when they are ready to be weaned. During May and the early
part of June, the young begin to emerge from their burrows for the first
time. At this time some adults from the previous year may relocate.
These young are much more prone to present themselves as targets
due to inexperience, and this is a prime hunting period for the air gun
hunter. When Prairie Dogs relocate, they take over abandoned holes or
dig new holes at the edge of the town. A few may travel quite some
distance in search of new areas, and become more approachable
quarry without all of the additional sentries keeping lookout. Because
they can take a real toll on a ranch's forage, prairie dog eradication
programs have been underway for decades in the American West.
There is extensive private and public land on which these animals can
be taken with an airgun. Many ranchers prefer to have these varmints
shot rather than resorting to poisons, which can cause damage to other
species not requiring management. I have found some ranchers that
charge a fee to hunt their property will give a deeply discounted rate to
the airgun hunter, and allow you to hunt areas requiring a cull but too
dangerous to use firearms in. This is a real win-win situation. Like
ground squirrels, prairie dogs are susceptible to bubonic plague,
acquiring it from fleas infected with plague bacteria. More recently
prairie dogs infected with monkey pox have been turning up. Most
public health officials believe the chance of contracting plague from
prairie dog fleas is very low, but flea-borne disease can wipe out a
colony. I do not handle my kill bare handed, as a precaution. I would
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recommend you not handle your kill, if you need to move the carcass
use a shovel or some long handled tongs.
Shooting prairie dogs with high-powered varminting rifles is a popular
past time, and I have participated in many shoots. However this is much
more about shooting than hunting, as it is quite common to set up a
bench rest and shoot over 300 yards. When taking prairie dogs with an
air rifle at 35 to 50 yards, it is all about hunting. As mentioned, these
animals have a very sophisticated early warning system, and it takes a
combination of stalking skills and good camouflage to get within range.
There are two methods that I have used which have proven
successful. The first is to hike out early in the morning before daybreak
and set up a blind before the dogs start moving. I typically us
camouflage burlap in sandy coloration and find a slight rise I can lay
prone on. I throw the camo sheet over my body and wrap it under my
legs and elbows. I have not had good results using my pop up camo
tent, I think it is too bulky and they seem to know it is a structure that
shouldn’t be there. My rifles are camouflaged and I prefer to use PCPs
as they are easier and less obvious to cock than a springer while in a
prone position. A bipod is used to stabilize the gun in this shooting
position, and I’ll equip it with a variable power (typically a 3-9x) scope. I
generally use a .22 JSB Jumbo Exacts or a heavy domed pellet such as
the H&N Baracuda, because they are accurate and hard hitting
However I’ve also used .20 and .22 with good results. As the prairie
dogs start to come out I’ll usually take the first one I see, and wait a
while for more to come out. As I shoot they eventually tend to become
alarmed and dive down their burrows, but in the face of no apparent
predator in the area they’ll start to pop back up after a while. This type
of shooting can get hot and uncomfortable, so I am usually only good
for an hour or two before I need to stretch.
Then I move on to my second method, which is to glass the gentle
hillsides to locate a group, and find natural cover that will allow me to
quietly stock within shooting distance. When hunting with an airgun I try
to stay in areas with more hills and cover than a firearm varminter
would. There are several good airgun hunting grounds in Colorado that
I’ve found over the years. One advantage with an airgun is that you can
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hunt areas where the prairie
dogs don’t get a lot of firearm
hunting pressure. The range
and low noise level of an airgun
means that you can hunt near
barns and livestock, areas that
are unsuited for firearms. The
dogs are a little less wary and I
get shots I’d never get close
enough for on heavily hunted
public lands for instance.
Having said this, it is still not as
productive as hunting from a
blind. No matter how you try to
sneak up on these wary
creatures, it is very hard to slip
past the prairie dogs defenses.
I have had trips with my
centerfire rifles in which so
many shots were taken, we
needed to let our rifle barrels
cool down. If I can take ten
prairie dogs in a day with my air
rifle, I consider it a good days
hunting.

The author used mildots to estimate
range on a prairie dog hunt in Texas
(top). His son used a much more
accurate method, seen here using his
range finder before reaching out on a
120 yard shot, which he made, with an
FX Royale in .25. With the more
pronounced trajectory of the .25 a
range finder is a very good idea
(lower)
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Text

Prairie dogs are a fun pest animal in that where they are pest, they occur in large
numbers. I used the Dragonslayer .50 caliber to take them out to 100 yards, and
whether a head or body shot they tend to drop like a rock. A range finder is a useful
article of kit, especially if you have a partner with a spotting scope to call shots. A
positive of the big .50 roundball is that they are fairly impervious to wind (unless it’s
howling).

The Air Arms s 410 FAC in .22 caliber anchored this trio of P dawgs in Oklahoma.
This gun was also a proven 100 yard killer, though I tried to take headshots when
possible..
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This prairie dog is alert and
poking his head out for a look
around. Once on alert it may
take quite awhile before they’ll
come all the way out again. I
took this one with a head shot
at 75 yards using a .22 caliber
Rainstorm, that anchored him
on the spot.

Text

The Airforce Talon was used to take
dogs out at long (airgun) range to 125
yards. Note the high powered (x24)
scope sitting on top. One thing that
makes this a great prairie dog gun,
besides the power and accuracy) is that
the butt stock is the air tank, with a high
enough volume to keep you in the
prairie dog town all day long without
needing a refill.
Any accurate mid powered PCP in .20
or greater is a good gun selection for
this game.
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In one challenging hunt I found myself hanging over a ledge high over a small
prairie dog town. The range was about 75 yards, a 5-8 mph wind was blowing, and
the angle was about 45 degrees. The gun was a .25 caliber Benjamin Marauder,
and by ranging my shots with a spotter calling my hits (and more importantly my
misses). I find the heavy .25 caliber pellets are somewhat less susceptible to being
blow off course than lighter .22s, but it’s not a huge difference.

The noise generated by a pcp with
a shrouded barrel is very low, and
even when shooting inside of 100
yards a prairie dog is frequently
not spooked by a missed shot.
Between the range, wind, and
angle I missed this Pdog 5 times!
My shots were hitting an inch to
the left, and inch to the right, right
in front or right behind him, and he
just stood up looking around trying
to figure out the weirdness! Finally
shot number 6 rolled him off the
mound.
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Another gun that does
very well for me on long
range prairie dog shoots
is the Airforce Condor
shooting
JSB Exact
heavy pellets. On this
hunt I walked into a town
and laid supine shooting
off the integrated bipods
as the Pdogs stuck their
heads up for a look. I can
regularly take head shots
out to 150 yards with this
combination.

This ergonomic custom stock by Michael Chavka was fabricated from a laminate,
which is heavier than a traditional wood stock. But the combination of the weight and
the well designed pistol grip and cheekpiece made this a great shooter off sticks or
bench rested. I can get a solid rest which lets me reach out quite far. Of course the
tuned Marauder .25 action sitting in the stock plays a major role if this guns
effectiveness as a prairie dog rig.
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Field Notes: Kansas
Prairie Dogs with James

My son (James) was off on summer break
in his final year of undergrad studies at UC
Denver, and we decided it would be fun to
hook up for a short prairie dog shoot before
the new semester started. I flew in to
Denver with a couple of rifles, but the FX
Royale was the gun we intended to focus
on. I carried a yoke from one of my old
SCUBA type setups and had reserved a
filled tank from a local dive shop. We picked
it up and drove about four hours to the
Hatcher Cattle Ranch in Kansas, one of my
favorite places to shoot prairie dogs!
The first day found us in light winds 4-5
mph and warm sunny weather. There were
lots of dogs, not as many as previous years,
but still decent populations.

By: J. Chapman

My son used the Royale on the
first day and anchored about 40
PDs out to a hundred yards. It took
him awhile to figure out the
trajectory of the .25 (he generally
shoots a .22 Falcon), but once he
gat dialed in he was deadly.
One the following day I used the
Royale and shot about the same
number, with my longest shot 150
yards. This gun has the power to
knock these rodents on their tails at
that distance if you can hit your
target.
One take away from this hunt is
that guns with integrated high
capacity air bottles are great for
shooting
in
target
rich
environments, a tank last all day
and we never had to hike back to
the car for a refill!
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Field Notes: South
Dakota Prairie Dogs

I’ve always wanted to hunt in South Dakota,
from everything I’d heard it was a hunters
paradise. They had deer and antelope,
pheasants behind every hedge, predators
lurking on every ridge, and untold acres of
prairie dog towns to shoot over… at least
that’s what I’d been told.
So when I got an invite to haul my gear up
for a few days shooting prairie dogs with the
Jim Rivers Guide service I jumped at it!
Loading up several guns, a couple air tanks,
a complete repair and testing kit, boxes and
boxes of pellets in various calibers, I was
set to get underway. I also threw in a fishing
rod and box of flies to use during hunting
downtime.
The drive from Indianapolis to Pierre
South Dakota was a grueling 18 hours, so I
decided to break up the trip by driving most
of the way, sleeping for a few hours at a
roadside motel, and then moving out in the
morning for a few more hours for a late
morning start. Driving in I was blown away
by the large number of mulies, whitetail, and
antelope I saw…. But it was the hundreds
apon hundreds of pheasants that amazed
me.
On arriving at the motel in Pierre I dropped
the extraneous gear and asked for a place
out of town where I could sight in my rifles. I
was given a map that showed several areas
within a 15 minute drive. After a short stop
to pick up some ice and cold drinks, I was
hunkered down and ready to shoot!
A little later I meet my host Willie Dvorak,
and we headed off to get my first SD prairie
dogs. I used the Benjamin Marauder .25
and the AirForce Condor .22 for the bulk of
my shooting. I set up a rest and was
shooting the Marauder with great effect. The
only problem was that the dogs were shy,
they’d already been shot at enough to
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Know dust kicking up around them
was not a good thing.
A strategy I employed was to be
dropped off in the middle of a town
with the Condor (with bipod
attached) and lay prone in the short
grass. After a few minutes I’d hear a
warning bark telling me a dog was
eyeing me. I’d slowly spin around,
line up me shot and squeeze the
trigger, roll the dog over and wait for
the next one. Every few minutes
one would pop back up and bark a
warning, and the process would
repeat. The pad I had along was
useless as I kept rotating off it, but
the canvas pants and long sleeved
shirt I was wearing provided enough
protection. By the end of the shoot
I’d bagged about 50 of the vocal
little buggers, and was already
planning my return to SD!

Woodchuck
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Woodchucks belong to the rodent family, which includes squirrels,
prairie dogs, and chipmunks. They are widely distributed in North
America and are particularly common in the east where they are found
from the deep south to the far northern regions. In the west, their range
extends northward to Alaska, through southern Yukon and Northwest
Territories. Within this large group the woodchuck is considered one of
the marmots. A close relative of the woodchuck's, the hoary marmot or
whistler, lives in the mountains of western North America, from Idaho
northward into the Yukon. It inhabits tundra, alpine meadows, and rock
slides in mountains. The rockchuck is found in California, Texas and
New Mexico Northwards to British Columbia and is another close
woodchuck relative. Where the woodchuck is brownish this somewhat
smaller cousin tends to be yellowish. It prefers rockier country and
higher elevations (8000-9000 feet) than the woodchuck, but it is also
found on agricultural land in foothills and valleys.
Woodchuck populations have increased across most of the country
because of deforestation and agriculture, and woodchuck numbers
have dramatically increased among the woodlots, pastures, and
cultivated fields of their range. These areas are ideally suited for airgun
hunting, as human habitation butts up against their environment.
Among North American rodents, only beavers and porcupines are
larger than these stocky animals with a flattened head. They commonly
weigh 4-10 pounds, and large ones may be heavier in the autumn. They
measure 40-65 cm total length, including a short bushy tail about 15 cm
long. There are a large number of color phases for these animals,
dependent on location. Because woodchucks/rochchucks/marmots are
burrowing mammals, their feet have sturdy claws and their legs are
thick and strong. They escape from enemies by diving into burrows.
Woodchucks generally eat fresh green vegetation including a variety of
wild plants, clover and alfalfa, and garden vegetables if they can get
them. They will eat snails, insects, or young birds that they come upon
by accident. In early spring they eat bark and small branches.
Woodchucks seem to prefer open areas such as fields, clearings,
open forests, and rocky slopes. They generally dig their burrows in
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areas where luxuriant grasses and other short-growing plants provide
food. Burrows usually have a main entrance, one or more "spyholes" for
added safety from enemies, and separate toilet and nesting chambers.
The airgun hunter has to really keep a sharp eye out to get into
shooting range before he is spotted. On one outing I could not figure out
why the woodchuck did not return once I got myself situated behind a
rise overlooking the field, until I realized I was in full view of one of the
escape hatches and was being observed the whole time! The same
nest is used for sleeping, hibernation, and as a nursery. Rock chucks,
as their name implies, prefer rock piles and lava flow that they can
burrow under. They are often seen perched atop an elevated pile of
boulders surveying their surrounds.
Woodchucks spend much of their time eating and sunning. They love to
stretch out on warm ground, a smooth rock or along a low branch of a
convenient tree. Their tree climbing ability is limited and infrequently
used. They seem constantly on the alert when outside their burrows
and give a shrill warning whistle when alarmed. When fighting, seriously
injured, or caught by an enemy, woodchucks give a squeal. They also
produce a sound by grinding their teeth. In more built up areas,
woodchucks will also use drainage pipes as an escape route, or even a
transportation corridor from one feeding area to another.
In preparation for their long winter sleep, or hibernation, woodchucks
grow enormously fat towards the end of the summer. They begin
hibernation with the onset of freezing weather. You will not find any
woodchucks around to hunt after September. I have seen woodchuck
coming out from their winters sleep in late February down in Kentucky,
while not a trace of them can be found in Michigan for another couple
months. Many farmers consider woodchucks to be nuisance animals,
because of the vegetation that they eat, and because the piles of earth
that they throw up while digging interfere with haymaking. Woodchucks
do compete on a small but significant scale with farmers' cattle for food,
and occasionally get into people's vegetable gardens. Many landowners
want to remove woodchucks because they digs holes in pastures where
horses can step in and be injured, and when burrowing around buildings
and structures can undermine the foundations. To many
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hunters, particularly in eastern North America, woodchucks are valuable
game animals. Some hunters simply dispose of the carcass of the
animal they shoot, but some do find them palatable. Late summer and
early fall is the common woodchuck hunting seasons. Woodchucks are
warry critters, which is not a surprise when you are on the menu of just
about every medium to large predator around. Whistle pigs are a
natural prey for most carnivorous animals, such as bears, wolves, lynx,
bobcats and cougars; however, these major predators are scarce or
absent in the predominantly agricultural landscape, where most
woodchucks live. The principal woodchuck predators today are foxes,
coyotes, dogs…. And humans!
There are several ways to hunt Woodchucks, they can be spotted
from a distance using a spotting scope or a high magnification binocular
and the area in which the woodchuck has been spotted, the location of
the den and the feeding area can be determined. Once the animal’s
routine is known the hunter can plan his approach to move within
shooting range. The airgun hunter should carefully and quietly approach
the den site and set-up 30-40 yards from where the chucks were
spotted. I like to use shooting sticks or a bipod to steady my aim, and
wear camouflage to help conceal my movements. I also like to have the
sun at my back if possible. Watch out for escape holes and back doors,
as the cautious animal may spot you from a place you didn’t expect him
to be.
When the chucks emerge, and begin to move about, the hunter needs
to be patient and allow the varmints to settle in on their sunning spot.
Once he has chuck become comfortable with his surroundings, the
airgun hunter can take careful aim, and deliver a killing shot.
Woodchucks, rockchucks, and marmots are medium sized quarry in the
context of airgun hunting. Precise pellet placement is required to
efficiently kill them. A well-placed pellet into the varmint's brain will
"anchor" them on the spot. At one point in my woodchuck hunting
learning curve, I would try not to take a chest shot unless I had no other
option, and even then only when using powerful airguns generating over
25 fpe. I’ve loosened up on that stance a bit since then, I had one
season where I had the opportunity to shot dozens of these animals,
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including some monstrous examples, and found that a well placed chest
shot worked very well. However, even after a well placed chest shot the
animal might run a few yards before dropping, so if close to the whole
I’d stick to a head shot, However if he had moved away from the burrow
and out in the field while grazing, I’d be just as likely to hit him
broadside. But in most cases, a headshot should be your primary
objective, and will usually come if the hunter is patient.
Considering a marmot's size and the distances at which shots are
taken, only powerful air rifles should be used to hunt them. No rifle
shooting less than 15 or 20 fpe should be used, and accuracy is
paramount. I would consider air rifles shooting around 25fpe to be good
chuck rifles, and .22 caliber is probably the smallest caliber which
should be used. Having said this, I know of hunters that routinely take
these animals with the .177. As has been often stated in this book, a
well placed shot with the right type of pellet is probably more important
than the caliber. I have taken quite a few whistle pigs with the Prairie
Falcon, the Evanix AR6, the Career 300 which are all high power .22
PCPs. I have also used the Career Infinity in .25 and the Dragonslayer
.50 with excellent results. What all these very different guns have in
common, is that they are on the upward range of airgun power and they
are all very accurate at the ranges I used them at.
When hunting any critter from a camouflaged ambush setup, a precharged pneumatic or gas ram equipped rifle is probably the best
choice. A PCP can be pre-loaded and cocked, ready to fire when the
chucks emerge. As previously mentioned, because of potential spring
fatigue, a spring/piston type air rifle shouldn't be left cocked for long
periods of time. If the hunter chooses to use a spring/piston air rifle, he
must cock the rifle when the rock chuck appears, and not before (unless
using a gas ram). If the hunter's blind affords good concealment, a
spring/piston air rifle can be used successfully. I have used an R1 in .22
to take woodchuck from a well situated blind that afforded adequate
cover for cocking the rifle. A hunter that I know in Idaho uses a Career
707 in 9mm for rockchuck, and swears this is the perfect gun for this
application. Because woodchucks, rockchucks, and marmots are such
large varmints, and shot opportunities often come at
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Randy Mitchell with a big old
woodchuck taken using his QB PCP
conversion.

long range, pellet selection depends somewhat on the power of the
hunter's airgun. If a chuck hunter is using an airgun on the lower end
of the scale (15fpe), it may not have enough power to drive a
deformed hollow point or flat head style pellet through the heavy hide
and bones of a big chuck. If the hunter chooses to use an airgun in the
15-20fpe power range, I advise taking brain shots and sticking with a
heavy weight round nose pellet. If a chuck's brain is the only
acceptable target, accuracy becomes the key factor. With that in mind,
a hard domed style pellet will likely be the hunter's best option, as they
penetrate well, expand fairly well, and out of many guns are quite
accurate. They will also retain more energy to deliver on target at
greater distances.
If a chuck hunter chooses to use a higher powered (30fpe or above)
air rifle, and perhaps one chambered in a larger caliber (such as
.25,.32, 9mm, .308, etc.), he will have more flexibility in choosing a
lethal pellet. In addition to a brain shot, the hunter who uses a higherpowered air rifle may also take a heart/lung shot with more confidence.
In this instance, a good round ball, or bullet style pellet might be the
best choice because of better terminal performance. A large wound
channel means more tissue damage, and a quicker, more humane kill.
Of course, acceptable accuracy is still of primary concern.
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I was working the edge a field hiking just inside the woods when I spotted this guy
feeding near his burrow. I moved inside of 75 yards, but that’s as close as I could
get with the available cover. The gun is a Falcon Prairie in .22 shooting a
prototype tin alloy pellet. My pellet smacked the chuck on the side of the head, yet
he still ran the 10 or 12 feet to his hole and dived in. When I ran up I found him
dead at the entrance.
Early in the year when the young are out and when they start looking for new
territory, you can often work in close. By the end of the season when the old
survivors are left, closing the distance becomes a major challenge! There is a
reason most of the powder burner set shoots groundhogs at 300 or 400 yards. If
you can shoot a ground hog at 400 yards with a centerfire you are an
accomplished shot … if you can shoot one at 40 yards with an airgun, you are an
accomplished hunter! These animals provide Midwestern hunters with just about
the only summertime hunting to be found, In the summer if I’m not out West
chasing prairie dogs and jack rabbits, I’m back home stalking the farms looking for
Mr. Chuck!
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Groundhogs, wood-chucks,
and rock-chucks are all
types of marmots, and can
be shot across much of
North America. Bryon Fix
shot these fat marmots in
the
Pacific
Northwest.
These are very wary
animals and present a
challenging hunt
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A Short Hunting
Story: Indiana Groundhog

I have lots of prime predator and deer
hunting land available to me during season.
In the off season there is a lot of pest control
shooting to do, and I have a collection of
airguns to use.
I was out scouting an area that I was
going to hunt coyote on later in the year, so
decided to carry the Windy City .22 caliber
rifle in the event I came across any of there
numerous groundhog that I’d spotted on an
earlier pass by the property.
The Windy City is a Korean gun built by
the Evanix Company; it is a PCP gun that
has a reservoir bottle in the forestock, and
uses a six shot rotary magazine. The pellets
I used were the JSB Exacts, which I knew
from past experience offered very good
terminal performance.
When I got to the property, a small farm
owned by my aunt, I parked and got my
gear together and started my hike back
towards a couple old barns that were
scheduled for demolition. There were a lot
of groundhogs that had holes both in and
around the barn, but the groundhogs that
lived in them got spooked pretty easy, that
been shot at before.
As I stepped around a corner I saw a
groundhog sitting in a tree about six feet up.
He saw me at the same time and started to
drop down out of the branches, but paused
for just a second when he should have kept
going! When I first saw him I’d thrown the
gun up to my shoulder. When he paused II
took the opportunity to squeeze off the shot,
The sunlight was behind me as I shot, and
the pellet was lit up from behind as I
watched it fly the 45 yards and smack the
whistlepig right in the head. On impact, he
folded and rolled the rest of the way to the
ground. I’d been on the farm for 20 minutes
and one groundhog already down!
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I worked the way through the rest
of the farm and didn’t see another
groundhog, though I managed to
shoot a couple of crows that flew in.
I think these animals are one of the
perfect target species for airguns;
they are bigger than most pest
species, but a well placed pellet will
anchor them. At the same time a
miss will not cause a lot of damage to
the equipment often parked in the
vicinity. I couldn’t use my firearms,
even my .22 rimfire, in this area. Too
much power and too much noise for
this location.
I think that the best shot for animals
this size are headshots, between the
eyes if they are looking head on, or
drop it down the ear if you have a
side shot.
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South African
Varmint Hunting

My wife's family is in
South Africa, where
they’ve been for the last
fourteen
generation,
and every year we head
over for a few weeks to
visit. I typically sneak
away for a couple
weeks to visit a friends
farm on the Eastern
Cape, and pick up a few
shoots at small
holdings and vineyards belonging to
family friends. There I get a variety of
pest shooting, which depending on
where I am and what’s causing
problems can include common critters
such as pigeons and sparrows to more
exotic species such as hyrax,
mongoose, and vervets.
I’ve used a number of different guns
over the years, but have evolved a set
of criteria for what I want in an all
around great varmint airgun. Accuracy
goes without saying (around ¼” fifty
yards group if you please), power in
the 20 -35 fpe range (adjustable power
is nice), shrouded barrel or silencer,
multishot, an excellent trigger, 30 or
more shot capacity, and preferably a
carbine. I think that .22 is the perfect
all around gun on these trips because
pellets can be bought locally if needed
and is less
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Hyrax, called dassie locally, are
a wary and challenging quarry
for the airgun hunter.

expensive for high volume
shooting (we recent shot over
4000 pellets on a pest control
outing), however think that if
ammo is not a problem a .25
caliber in a 30 -40 fpe gun
might be preferred.
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Text
I’ve taken a few of the huge
African
porcupine
from
around the dams and stock
ponds on the property. While
I’ve used smaller caliber .22
airguns for headshots, they
are not effective for body
shots through the quills.
However, the Dragonslayer
.50 is very effective on
medium sized quarry such as
porcupine and vervets.

People tend to have an
anthropomorphic view of
monkeys, but the vervets in
the farming areas of the
Eastern Cape can be a real
problem.
Around
agricultural areas, they
especially like pineapples
down along the coastal
areas, they can cause
significant
financial
damage. On the farm
where I do most of my
airgunning on my summer
(their winter) visits, they
have seen something of a
population explosion which
not only causes a pest
control issue, but a wildlife
issue as they can devastate
the Guinea and waterfowl
population. They are also
very smart, when a couple
are taken around the
developed areas, they stay
clear for quite a while.
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Shooting
in the Field

Shooting Positions
I find that when I’m in the field hunting, the majority of my shots are
taken while standing or kneeling. I like to shoot while sitting or from a
prone position, but for many reasons this is often not possible.
Probably most hunting shots are taken from the standing offhand
position, or a standing braced position. Standing offhand is not the most
stable of stances, and can only be held for a few seconds. Take a
couple of quick breaths and blow out a half breath, then hold and
squeeze off your shot. The great thing about the standing position is
that it can be assumed quickly and the hunter can cover a large area. It
is often the only position which allows a clear shooting lane through
grass and brush. Place your feet about 90 degrees to your target, then
raise the rifle butt into your right shoulder and place the chin down on
the cheek piece of the rifle to lock everything solid. Sight your target
through the center of the scope, place your finger on the trigger and the
rest of the trigger hand can be wrapped around the pistol grip of the
weapon. Make sure the eye is not too close to the rear lens of the
scope or you could get whacked in the head when the rifle recoils (if
using a magnum springer or a big bore). I have gotten into the habit of
carrying shooting sticks with me, especially when hunting in the high
desert where it can be difficult to find something to use as a rest.
I like to shoot from a sitting position best, but it is not always easy or
even possible to assume without spooking your game. Sit on the
ground, again at 90º or so to your quarry. Bring the left foot close to the
left side of the body, and allow the left knee to rise up towards your
face. The right foot can either be curled towards the left side of the body
with the right knee slightly raised to support the stance. The gun is then
shouldered in the same way as above, but the left elbow can be rested
on the left knee to support the weight of the gun and give good stability.
A variation on this theme is to assume a kneeling position; it is faster to
than sitting down and gets the rifle a little higher if you need to shoot
over grass or low lying brush. I place the elbow of my leading arm on
my knee to support the rifle, and if I also use a shooting stick can get a
fairly stable rest.
Taking a shot while lying on the ground is a very accurate and stable
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position, but can be difficult to
assume under field conditions. I
often use the prone position when
coming over a rise or when shooting
into a wash or grotto. I hunt a lot in
the desert and one negative about
the prone position is that you can
never be sure what you will be laying
on. To shoot from the prone position
lie down flat on the ground with the
rifle out in front of you. Your quarry
should ideally be a little to the left of
the line of your body- the rifle and
the body should not form a straight
line. The left elbow should be placed
in front of the body, and the right
elbow a little closer to the body. The
weight of the rifle and upper body
should rest on the two elbows.
Again, the left arm will pull the rifle
into the shoulder, and the cheek will
hold it in place, together with the
right hand on the pistol grip. This
position lends itself to making a rest
from which to support your shot; use
your backpack, roll up a jacket,
anything that will let you brace the
rifle. A shooting stick does not work
well from a prone position in my
experience, however a bipod is hard
to beat in this setup.
Some of the more common field shooting
positions you’ll find yourself in: standing,
sitting with sticks, and natural rest (right).
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Bipods and Shooting Sticks
I mentioned earlier that I like to use
shooting sticks and bipods when in
the field, as they permit me to
quickly stabilize my gun from
virtually whatever shooting position
is required. And an advantage of
using the devices rather than
naturally occurring structure is that
if you need to make an adjustment
or move, you simply take them with
you and reset. There are many
variations on shooting sticks and
bipods available on the market, and
following will be a brief review of
those that I have used.
Shooting sticks come in three
general configurations; a single
stick with a rest, twosticks which
cross up high where the shooter
can hold the joint for stability, and
the same configuration as the
latter, only with three sticks. The
sticks are often two or three piece
so that they can be broken down
when not in use.
My current favorite is a single
stick manufactured by Cabelas
which is a telescoping pole. The
rest is a padded “V” shape that fits
almost any gun. This is the least
stable of the sticks but is very fast
to deploy from just about any
shooting position; I’ve used it while
standing, kneeling, and sitting. If in
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a prone position my preference
is to use my pack, as it gives
much better stability. When
stalking through the woods, or
closing in on game I’ll normally
deploy the shooting stick at the
appropriate height for a
standing shot before it’s
needed, so as not to be
fumbling with the stick when I
should be concentrating on
working my way into shooting
position. I especially like this
rig when hunting in the desert
as there is very little natural
structure to use as a support,
and the desert brush is a
height that often requires the
shot to be taken at thirty five or
forty yards from a

Tripods are the most stable
support you can get
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Shootiting
Sticks

Shooting offhand is an
important skill and should
be practiced often. Still,
when shooting game I
prefer sticks if at all
possible. Remember with
airgun
hunting
we’re
shooting quarry that often
has a kill zone the size of
a quarter, At 50 yards
that’s a challenging target
and I think the odds are
much better if the gun is

“Somebody asked me onetime why
I use shooting sticks so often, my
reply was that I don’t like to miss”

Attached
Bipod
Rested. I use sticks, and
attached bipod, and a
monopod. The terrain and
shooting conditions dictate
which will be used, but all
are obviously more stable
than offhand/

Monopod
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standing position. Double and triple stick models work in much the
same way, however are a bit more cumbersome to set up and not as
portable if you need to shift position.
Bipods are the other way to go if you need a portable rest from which
to shoot. Most models, such as Rockchucks or Harris Bipods are
telescoping models that usually snap onto the sling swivels and can be
folded up when not use. Some guns such as the Talon SS have bipods
built specifically for that gun. By the nature of the way these bipods are
mounted to the gun, they are shorter than an unattached bipod shooting
stick. These devices are used from a prone or perhaps sitting/kneeling if
they are longer versions, but are of limited use if you will be shooting
from a standing position. I often use bipods when hunting large game
with a big bore airgun, as the shots are frequently at long range and
from up on a ridge, from a prone position, or I have time to set up on a
boulder or tree trunk which allows the bipod to be set up higher. But
with small game the shots tend to come up with less warning and closer
range, not too mention the quarry is often higher than eye level. When
hunting small game with airguns my preference is to use a shooting
stick. However, for pest control where I have time to set up my shooting
position will sometimes use a bipod instead. If practical in the context of
shooting positions, the advantage of a bipod is that they are rock solid.
A rig that I’ll sometimes use when shooting from a set location that I
don’t plan to move from, is a camera bipod on which I’ve built a small
shooting rest. Using this in conjunction with a folding camp chair, I can
carry along a semi-portable bench rest which is especially useful for
shooting pest found in large concentrations such as starlings or ground
squirrels. This is also a great field rig for sighting in when you don’t want
to carry a lot of gear along. Besides the many commercially available
shooting sticks, you can build your own quite simply. Here's how you go
about making them: Go down to the local hardware store and buy two
one-half-inch hardwood dowels 30 inches to 46 inches long; 6 inches of
one-half-inch surgical tubing; a 1-1/2 inch long 3/16-inch bolt; and a
locknut with two washers to fit the bolt. Drill a hole 3 inches from the top
of each dowel. Connect the sticks at the holes using
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the bolt, and slip a couple inches of tubing over each end closest to the
joint. To use your bipod, slip the rifle's fore-end over the tubing and
spread or close the legs until you find the most comfortable shooting
height. You can get paints or camo tape to out a camouflage finish on
the sticks, to improve their effectiveness under hunting conditions.
Trigger Control
One of the most common problems that compromise a hunter’s ability
to hit what they’re aiming at is poor trigger control. Squeezing the
trigger is the final act in a whole series of events that leads to ones
quarry hitting the ground. The excellent quality of triggers fitted to most
mid to higher end air-rifles these days mean that there’s no excuse for
sloppy shot release. The trigger should be gently squeezed, but it is
common for inexperienced marksmen to jerk the trigger blade with great
effort when in most cases, gentle pressure is all that’s required. On
many hunting rifles, the trigger units will be adjustable so that it is
possible to set them up to a hunter’s preference. The unit on my Webly
Raider is adjustable and set up so that it breaks at about 2 lbs of
pressure. Unlike a competition or field target gun I don’t like to set up
my trigger to light. as I often wear gloves and shoot with cold numbed
fingers. I don’t want to accidentally shoot before I am ready, or have the
gun go off if dropped or banged against a tree limb. Start off by moving
the trigger blade so that the centre of it falls naturally under the pad of
the top of your trigger finger. Don’t curl your finger all the way around
the blade so that the first joint is resting on it as this will result in the
shot being pulled off to one side. The triggers on many quality hunting
rifles are two staged which means that when squeezed, you’ll feel two
distinct movements… The first is the initial take-up of slack in the pull,
and the second is when you finally trip the sear. I like to set my triggers
so that they have a clearly defined first stage, which will allow me to
compose myself and hold the rifle steady on aim. When the blade
reaches the end of the first stage, I pause my breathing for a second or
two and apply slightly more pressure in order to take the shot.
The impulse of most people after they’ve taken a shot is to raise their
head off the stock to see where it went. In most cases though, that
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movement will start to take place a fraction of a second before they
actually fire thereby causing them to miss. The other common fault is to
“snatch” at the trigger and squeeze it and let it go again in one, single
movement. This violent action will cause the muzzle to jerk slightly to
one side just as you fire. To circumvent this happening, the shooter
should break down the sequence of events into three parts… Take up
the first stage and hold; then make sure your aim is spot on and
squeeze off the shot. Now here’s the clever part… don’t allow the
trigger to spring back to its original position until you’ve heard the shot
strike its target. This forces you to hold on target until the pellet is away
from the gun and can’t be influenced by your motion. Springers will
generally recoil moving you off target, but when shooting my PCPs I
stay on target watching the hit through my scope.
Shooting Uphill or Into a Tree
Shooters are sometimes confused about the pellets path when shooting
uphill or downhill. For instance, does it strike high when shooting
downhill and strike low when shooting uphill? From a practical
standpoint, this is an important issue to understand. Spend a day
hunting squirrels and you’ll see what I mean, my poor grasp of this skill
drove me crazy during my first season of serious Midwest squirrel
shooting. I hadn’t spent a great deal of time shooting up into trees, but I
found myself that season going days at a time without a ground shot.
Lucky for me, firearms hunters have done extensive testing on shooting
uphill and downhill and had some answers for me. They explained that
the true vertical pellet drop is the same for level fire and uphill or
downhill shooting for the same range. The vertical drop is the same
regardless of whether one is shooting uphill, level, or downhill when
shooting at the same distance.
The pellets velocity is also the same whether shooting over a level
range or shooting uphill or downhill. In other words the pellet does not
slow down in uphill shooting more than with level shooting, and the
bullet velocity does not increase when shooting downhill. A rifle zeroed
in at level range will shoot higher when shooting uphill or downhill. For a
given angle of fire the pellet will shoot high by the same amount
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Recap: Airgun hunters often have to shoot up into the trees.
Here are a few basic rules to keep in mind!

1. Vertical bullet drop is the same shooting level, up or down
hill.
2. Pellet velocity is same, not slower up or faster
downhill.
3. A rifle zeroed on level ground will shoot
higher when shooting up or downhill
4.Bottomline: when shooting up
or down, hold under!
ge
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whether shooting uphill or down hill.
The theory as to why the pellet always shoots high for uphill and
downhill shooting is based on the projectiles path in relation to the pull
of gravity. Gravity works perpendicular to the horizontal line. It's the
horizontal distance traveled by the bullet that is important rather than
the actual linear distance traveled. According to the rules of
trigonometry the cosine of THETA is equal to the horizontal range
divided by the slant range (hypotenuse). By rearranging the terms, the
horizontal range is equal to the slant range (hypotenuse) multiplied by
the Cosine of THETA.
Assume we have zeroed a rifle at 30 yards on a level range and we
are shooting at a target on a slant range of 30 yards. Assume the slope
angle THETA is 30 degrees. The cosine of 30 degrees is 0.87. The
horizontal range for the bullet is only 26 yards (30 * 0.87). In order to hit
the target we should hold the gun as if the target were only 26 yards
away not 30 yards. If we shoot where the scope crosshairs intersect the
target we will shoot over the target. When squirrel hunting, you won’t
know the actual slant range or the slant angle of a squirrel sitting in a
tree staring down at you. Just remember to always aim lower, because
any slant range shot, either downhill or uphill, will be higher than if it
were a horizontal shot.
Doping the wind
The ability to be able to “read” the wind is what separates the best
shots from the rest of the pack. You can’t really be taught how to do it in
one easy lesson… It’s something that comes from experience and
instinct, but there are a few things you can do that will set you on the
right path to learning how to deal with windy conditions.
If you are target shooting from a bench, the easy approach is to set
up a wind direction indicator (a thread taped towards the muzzle) to the
rifle, but this only really gives you an indication of what the wind is doing
where you’re sitting. You can also carry a small squeeze bottle with
talcum powder, that when puffed out will follow even a very light breeze.
The problem with both of these techniques though, is that it doesn’t give
any real clues as to what’s happening all the way downrange at the
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target. Fortunately for us, there are natural wind indicators that can be
used in the field. When shooting in woodlands for instance, there are
plenty of visual indicators that will allow us to judge from what direction
and at what strength the wind is blowing. By studying the movement of
leaves, twigs and even trees in strong winds, one can obtain a fairly
reliable method of gauging the wind activity in the vicinity of the quarry.
When hunting Prairie dogs on the plains, watching the direction grass is
leaning is a good indicator.
Once you know the direction and strength of the wind, the trick is
guestimating the effect the wind will exert on the pellet. Remember that
the lighter the pellet, the more the wind will cause it to drift. If I am
shooting ground squirrel or prairie dogs at 70 or 80 yards, my
preference is for gun that will push a heavy pellet such as a Beeman
Kodiak, Piledriver, or Eu Jin at 800 – 850 fps, as I think the combination
of a fairly fast moving projectile, heavy weight, and good ballistic
coefficient will reduce the effect of wind drift. But if it’s really howling,
then it’s probably a good idea to find something else to do anyways.
Doping the wind is a bit of black magic, and under field conditions a
SWAG is the best you’ll do on your first shot. My preference is to shoot
with a buddy that is spotting through a high magnification spotting
scope and calling the shots. If the wind is constant, it may take a little
while but eventually you’ll get dialed in!
Camouflaging yourself
Much of the game the airgun hunter pursues has well developed
eyesight, such as squirrels and woodchucks. I have found that going
into the woods in full camouflage increases my success rate greatly.
Some years ago when I started hunting tree squirrels , I found that I’d
spend the whole day seeing squirrels at a distance, but not within
shooting range. I’d move slowly, sit and wait, but my results are only soso. Then one winter while deer hunting and wearing camo, I noticed
that squirrels would sometimes just about run over me. So after getting
my buck that season I decided to go back out for squirrel, and hunt
them in a way similar to deer hunting. I wore full camo, face mask,
gloves, the whole shot and set in wait in a likely spot. That was the first
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time I limited out on these wary rodents. After this I used camo regularly
and noticed that my game bags were filling up like never before. And
with squirrels in particular, I found that wearing camo gloves and a
mask upped my success. This makes a lot of sense when you think of
how much your hands move, uncovered its like your waving a flag to
warn every critter within eyeshot that you are sitting by waiting for them.
Also much of the time the hunter ia looking up into the trees, which
presents your quarry with a pretty noticeable view of a big white
predators face staring at them.
There are several options for camouflage; pants, long sleeve t-shirt,
gloves, face mask, and a hat can be purchased for around $50-60 in a
number off patterns to suit most terrain. Another option that I quite like
(especially for summer/spring hunts) is a 3D camo made from light
weight bug proof mesh. Besides protecting me for mosquitoes and
other entomologic nasties, it allows street cloths to be worn on site and
the suit slipped on over.
Ghillie suits were developed by Scottish game keepers and
taken to heart by elite sniper units. They are probably the most
effective method of camouflaging yourself in the field. You do
have to be careful not to get hung up as you move through the
brush. There are many manufacturers making Ghillie suits for
just about every terrain. And by adding twigs and naturally
occurring materials they can be made to blend even better.
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Selecting the right camo can up
the hunters success rate, and I
think it is a key factor in much
small game hunting. Species
such as squirrel, prairie dogs,
crows, and turkey are very
keyed in to visual alarms. I
cover my hands and face
especially as these are areas
that move a lot and stand out at
a distance.

Color is important, try to match the
surrounding vegetation as closely
as possible. But the main issue is
breaking up your outline.
At the very least wear a facemask and
gloves, your success rate will climb!
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Another very effective approach is to hunt from
a blind, and there are literally hundreds to
choose from. A couple of my favorites are
shown here. T he first is a pop up blind with an
integrated seat, I have both the one and two
man versions of this and have taken several
deer with both using big bore airguns. These are
convenient and easy to deploy, but they are a
little restrictive. The next example is another pop
up with much more room, but you’ll have to
carry along separate seating. Both of these
options are better for hunts where you will
remain fairly stationary. I tuck branches into the
netting and set back in the brush to further break
the outline. The last example is simply a low
wall that you sit behind, it only gives partial
cover but is very fast to deploy when on the
move.

Of course the best way to hide
from most big game is to get off
the ground. For this I use a
climbing stand, which allows me to
move around and get set up
quickly. Unless you get up over 18
feet, you might have better results
if camo netting is used for
additional cover.
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Probably the most effective camo that is worn (as opposed to a blind) is
a ghillie suit. These are outfits invented by Scottish gamekeepers and
best known as “sniper” gear. It is constructed from multi-colored jutte on
a net jacket or poncho ,and is superior at breaking the hunters outline
and blending with their surrounds. A ghillie suit can be purchased
complete or as a kit, there are many sources online, with prices in the
$100-175.00 range.
Hides and Blinds
One strategy for getting into range with your quarry is by using a hide
or a blind. A blind can be used with or without accompanying
camouflage clothing. The advantage of a hide is that it gives the hunter
cover that allows them to move around a little bit without spooking their
quarry. You can cock the gun, reload, and look around without blowing
your cover. The two main types of blinds are natural and man made, but
there are many variations on the theme.
A natural blind is constructed using vegetation that you find in the
field, such as gathering up downed limbs and tree branches and
forming a leafy shelter. It is important to position yourself in proximity to
food, water, or roosting locations, and ensure that there are adequate
shooting lanes to permit game to be taken from any direction. The
advantage of this approach is that the natural materials will blend into
the surrounds and can be set up and left standing, so on later
excursions they can be touched up and reused. Additionally the quarry
has a chance to acclimate to having the structure in their environment,
and is more likely to come into range. The disadvantages are that this
type of blind is not as comfortable or water proof as man made blinds,
and tend to take longer to set up. It’s a good idea to carry a ball of
green or brown twine to tie everything securely together, and a pair of
clippers for trimming back shooting lanes. There are several types of
man made blinds, but two designs that I’ve come to favor are a large
camouflage pop up tent and the other a chair with built in tent cover.
These are both relatively light and easy to carry, but the best thing is
that they are quickly deployed and they work well. The chair allows me
to hike through the woods, find a likely looking spot, set up in less than
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a minute and sit in comfort waiting for a squirrel to saunter into range.
On one trip I walked to within thirty yards of a den tree, set up the chair
blind, cocked my Gamo Stutzen and popped the first squirrel of the
morning as he walked by on his way to breakfast. I re-cocked, slipped in
another pellet and took another one minutes later. I sat in this spot, with
a drizzling rain coming down, warm and dry while filling my five squirrel
limit.
Lamping
Many air gun hunters choose to hunt at night time as this is an ideal
time to encounter many animals and most pest species. The first thing
that you must do is check local regulations to ensure it is legal in your
area. With that task completed, you are faced with choosing the right
lamping kit. There are a few commonsense guidelines that help
determine your rig; such as the type of rifle you use and where on your
rifle a light can be mounted. Your preferences on how you will deploy
the light, e.g. scope mounted, hand held, hat mount, et cetera, and how
much you can afford.
Batteries and their recharging times or conditions needs to be
considered. Also, how you access the shooting area where you will use
the lamp. Mounting positions are the first consideration. If you want a
simple mount that clamps around your scope then make sure that your
scope has enough tube showing to fit one. Measure the space in front
of the turrets and take note, then measure the width of tube clamping
mounts at the gun shop before you buy.
You may opt to use a handheld light, but this only works well if you
have a buddy operating the light while you shoot. With this approach a
quite powerful light can be used, and if you are hunting from the back of
a jeep with a spotlight this works very well indeed. I helped a friend with
a severe rabbit depredation problem on his farm a few years ago with
this set up, and it is very productive. We drove the access road on his
property that ran through the alfalfa and bean fields, and flipped on the
light to see literally scores of rabbits. I shot off the roll bar in the back
with my friend driving and working the light.
Another option, which does not require mounting a light on your gun,
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is to wear a headlamp. I like this method, and especially when using an
air pistol for pest control. Headlamps can be purchased at any camping
or sporting goods store for less than thirty dollars for a quality unit.
These lights are fairly powerful and have a long battery life. You can
also buy a simple strap for the mini-mag light which is comfortable and
allows you to multi task this light as a handheld or headlamp. It is an
inexpensive solution that works.
Regardless of the types of lamp used, bright white lamps can blind
your quarry and spook them. You can get colored filters for lamps or
you can get red or amber film and make your own. Many shooters settle
for "traditional" red filters, and these do seem to make the light "less
threatening" or even less visible to many of the pest species you will
hunt.
Once you have studied all the factors know your hunting grounds well
enough to avoid all dangers and know where you will start and how you
will approach. Stalking skills developed in the daylight hours will lay the
groundwork for your nighttime hunt. Keep an eye out for rattlesnakes if
hunting in areas they inhabit. In some places they can be quite
abundant and can quickly end a hunt on a sour note!

There are several options for hunter that want to go afield in the dark hours. Leapers
makes a compact high intensity light with a press switch that will mount in a scope ring
on a Picatinny mount (L). There are also several manufacturers producing larger high
intensity lights with external battery packs that clip onto the rifles scope (M). If hunting
with a buddy, a handheld light can be used (R). A red filter will help you lamp animals
without spooking them.
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Lamping is one of the most effective methods for taking Raccoons, and
whiles it’s not as exciting as calling them in, you’ll put a lot more in the
bag shooting at night. We drive the property in a utility vehicle, lamping
the trees while looking for the glow of eyes high up in the branches.
Once located we set out on foot moving in as quickly and quietly as
possible.
It is important that you check the laws in your state regarding lamping;
in most (if not all) lamping of game animals is prohibited. In many
varmint and predators, and pest species can be hunted at night. But
there are others where a gun and a light at night will get your hunting
license lifted, so make sure!

This was a huge boar raccoon
that was sitting about forty feet
up in a tree surrounded by
swamp grass and water.. If the
light
is
too bright an
experienced coon will drop out
of the tree and hit the ground
running!
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Beavers can be one of the most beneficial or most destructive animals
in an ecosystem, depending on the population and the environment
they call home. In the area of North Texas where my friend has a ranch,
the sheer numbers has lead to a significant problem with habitat
destruction due to the removal of trees and the beavers tunneling into
the stock ponds causing the water to drain out and the ponds to dry up.
We spent an evening in late spring culling a few of the huge rodents
out, and as this was pure pest control we shot at night while lamping the
waterways on the property. In one evening we removed six animals

Pellet in flight

Before

During

After

These are big animals,
this weighed over 50 lb.
They are also quite wary
even at night, you need to
move into area quietly.
When you here a loud
slap of the beavers tail on
the water, you know
you’ve been busted!
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but hardly dented the population. Over the course a few nights twenty
or so animals were removed, which left a sustainable population in
areas that were not at risk from the dams or tunneling activity.
The gun I used was a Benjamin Marauder .25 caliber with Benjamin
Domed pellets. Well placed head shots anchored even the largest (over
50 lb) in its tracks.
We had both scope mounted lights and handheld lights available on
this outing, and as we had plenty of people available found the
handheld lights were much more effective. When you’re out on your
own there isn’t really much choice, a light that is affixed to the gun and
leaves your hands free to shoot is required. However when hunting with
a friend it is much easier trading off between the trigger and the light.

Out on the same property we took
several opossums. On this outing my
Friend Terry Tate was shooting and
lamping for himself as a cameraman
followed getting the action on tape. If
you’re going to do serious pest
control, you need to be out when the
pest are. In three nights we took
several beaver, raccoons, possums,
and skunks.
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BSA Laser Genetics
This technology uses a collimated beam of laser light to provide an
alternative to night vision! The ND3 Laser Designator is an optical
lighting instrument using advanced green laser technology. The
patented Rotary Optical Collimator allows full adjustment and control of
beam diameter and intensity to focus light where it’s needed. Rotating
the collimator ring to minimum creates a bright micro beam of green
laser light visible up to 3 miles. Rotating the collimator to more open
settings provides plenty of illumination to light a trail at night or paint a
target at up to 250 yards. Battery life allows you to handle any
emergency with over 7 hours of continuous use.
The ND3 Laser Designator uses patented technology to create true
night vision and turns your scoped rifle into a night hunter. Combining a
powerful, eye safe green laser diode and a precision optical collimator,
the ND3 pairs with your scope and allows you to cast a bright beam of
green laser light to fully illuminate targets up to 250 yards.
The patented optical collimator allows for quick, one hand, full range
adjustment of beam diameter and light strength with just 180 degrees of
rotation. You never have to take your eyes off the target or your hand
off the trigger. High power green laser light reflects intensely off the
eyes of animals allowing quick detection up to 250 yards. The ND3
works well for both night hunting and game spotting. I’ve noticed that
the light doesn’t spook the animals to the degree of even red filtered
light.

The smaller version of this life can be
mounted on the scope.

The larger handheld version is
used to locate prey.
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Air Powered
Handguns

The use of high powered airguns for hunting appears to be gaining
popularity in North America, with more and more states adding new
regulations or modifying existing ones to allow air powered guns as a
method of take. I hunt with firearms, handguns, archery, and airguns.
While I love (my wife says obsess over) just about any type of hunting, I
like nothing better than hitting the squirrel woods with an air rifle. This
gets me out a couple months before deer season, and helps get my
stalking and shooting chops tuned up before whitetail fever takes hold.
I’ve enjoyed hunting with handguns for several years, and whether out
with a centerfire hand cannon for mulies, a .44 mag revolver for hogs,
or one of my rimfires for small game, find that the added challenge of
shooting a handgun enhances the experience. So considering my
penchant for both airgun and handgun hunting, it is understandable that
eventually the idea of hunting with an air powered handgun would take
hold.
If you are going to us an airpistol for hunting, the same choices in
power plants exists as for rifles; spring piston, CO2, or pre-charged
pneumatic. However, the physical dimensions of a handgun limit the
practicality of spring piston designs for small game hunting; they are
just not powerful enough. There are a couple of CO2 designs that do
have the power for rabbits and squirrels, but for the most part these
guns require a bit of gunsmithing to optimize, but this is not difficult. The
bigger issue is the fact that CO2 is temperature sensitive and cannot be
used in cold weather. That’s not going to fly in my region of the country,
where most of the season is usually a cold weather affair.
If you want to seriously pursue hunting with an air pistol a precharged
pneumatic is the way to go; these guns can be powerful and accurate,
approximating the performance of many air rifles. This type of airgun is
powered by compressed air operating at pressures between 2000 to
3500 psi, the air charge being delivered from either a hand pump or a
high pressure air tank. The compressed air is contained in an onboard
reservoir, and will generally provide as few as three shots per fill in the
more powerful big bore guns to 20 shots per fill in most of the smaller
caliber guns. There are limited options when it come to acquiring a PCP
handgun; you can build your own, have somebody else build one for
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you, or you can buy one of the production AR6 or Renegade models
manufactured by the Korean airgun company Evanix, which is
distributed in the States by Pyramyd Air.
Over the last several years, I have built my own air powered
handguns, had others build them for me, and purchased the newer
production guns. The first handguns that I built were CO2 models based
on the Crosman 2240 platform: by modifying the valve, the transfer port,
barrel, and altering caliber I was able to build up guns that were
producing approximately 12 fpe. This is more than powerful enough to
take rabbits and squirrels at twenty five to thirty yards, so long as the
weather is playing along and hunting temperatures are hovering around
the mid sixties. Most of these CO2 guns were set up in .22, but a few
were modified to .25 and even 9mm, though I have to admit the 9mm
was kind of like chucking a brick down range with a pronounced arc of a
trajectory.
The next step was when I found a couple of guys that would either
sell me the parts to do a conversion from CO2 to PCP, or better yet do
the work for me. An example of this is one of my favorite airpistols; it is
a hybrid that many people had a hand in. The 9mm barrel and receiver
were made for me by Dennis Quackenbush, the father of the Modern
Big Bore airgun, the lower (air reservoir and valve) was made by
Canadian airgun craftsman Walter Glover, the trigger was done by the
Crosman Custom Shop, and the laminate grips were built by “Grips by
Rick”, then I put it together. A great gun, but talk about taking a village!
Now this single shot pistol will hurl a 9mm 77 grain pellet down range at
around 525 fps for 28 fpe, and when it hits a rabbit at thirty five or forty
yards, he is quick to give up the ghost. It is a pleasure to shoot and
looks great, but has about $600 in parts and more time than I care to
admit invested. I also had to rely on help from guys I’m lucky enough to
know, like Dennis and Walter, assets which most potential shooters
can’t draw on. It took me close to a year to get this gun put together and
performing to expectation.
I have also used a high powered .308 hand cannon that was fully built
by Quackenbush on a hog hunt down in Texas a few years ago. This
gun is a limited production model owned by my hunting buddy Eric
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One of the advantages of the handgun is portability, both when
carrying it in the field and also for transporting it to the field. I keep one
of my pistols in the car when traveling on business, where it is ready for
an impromptu hunt as time and circumstance permits. When traveling
by air, it is a much simpler (and in these days of one bag only airline
policies, cheaper) operation to pack a locking pistol case and hand
pump into my checked baggage than it is to check a separate rifle case.
On a recent squirrel hunt, I carried my gun, camouflaged coveralls,
pellets, water and camera in a messenger style carry bag. I parked in
the campground parking lot and hiked through the campground to get
out of the designated no hunting/safety zone and into the state
recreation areas hunting zone. Once across the boundary I slipped on
my camo and pulled the Renegade out of the bag. There was no need
to bother with a back up air source, fully charged I reckoned there
would be more than a dozen shots, which should account for up to a
limit squirrels any way you cut it. When heading out to shoot prairie
dogs (where a large number of shots will be required) I carry a small 18
cf high pressure air tank to recharge the gun, but don’t find it necessary
for most small game applications.
Working my way to the base of a tree with a fallen log next to it, I
leaned back to wait. After twenty minutes I noticed motion up in the
early fall foliage spreading out in front of me. Leaning forward I could
see branches shaking and located a squirrel high up the tree feeding.
Drawing a bead through the low magnification scope and squeezing off
the shot, I watched as the bushytail tumbled down to the ground thirty
yards away. Standing up to collect my downed prey, I heard angry
barking behind me and slowly twisted around to find the author of this
scolding sitting in a tree not more than fifteen yards away. Second shot,
second squirrel. I quietly walked over to pick up the closer squirrel and
as I headed back caught glimpses of a third coming through the canopy
towards me. Opening the bipod and setting up on the fallen log, I was
able to intercept my quarry and
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limit squirrels any way you cut it. When heading out to shoot prairie
dogs (where a large number of shots will be required) I carry a small 18
cf high pressure air tank to recharge the gun, but don’t find it necessary
for most small game applications.
Working my way to the base of a tree with a fallen log next to it, I
leaned back to wait. After twenty minutes I noticed motion up in the
early fall foliage spreading out in front of me. Leaning forward I could
see branches shaking and located a squirrel high up the tree feeding.
Drawing a bead through the low magnification scope and squeezing off
the shot, I watched as the bushytail tumbled down to the ground thirty
yards away. Standing up to collect my downed prey, I heard angry
barking behind me and slowly twisted around to find the author of this
scolding sitting in a tree not more than fifteen yards away. Second shot,
second squirrel. I quietly walked over to pick up the closer squirrel and
as I headed back caught glimpses of a third coming through the canopy
towards me. Opening the bipod and setting up on the fallen log, I was
able to intercept my quarry and as the gun popped, the third squirrel
was down. I found that the short barrel and compactness of the
handgun was optimal for hunting in the heavy foliage still on the trees. I
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could maneuver through the brush with minimal noise and effort, and
with my limited field of view didn’t have to worry much about shots past
the thirty five yards mark. I didn’t see any more squirrels that morning,
so packing up I made my way back to the car and after cleaning my
game, headed home.
I’ve used handheld airguns to take everything from rabbits and
squirrels to groundhogs and feral hogs. It is a challenging and fun way
to hunt, and if you like handgun hunting with firearms, I am sure you’ll
enjoy it. As with all airguns, the low noise signature, lower power, and
limited carrying distance will result in more hunting areas opening up to
you. There are several farms just outside of city limits where I have
permission to hunt, but because of the new housing developments
popping up can’t use a firearm, even a rimfire, because of noise and
carrying range. I can get to these sites from my house in about fifteen
minutes which allows much more time afield during squirrel season, so
having a quiet and compact hunting tool is a huge advantage. I’ve
written about using air pistols in the past, and have then received follow
up emails and letters asking how somebody could get started. My
response has typically been to pass along where one could find
information on building up a gun, or directing the reader to one of the
custom shops. While this is one solution, having a production gun that
the prospective hunter can be steered towards is probably a more
viable approach, certainly less expensive and faster. I believe that with
the increased availability of production high powered PCP handguns,
more people will pick up the sport. And if you want to jump in early there
are now at least a couple guns available for you to get started with!
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When shooting offhand with a
pistol I tend to limit myself to about
25 yards… which is my limit not
the guns..
A Quackenbush .308 pistol anchored this
small porker with a headshot at 35 yards.

A bipod mounted to the gun will provide
stability for longer shots, providing you’re
able to deploy them.
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A lower powered gun such as
this CO2 2240 can make a great
close range pest gun
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Handguns are the perfect gun to take out
after tree squirrels and ground squirrels.
The picture to the right is an Evanix AR6
PCP pistol that packs a wallop, this one is
tuned for 22 fps and anchored this big fox
squirrel at 35 yards from a rested position.
Pistols are not inherently less accurate than
rifles, just a lot harder to shoot accurately.

The pictures to the left shows a
ground squirrel taken with modified
Crosman 2240 CO2 pistols rebarreled in .25, and a fox squirrel
taken with another of these guns
chambered in 9 mm.. In a CO2 gun
the 9mm is generating about 14 fpe,
but its like tossing a chunk of lead,
the arc of the trajectory is
pronounced

“Air Powered Handguns get
hunters into hunting locations
that would be closed to rifles”

When hunting with an air pistol, it is
imperative to steady the gun using
either shooting sticks or by utilizing
natural rests to shoot off of. I will
often lean against a tree (Left) to
brace myself for longer shots. If the
angle permits, dropping down into a
prone position is hard to beat for
stability.
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Text

Marauder Pistol!

A game changer in the world of hunting
air pistols was the release of the
Crosman Benjamin Marauder Pistol. The
gun is an eight shot rotary magazine , it is
fully shrouded and is very quiet, it has a
built in manometer, and can be quickly
converted into a carbine.
I’ve had this gun out for squirrel, rabbit,
and pigeons and it has been a very
effective tool. Generating about 14 fpe
and providing approximately 24 shots per
fill, it is a gun you can spend a day in the
field without requiring a refill.
The rotary magazine and the bolt action
permit a very fast cycling of the action.
The Marauder also incorporates an
integrated shroud, which is very effective
at suppressing the report.
It is shipped as a pistol, but the
standard components shipped with the
gun includes a skeleton buttstock which
allows the gun to be converted into a
muzzle loader in about a minute or two!
The photo on the lower left shows the
author on his way to a limit of fox
squirrels using the gun in carbine
configuration.
I’ve been using a Leapers long eye
relief pistol scope, but recently started
using a CenterPoint red dot with variable
dot configurations that is a very effective
short range sighting system.
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Field Notes:
Pistols and Prairie Dogs

By: Jim Chapman
Looking for a challenge with an air
pistol, I decided to give prairie dog
shooting a try. I reckoned that shots
out to 40 yards or so would test
both the shooter and the gun … and
it turned out I was right!
The pistol I choose for this outing
was the Brocock Grand Prix, a
single shot .22 caliber PCP that is
low powered (about 11 fpe) but
dead accurate. I had been shooting
this gun in my basement range all
winter, and as the weather started
warming up I found myself on the
road to Colorado to give it a go.
The gun was topped with a 2x
long eye relief scope, and I was
shooting Predator International
Polymer tipped pellets. I could keep
the pellets inside an inch at 25
yards in my testing, which I
considered good shooting off sticks
or over a pack. I got better groups
with a few other pellets, but not
enough to offset the advantages in
terms of terminal performance with
a lower power gun.
I decided to carry a light daypack,
but to forego the additional weight
of a buddy bottle. I figured that with
35 or so shots I could walk back to
the truck when air was required.
Wrong there … I didn’t count how
much I’d missed until finally getting
settled in!
The first problem I encountered
was getting into shooting range on
these high plains rodents. The next
was finding a position to shoot from;
but after trying kneeling, standing,
sitting I settled on laying prone and
shooting off my pack. As mentioned

My first fill only yielded up a few hits. But after
refilling and finding a spot that let me lie
behind a ridge and shoot over the top pistol
rested on my pack, I started to connect.
There were lots of younger dogs in this
patch and from where I was laying partially
hidden, they kept popping up in the 20 to 40
yard range. And as fast as they were coming
up, I was knocking them down. Until they got
wise and wouldn’t come out to play anymore.
Well, I proved to myself that I could get the
dogs with a pistol, the hardest part was
getting close enough, 40 yards was the max.
I switched to another Brocock gun for the
remainder of my shoot, but went with the
Enigma carbine. At that point there wasn’t a
Pdog safe within a hundred yards!
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The Future
of Airgunning

So we come to a close after a couple hundred pages of discussing
airgun hunting from the perspective of equipment, game, and methods.
I’ve also mixed in a liberal share of opinion and a little bit of speculation
when hard data wasn’t available. Hopefully this has not happened too
much. I believe very strongly that there is not one “right” gun for all
shooters; I may consider a certain gun just about perfect while another
individual may dislike it just as strongly. No right or wrong, just different
taste, needs, and experience.
Airgun hunting, whether it’s done to expand hunting opportunity,
increase the challenge of the hunt, or do pest control as the quietest
and least obtrusive manner possible, will provide a lot of shooting fun
and field practice. I don’t know who said it first, but I’ve oft repeated it;
to shoot well shoot a lot! By the time deer season has rolled around
every year, I’ve already shot hundreds of rounds at jackrabbit, prairie
dogs, squirrels and targets during the spring and summer months. And
because of the need to close distance, the airgunner is not just shooting
this quarry but hunting them. Shooting a woodchuck at 40 yards with an
airgun is a lot more like deer hunting with a bow than varminting with a
.22 centerfire. It is a hard and challenging stalk to get close to an animal
that has to survive while being on every predators dinner menu!
Airguns are an efficient and ethical means of take for every small
game animal in North America, and when the right large bore airgun is
selected and the appropriate guidelines applied with respect to range
and shot placement, they are legitimate tools for predators and larger
game as well. I stress again that this is the same criteria applied
regardless of what type of hunting tool is used; centerfire, handgun,
bow, or airgun.
There will be a subset of hunters that say “you shouldn’t use an
airgun to hunt because (add their reason here). Many of the strongest
opponents to airgun hunting that I’ve run across are also the least well
informed, but as more states do due diligence and take a look at how
airguns can fit into their hunting and wildlife management programs,
there are more places becoming available for the airgunner to hunt.
Certainly as we encounter wholesale urbanization, the unique
characteristics of air powered gun will allow more hunters to stay in the
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field. While it can be argued that hunting is probably better today than
it has ever been, it is also becoming more exclusive. The expense of
travel, licenses and tags (for out of state residents anyways), and fees
to hunt private lands are limiting factors for many. The lack of time is
another, and is becoming a real obstacle with the other commitments
we have as we make a living and raise our kids. Airguns allow the
hunter to take to the woods, over grown fields, or abandoned factory
yards to hunt for a couple of hours after work or on Saturday morning.
And in this way, airguns can become a vehicle to allow more people to
hunt and stay plugged into that part of our nature.
We are living in a golden age when it comes to airgun development,
there are many manufacturers around the world, and we are slowly
building our own home based industry. No matter what style of gun
you like or what type of hunting you will do, there is a gun that will suit
at a price you can live with.
It is not my suggestion that you forsake your bow or deer rifle and
take up exclusively with airguns. But use it to supplement your hunting
routine and allow you some additional field and shooting time. As a
rule most hunters pull out their centerfires a couple weeks before
season, sight in, then maybe shoot a few times before it ends. With an
airgun in your hunting repertoire, you’ll be able to do a lot more hunting
a lot closer to home, and after the initial startup cost it is about as
inexpensive a hunting sport as you will find.
As a concluding remark I’d like to remind you that to become a better
shot, shoot a lot. And to be a better hunter, hunt a lot ….. An air rifle
will let you both shoot and hunt a lot more!
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Airgun Hunting

Jim Chapman has been hunting
with airguns for over three decades,
and has pursued small game,
varmint, predators, and big game
all over the world. In the 2nd
Edition of this book Jim continues
to share his knowledge and
experience in the field, looking at
guns, projectiles, gear and the game
that can be taken with these
effective and fascinating guns. In
this edition, the discussion is
expanded and many of today's top
airgun hunters have contributed to
the body of knowledge presented.
This book will be of interest to all
hunters, and gives an insight into a
sport that is developing at a rapid
pace here in North America. As
population densities increase, and
urbanization impacts our hunting
grounds, the advantage of a gun
that is quiet and offers controlled
power will resonate with many
outdoorsman.
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